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INTRODUCTION

Aegean Archaeology is a dynamically developing dis- 
cipline of broad horizons. It explores a vast array of re-
search fields such as the archaeology of social organ-
isation, religion, gender, landscape, human mobility, 
technology etc., and uses a wide range of approaches, 
often multidisciplinary. After more than a century 
of intensive research and excavations, it still has the 
potential of making stunning discoveries as proved 
by recent work at Pylos and Prosilio. The geographi-
cal range of issues related to the Bronze Age Aegean 
broadens successively. Aegean archaeologists are busy 
with studying their finds and reconstructing the past 
using modern and diversified methodologies includ-
ing concepts borrowed from social sciences, econ-
omy or natural sciences. Aegean archaeology keeps 
pace with the development of knowledge, its former 
achievements are thus often the subject of critical 
views published in numerous volumes and papers 
with “rethinking” or “re-examining” included in their 
titles. Each year, numerous new scholars and students 
enter this fascinating field of studies bringing up new 
ideas, research projects, materials and methodologies. 

Therefore, it is our great honour to present the first 
volume of the publication ‘Sympozjum Egejskie. Papers 
in Aegean Archaeology’, a new, peer-reviewed series 
created as a platform presenting and introducing 
a broad scope of new research approaches and themes, 
as well as the newcomers to the discipline, i.e. these 
authors who are at the beginning of their research ca-
reer in the field of Aegean Archaeology. We also hope 
that this series will serve as a concise guide presenting 
the most recent research interests undertaken by early 
career scholars, as well as new trends in archaeology 
of the Bronze Age Aegean.

The series is published by the Department 
of Aegean Archaeology of the Institute of Archaeology, 
University of Warsaw. Its editors, all Aegean archae-
ologists themselves, represent various academic in-
terests: Katarzyna Żebrowska specialises in the fields 
of Italo-Aegean contacts, Aegean influences in Sicilian 
cultures, and funerary architecture, especially in re-
lation to the landscape, Agata Ulanowska specialises 
in textile archaeology, specifically textile production, 
weaving technology and the functionality of textile 
tools, and experimental and experience archaeology, 
Kazimierz Lewartowski specialises in Mycenaean ar-
chaeology with an emphasis on Mycenaean burial 

customs but currently his interests focus on memory 
of the past among the Archaic and Classical Greeks.

The history of the Aegean Conferences at 
the University of Warsaw

The idea of creating the new publication series called 
‘Sympozjum Egejskie’ was born as a result of the success 
of consecutive conferences on Aegean Archaeology, 
organised by the editors since 2013. The 1st Students’ 
Conference in Aegean Archaeology organised at the 
University of Warsaw on January 18th, 2013, was an 
initiative of students. There was much need for an 
opportunity to present work in the field of Aegean 
Archaeology to a broader public, since no other aca-
demic event offered the students a similar possibility. 
It was designed as a platform enabling its participants 
to exchange ideas about the presented topics, share or 
compare different research methods and perspectives, 
and develop scientific interests oscillating around di-
verse aspects within the same field of knowledge. 

The 2nd Aegean Conference

The next conference, Second Students’ Conference in  
Aegean Archaeology. Methods – Researches – Perspec- 
tives, which took place at the Institute of Archaeology 
in Warsaw on April 25th, 2014, attracted a number 
of international speakers and broadened significantly 
the range of discussed topics. This time, a small poster 
session was also included in the program. The event, 
aimed exclusively at young researchers in the dis-
cipline, received positive feedback. It became clear 
that the meetings should continue to be organized 
annually and English became the official language 
of the event. The proceedings of this second event 
have been published in the 4th volume of the Italian 
series Syndesmoi. Quaderni del corso internazionaliz-
zato in Archeologia: Catania, Konya, Varsavia thanks 
to the support of Prof. Pietro Maria Militello from the 
University of Catania.1

1 Militello, P., K. Żebrowska (eds.) 2016, Sympozjum Egejskie. 
Proceedings of The 2nd Students’ Conference in Aegean 
Archaeology: Methods – Researches – Perspective, Institute 
of Archaeology, University of Warsaw, Poland, April 25th, 
2014, Syndesmoi 4 (Quaderni del corso internazionalizzato 
in Archeologia: Catania, Konya, Varsavia), Catania.
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The 3rd Aegean Conference

In 2015, the Aegean Archaeology Department organ-
ised the Conference in collaboration with the Institute 
of Prehistory, Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań. 
The event, which had grown into a two-day meeting, 
was divided into two individual panels. The Institute 
of Prehistory hosted the undergraduate and graduate 
students part of the conference, while the Institute 
of Archaeology held the proceedings of the panel 
of young researchers (PhD students and doctors who 
had recently been assigned the title). For the purposes 
of the panel, the range of subjects was grouped into 
five blocks concerning burial customs, the archaeology  
of Crete, humans and nature, inter-Mediterranean 
relations, and textile manufacturing. Prof. Janusz 
Czebreszuk (Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań) 
gave an opening lecture on amber in the Aegean 
world. Apart from the authors listed in this volume, 
Mariya Avramova (Antiquity of Southeastern Europe 
Research Centre, University of Warsaw), Kinga 
Bigoraj (Antiquity of Southeastern Europe Research 
Centre, University of Warsaw), Katarzyna Dudlik 
(Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań), Agnieszka 
Kaliszewska (Institute of Archaeology and Ethnology, 
Polish Academy of Sciences), Monika Koźlakowska 
(Antiquity of Southeastern Europe Research Centre, 
University of Warsaw), Carissa Nicholson (University 
of Florida), Jakub Niebieszczański (Adam Mickiewicz 
University in Poznań), Ester Messina (University 
of Trieste, Udine and Venice), Dr Małgorzata Siennicka 
(The Danish National Research Foundation’s Centre 
for Textile Research, SAXO Institute, University of  
Copenhagen), and Katarzyna Żebrowska (University 
of Warsaw) gave vivid presentations during the young 
researchers’ panel in Warsaw.

The volume

This volume contains eight articles which are the out-
come of the The 3rd Young Researchers’ Conference in  
Aegean Archaeology, as well as of a call for papers dif-
fused among young scholars and researchers currently  
working on themes related to the Bronze Age Aegean.  
The articles cover a varied group of subjects, rang-
ing from topics connected with funerary architecture 
(Antonello) and ritual practices (Licciardello), diverse 
aspects of Minoan art (Boutsidis; Wesołowska), and 
ties between textile technology and Minoan glyptic 
(Ulanowska), through the use of databases in the study 
of small finds (Figuera), and “childhood archaeol-
ogy” in Crete and Cyprus (Muti), to the study on the 
Aegean and western Anatolian networks in the Late 
Bronze Age (Vaessen).

In her article, Sofia Antonello investigates the par-
ticular form of the Minoan multi-chamber tomb using 
the example of six Middle Minoan II–III such struc-
tures known from the Mavro Spilio necropolis, to the 
northeast of the palace of Knossos. She notes that 
Cretan tombs of this type can only be found around 
Knossos and in locations in some way connected with 
the palace. The author turns our attention to Bronze 
Age Cyprus, the possible place of origin of the multi- 
-chamber form. Finally, she discusses some reasons and  
meanings behind the adoption of this funerary form 
in Crete.

In his contribution, Christos Boutsidis deals with 
animal representations preserved on different types 
of Minoan objects. The quantitative and qualitative 
analyses of the depictions conducted in diachronic 
order allow the author to distinguish the kinds of an-
imals prevailing in each period and on different types 
of mediums. This is accompanied by short commen-
taries on the possible reasons standing behind the 
popularity of respective creatures in particular periods 
of time.

Dr Marianna Figuera demonstrates how a rela- 
tional database can be useful in the study of small finds,  
perceived as a rather problematic category of artefacts. 
She describes her own successful attempts of man-
aging reference sources and typological attributions 
of small finds from two Cretan sites, Phaistos and 
Aghia Triada. In particular, Figuera explains how the 
Fuzzy Method can preserve the subjectivity and un-
certainty of archaeological attributions, important 
aspects that can be lost in other means of digital han-
dling of archaeological data.

Agata Licciardello hypothesises about ritual ac-
tivities practised outside of Tomb 1 in the Mycenaean 
necropolis at Aigion in Achaea involving the use 
of specific vessels. She describes and interprets the 
pictorial decoration of two pottery fragments found 
in the tomb’s dromos and links them with the ceremo-
nial functions of those vessels. She thereby opens ways 
to discussion about liminal and post-liminal rites that 
took place in front of the tomb’s burial chamber.

In her contribution, Giulia Muti offers an inter-
esting and updated insight into the “childhood archae-
ology” of Bronze Age Crete and Cyprus. She focuses 
on ways in which children were represented and 
perceived by society. She uses a multidisciplinary ap-
proach to reconstructing their ties with the adult part 
of the islanders’ communities and the role they played 
in everyday life. 

Dr Agata Ulanowska re-examines iconography of  
Middle Minoan prismatic seals with relation to textile 
technology, specifically weaving on a warp-weighted  
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loom. By investigating the mechanical principles 
of weaving and the iconography of the warp-weighted 
loom in various cultures, she proposes new methodo-
logical assumptions for identification of textile imple-
ments and textile making in small-size representations 
in the Aegean glyptic, and new reading of the so-called 
‘Loom weights’ motif and its possible combinations.

Dr Rik Vaessen uses the example of the Gulf 
of Izmir to discuss the importance of western 
Anatolian coastal communities as melting points 
of Aegean and Anatolian networks of the Late Bronze 
Age. He proposes looking at the region not as one that 
is peripheral to the Mycenaean world, but as a gateway 
with many buffer sites favouring interaction between 
and integration of the two spheres of influences. Thus, 
he favours the view of the Late Bronze Age Aegean as 
a complex and dynamic network of relations, rather 
than a core and periphery system.

In her article, Monika Wesołowska talks about 
the symbolic connotations of specific types of flowers 
immortalised in Minoan and Egyptian art. She ex-
plores the beliefs related to those symbols, connected 
with life and death. The author compares floral de-
pictions known from Minoan artefacts with analogue 
representations preserved from Bronze Age Egypt and 
proposes a Nilotic origin for the Aegean symbolism 
connected with them.

Future perspectives

The proceeding of the 4th and 5th Young Researchers’ 
Conferences in Aegean Archaeology, which took place 
in 2016 and 2017, respectively, are scheduled to be 
published in subsequent volumes of the SEPAA series. 
The programs and books of abstracts of those recent 
conferences can be found on the official site of the 
Department of Aegean Archaeology.2
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1 My thanks go to Prof. Carinci for suggesting this research top-
ic, and for his valuable suggestions and encouragement. I am 
also grateful to my Athenian companions, Thea and Federica, 
who joined me in my visits to the Mavro Spilio necropolis, and 
to Niccolò for his patience in preparing Fig. 3. 

2 Dickinson 1977, 61.
3 Evans 1928, 557: "The ideal form was clearly a square chamber 

with a short approach and narrower entrance, and its real proto-
types are to be sought, in a more elaborate form, in Beni Hasan 
and other Middle Empire Egyptian Cemeteries. It was not for 
nothing that in the early deposits of Tomb XVII there occurred 

sealstones presenting types copied from Twelfth Dynasty 
scarabs".

4 Pini 1968, 38–39.
5 Nilsson 1950, 625–626 and Marinatos 1993, 231 had already 

suggested the possibility that the Minoans buried their dead at 
sea; Dietrich 1997, 26–28; chronology according to Warren 
2009. For the Pre- and Proto-palatial periods, the latest was 
Legarra Herrero 2014; for the MM III, Girella 2004; and for 
the Post-palatial period, Preston 2004, Alberti 2004.

6 See Preston 2013, 59–70; Girella 2016, 201–11. 

Sofia Antonello
Scuola Archeologica Italiana di Atene

THE MULTI-CHAMBER TOMBS IN MAVRO SPILIO 
A CYPRIOT ORIGIN?1

Abstract: The necropolis in Mavro Spilio, lying 600 m to the north-east of the Palace in Knossos, was  
built between the end of the Proto-palatial and the beginning of the Neo-palatial periods (Pl. I, Fig. 1). 
It is of interest particularly for the architecture of its oldest tombs. These constructions are distinctive, 
both within the necropolis and among Cretan funerary works. The aim of the present paper is to an-
alyse the architectural similarities between the Knossian multi-chambered tombs with several graves 
in Cyprus, to shed light on whether the particular shape of these Cretan tombs stemmed from an out-
side influence. Such a hypothesis was first formulated by Evans, and later revised by Pini. It was always 
assumed that multi-chamber tombs evolved from the typical Cretan collective tomb (the tholos), re-
visited in the single chamber tomb dug into the rock from the Late Minoan I period onwards, but this 
may be an over-simplified interpretation. 

Key words: Mavro Spilio; funerary architecture; Cyprus; Knossos. 

The cemetery of Mavro Spilio

The aim of this paper is to identify the origin of the 
Minoan multi-chamber tombs, and specifically the 
closest link to those in Mavro Spilio. The case of these 
tombs seems to occupy a crucial place in the appear-
ance of the chamber tomb in Crete, but also to relate 
somehow to the form that spread on the Greek conti-
nent.2 Evans believed that the antecedents of this type 
of architecture should be sought in the more elaborate 
form of the Egyptian tombs at Beni Hasan, carved into 
high limestone cliffs, with a square chamber, short dro-
mos and narrow passageway.3 Also the oldest Cypriot 
chamber tombs have a short, steep and shallow dro-
mos and an unrefined stomion. But Pini demonstrated 
the difference between the two types of funeral archi-
tecture. The Egyptian tombs have a different access 
system, which remained open for people to deposit 
offerings to the dead, whereas the Minoan tombs 

were sealed with dry walls after each burial; and the 
chambers in the Egyptian tombs are rectangular, not 
rounded like those of the middle Minoan periods. The 
German scholar also compared the tombs at Mavro 
Spilio with those in Cyprus, identifying similarities 
between the two, such as: the dromos widening to-
wards the funeral chamber; the descending slant of the 
walls of the dromos towards the inside of the tomb; the 
rounded, oval or horseshoe-shaped chambers; and the 
sealing of the stomion with dry walls or stone slabs. 
Moreover he recognized some differences; the Minoan 
tombs have dry masonry to close the entrances and do 
not have a distinct space before the chambers.4

The limited number of graves dating from the 
Neo-palatial period in Crete had led to the assumption 
that bodies were cast into the sea.5 In recent years, the 
cemeteries of the Neo-palatial period have been at-
tracting the attention of various scholars,6 who have 
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provided the means for locating the single burial sites 
in the so-called “funerary landscape” of the time.6

Evans began digging at the necropolis in Mavro 
Spilio in the summer of 1926, bringing six tombs 
to light.7 The other 15 were explored by Forsdyke, who 
had been appointed by Evans in 1927 to study the finds 
and continue the site’s exploration.8 Over the long pe-
riod of use of the necropolis (MM II–LM IIIC),9 the 
types of burial constructions changed, and two types 
of tomb were found, one multi-chambered, the other 
a single-chamber tomb of continental type that re-
mained popular in Crete for some time during the 
subsequent period of the so-called ‘Warrior Tombs’.10 

This review of the chamber tombs in Mavro Spilio 
focuses only on the multi-chambered type. Their con-
struction and first use belongs to a period spanning 
the MM II and MM III (the majority of them were 
subsequently reused).11 There are six of these tombs, 
which are planimetrically distinguishable from the 
others at the cemetery: IV, V, VI, VII, IX, XVII. The 
six tombs are structurally similar: they were dug in the 
soft kouskouras12 rock of the hillside and they are ac-
cessed through a dromos leading down to round, sem-
icircular or oval burial chambers. The grave goods 
analysed by Alberti included materials from the same 
period. The archaeologist recorded that these tombs 
differed from more recent finds (LM I–III) in terms 
of their architectural form and distribution within the 
cemetery (Pl. I, Fig. 2), and she drew some compari-
sons with this particular type of tomb.

Although they share the above-mentioned char-
acteristics, the tombs differ considerably from one 
another, possibly because of the irregular shape of the 
soft rock slope which they were dug in and/or to meet 
the needs of those commissioning the work. Tomb IV 
has three chambers, two of which are similar in shape, 
with semi-circular end walls lying to the north of the 
short dromos leading into them, and they are aligned 
west-to-east; the third chamber lies opposite the other 
two, due south of the entrance, and is as long as the 

6 Miller 2011, 12–9, 33–40.
7 Evans 1928, 554–558. 
8 Forsdyke 1926–1927, 243. 
9 Alberti 2001, 165.
10 Alberti 2004. 
11 Alberti found sealed contexts in the necropolis dating from MM 

II–III (tomb V from MM IIIA, tomb VI from MM III, tomb VII 
from MM III, tomb IX from MM II–III, tomb XVIIB from MM 
II–III, and the pit of tomb XVII from MM IIB), and this led to the 
identification of these tombs as being among the oldest in the 
cemetery, Alberti 2001, 168–169, 185; cf. Preston 2013, 58. 

12 Due to the scarcely compact soil and natural erosion, there re-
main only minimal signs of the entrance to the pit of the tombs, 
while the interiors have been completely obliterated by the soil.

other two combined.13 Forsdyke does not mention 
finding any ceramic fragments dating earlier than LM 
II in tomb IV,14 so it cannot be dated with the aid of ce-
ramics to the MM, though its layout is very similar 
to MM tombs.15 Tomb V (Pl. II, Fig. 3a) is 6 m long  
and consists of three intercommunicating chambers 
linked by means of an inner space and connected to the 
outside by a diadromos built with small juxtaposed 
stones. Each chamber shares one wall with its neigh-
bour. Chamber A is circular in shape; chamber B is 
larger, semi-circular and is situated between two other 
chambers; and chamber C is the largest, semi-circular, 
and has a niche in the eastern wall. Tomb VI is 10 m 
long, with an irregular shape, an ample entrance with 
four niches of various sizes along its sides, a narrow 
dromos leading to a semi-circular funeral chamber 
and, situated opposite, another chamber less than half 
the size in the shape of a triangle with rounded cor-
ners. Tomb VII (Pl. II, Fig. 3g) was dug into the rock 
over a length of 7 m and has a regular layout consist-
ing of a dromos descending towards two similar, round 
funeral chambers situated side by side, the one to the 
north slightly smaller than the one to the south. Tomb 
IX (Pl. II, Fig. 3d) is the largest of the whole necropo-
lis (just over 10 m long) and consists of four chambers, 
all leading off from a central corridor that is a wider 
extension of the dromos. Chamber E is on the western 
side of this corridor, while the others are on the east-
ern side. Chambers B and D have their own corridor 
for access; chamber E and the corridor for chamber D, 
contain niches. The front portion of tomb XVII has col-
lapsed and it is only 5 m long, but when complete must  
have had two chambers separated by a central pillar.16

MM multi-chamber tombs

The same type of chamber tomb can be found at 
two nearby burial sites in the Knossos area (one at 
Ailias,17 to the east of the Palace, on the western 
slopes of Profitis Ilias, and approximately 250 m south 
of Mavro Spilio;18 the other at Poros, 1.5 km to the east 
of Heraklion, the harbour town serving Knossos19), 
but nowhere else in Crete.20 

13 Forsdyke 1926–1927, 244, fig.1.
14 Forsdyke 1926–1927, 254.
15 Alberti 2001, 174.
16 Forsdyke 1926–1927, 256, fig. 8, 259, 260, fig. 14, 260–261,  

fig. 15, 264–265, fig. 19, 276–277, fig. 32.
17 See relevant references on p. 252 in Girella 2004.
18 Hood, Smith 1981, 54 n. 257, on map F7. 
19 Dimopoulou-Rethemiotaki 1999, 27.
20 There are other chamber tombs in Crete that date from around 

the same period as those near Knossos (e.g. in Phalangari, 
Malia), but they do not have the same particular multi-chamber 
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Six tombs have been found dug into the rock at 
Ailias, and four of them (tombs V, VII, VIII, IX) com-
prise more than one chamber of irregular shape. The 
tombs were used from MM II to MM III, with some 
burials dating to the LM IA. As well as ceramics, the 
tombs produced gold and silver jewellery, a hundred 
rock crystal beads, a bead of gold and ivory, and 27 
seals.21 Tomb VII, as recently reported by Hood, is an 
example of multi-chamber tomb, accessed via a short 
dromos, sealed by three boulders, with three roundish 
chambers (one of which was used as an ossuary) sep-
arated by walls.22 Numerous objects were discovered 
in the tomb, including a small bronze model dagger, 
a Cretan imitation of a scarab made of rock crystal, 
a miniature silver cup, jewellery and a set of amethyst 
beads (possibly of Egyptian origin).23 The burial rites 
in use at this necropolis were typical, but Hood reports 
that some of the dead were cremated, and this could be 
a sign of the presence of foreigners.24

The necropolis in Poros comprises nine chamber 
tombs cut into the rock that date from between MM 
IIB and LM IB.25 Tomb P 1967 includes a dromos with 
steps down into an antechamber and a large funeral 
chamber (13.4 m long), supported by three central pil-
lars and complete with an oblong ditch to the north 
that was surrounded by a wall, probably in LM IA.26 
This tomb also contained seals (one of Levantine ori-
gin), several stone objects including a ceremonial axe 
or hammer, the remains of at least four weapons, and 

layout. See Girella 2004, passim. In order to complete the cases 
of Minoan multi-chamber tombs I report the excellent example 
of the expansion of Minoan material culture in the late third 
and early second millennia in the site in Kastrì, on the island 
of Kythera. Here there were found nine chamber tombs similar 
to those discovered in the Knossos area that date from between 
MM III and LM IB. Four of the tombs have only one chamber, 
while the other five have several (Coldstream, Huxley 1972, 
220–227, figs. 3, 62, 66, 68, 69, 73, 76, 77, 78, 80). The tombs 
in Kythera are planimetrically more refined than those around 
Knossos, but also less elaborate. They involved no building 
of walls, buttresses or niches, and they lacked the burials in pithoi 
typical of the Minoan world. These tombs could provide the trait 
d’union between the Minoan and Mycenaean chamber tombs 
that subsequently spread, with the arrival in Crete of people from 
the continent, in the encoded form comprising a long dromos 
leading to a single rectangular, square or horseshoe-shaped fu-
nerary chamber. This process may have been mediated in turn 
by the more ancient Cycladic model represented by the tombs 
in Phylakopi, with their mainly rectangular layout cut cleanly 
in the ground (Dickinson 1983, 64).

21 Hood 2010, 161–168.
22 Hood 2010, 163, fig. 16.2.a.
23 Hood 2010, 165–168.
24 Hood 1971, 140.
25 See relevant references in Preston 2013, 59.
26 Muhly 1992, 191. The author also claims that some characteris-

tics of this tomb (such as the descending steps and free-standing 
pillars) appear later on, in LM II–IIIA, and that if the Katsambas 
type evolved from the one in Poros there are no intermediate 
models in the area. 

three wild boar’s tusks belonging to a helmet.27 Given 
the presence of these materials of prestige, several hy-
potheses have been advanced on the high status of the 
dead, and of the group to which they belonged.28

Nearly a kilometre away to the south-southwest 
of the Palace, there is another multi-chamber tomb 
in the Gipsadhes cemetery.29 This is tomb XVIII, the 
only one to date from MM III, while the other tombs 
in the cemetery date from LM III.30 Tomb XVIII 
has a wide dromos sealed by a wall consisting of two 
large boulders and several smaller stones, and an ov-
al-shaped antechamber lower down that leads to two 
chambers where a pair of silver earrings, a seal, and 
a fragment of ostrich egg came to light.31

New cemeteries were built around the area 
of the Palace in MM I–II, and they continued to be 
used in MM III and LM I.32 Different types of tomb 
were used in the Knossos area during the same time 
as the multi-chamber tombs in Mavro Spilio, such as 
the tholoi in Kephala to the north of the Palace, and 
at Kato Gypsades to the south, the Temple Tomb with 
its wall of square-cut blocks,33 and some pithos burials 
(“Tomb of the Cow”).34 There is a remarkable variety 
of funerary architecture stemming from the absence 
of a hegemonic centre dictating a canonical funerary 
formula, and from the presence of a stratified soci-
ety that expressed its individuality also in its different 
choices of grave.35 The curved Minoan multi-chamber 
tombs can also be distinguished from those spreading 
around Crete from MM III onwards and in the late 
Minoan period. The Mycenaean material culture did 
not replace, but became integrated with, the Cretan 
culture36 and the most ancient chamber tombs in the 
Knossos area were probably adopted as a model for 
later constructions.

The multi-chambered tombs in Cyprus: 
a comparison

Forsdyke was one of the first to take an interest 
in the contacts between Cyprus and Crete, analysing 

27 Lebessi 1967; for the other tombs: Dimopoulou-Rethemiotaki 
1987, 529; Dimopoulou-Rethemiotaki 1999, 709–710; 
Girella 2004, 261–263. 

28 Dimopoulou-Rethemiotaki 1999, 32–36.
29 Hood, Smith 1981, 59 n. 331, on map D/E 9.
30 Hood et al. 1958–1959, 194–195, fig. 1.
31 Hood et al. 1958–1959, 252–253. 
32 Hood et al. 1958–1959i, 85, n. 210, 226, 227, 237.
33 Evans 1935, 957–1018.
34 Dickinson 1994, 219; Girella 2004, 252–255, 265–267; 

Hatzaki 2012, 310. 
35 Girella 2004, 293–294.
36 Popham et al. 1974, 254–257; Alberti 2004, 134.
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Minoan fragments found at digs conducted by the 
British Museum in Cyprus.37 The minoika 38 were used 
to create synchronisms between the two civilisations, 
as done by Grace39 and subsequently by Stewart.40 
Since the 1970s onwards, more attention has been 
paid to the contacts, synchronisms and communica-
tion routes between the two islands.41 Caloi made the 
point that, between the 20th and 17th centuries BC, 
exchanges must have taken place as Minoan sailors 
on their way to the Levant would have stopped over 
on the northern coast of Cyprus (where the minoika 
were found), and on their way back they would have 
imported Cypriot vessels as part of their commercial 
activities.42 One possible route went from Crete pass-
ing through Kasos, Karpathos and Saria to Rhodes, 
and from there to Cyprus; another passed through 
the Cyclades and Dodecanese.43 Between the 17th 
and 16th centuries BC (MC III–LC IB), the bonds 
of Cyprus with the Aegean area were reinforced, and 
Cypriot ceramic finds in Crete become more varied 
and more widespread.44

Examples of multi-chambered tombs in Cyprus 
date from earlier than those found in Crete,45 and can 
be set in the Ancient Cypriot period. They originated 
from the Philia group, which in turn had its roots in the 
culture of southwestern Anatolia, from where the first 
inhabitants of Cyprus came.46 This type of funerary 
architecture persisted during the Middle and into the 
Late Cypriot period as a direct derivation from the 
more ancient model.47 Despite changes in burial rites 
during the passage between the end of MC III and the 
beginning of LC I, tombs dug into the rock continued 
to be the most often used.48 

Cypriot chamber tombs have a dromos, a stomion 
sealed by slabs of stone or walls, semi-circular rock-cut 

37 Forsdyke 1911, 110–114.
38 Catling, Karageorghis 1960, 109–121.
39 Grace 1940, 25, 49–50.
40 Stewart 1962, 197–204.
41 Åström 1979, 56–62; Cadogan 1979, 63–68; Catling, 

MacGillivray 1983, 1–4; Caloi 2009, 44–46.
42 Caloi 2009, 54–56.
43 Graziadio 2013, 170–171, fig. 4.
44 Graziadio 1998 63–72, 83–86.
45 The synchronisation of the Minoan and Cypriot relative chronol-

ogies is: AC IIIB = MM IA; MC I = MM IB/M IIA; MC III = MM 
III, in Åström 2000.

46 For an early classification of Cypriot funerary architecture, and 
chamber tombs in particular, see Gjerstad 1926, 57–61; e.g., the 
necropolis at Vrysi tou Barba in Gjerstad et al. 1934, 33–162; 
Keswani 2004, 55.

47 The chamber tomb of continental type is introduced in LC IIIB 
in Graziadio 1998, 264.

48 For brief accounts and maps of the chamber tombs of the Ancient 
and Middle Cypriot periods, respectively, see Dikaios et al. 1962, 
215–222 and Åström 1972, 6–10; cf. Steel 2004, 171–175.

chambers with pillars resembling buttresses, and rec-
tangular niches in the walls; these features remained 
up until the Late Cypriot period, but become less 
complex with time.49 The Cypriot tombs in the cem-
eteries of Lapithos a Vrysi tou Barba,50 Ayos Iakovos 
Melia, Toumba tou Skourou, and Paleoskoutella can 
be used for drawing architectural comparisons with 
the slightly later Minoan tombs. Lapithos is the ne-
cropolis with the greatest architectural variety of its 
tombs.51 Generally speaking, the more ancient tombs 
in Lapithos have a small and rather narrow rectangu-
lar dromos with parallel walls, resembling an access pit, 
leading down to several roundish chambers on a dis-
tinctly lower level than the dromos, with vaulted ceil-
ings and a stomion sealed with thin slabs of local stone 
held in place by wedge-shaped stones at the sides. 
Tombs 313 and 322 (Pl. II, Figs. 3e–f ) (dated between 
AC III and MC I) show the subsequent development 
of this architectural form, providing clear evidence 
of hitherto sketchy details. Rocks are cut in the shape 
of pillars in the walls of the multiple chamber to sup-
port the vaulted ceiling, and there are numerous side 
niches.52 Between MC I and MC II, the shapes of the 
chambers in the tombs in Lapithos become less elab-
orate, there is often only one, and they acquire a real 
dromos complete with steps.53 Tomb 8 in Ayos Iakovos 
Melia54 (Pl. II, Fig. 3b) (end of MC III) has a long dro-
mos narrowing towards the stomion and three virtually 
circular chambers of much the same size opening onto 
a round antechamber, reminiscent of tomb V in Mavro 
Spilio. Tomb I at Toumba tou Skourou (Pl. II, Fig. 3c) 
also has three chambers of various shapes and com-
plete with numerous niches.55 The tombs identified as 
Tumulus 4 and 7 in Paleoskoutella56 (Pl. II, Figs. 3h–i) 
(middle of MC III) and Tomb 1851 in Enkomi (Pl. II, 
Fig. 3l) (end of LC I),57 on the other hand, have a two-
lobed layout similar to tomb VII in Mavro Spilio. 

While the first two elements of comparison58 
identified by Pini do not really seem to be reflected 
in the tombs at Mavro Spilio, some architectural de-
tails reveal similarities between the chamber tombs 
of Cyprus and Crete, including: multiple funeral 

49 Keswani 2004, 56, 109–118. A summary of the funerary finds for 
MC III–LC IIIB in Knapp 2008, 186–201; 2013, 311.

50 Dating from the Ancient Cypriot IA to the Middle Cypriot IIB 
in Gjerstad et al. 1934, 33–160. 

51 Keswani 2004, 58.
52 Gjerstad et al. 1934, 86; Dikaios, Stewart 1962, 217–221.
53 Åström 1972, 6–10.
54 Gjerstad et al. 1934, 325–335.
55 Vermeule, Wolsky 1990, 159–169.
56 Gjerstad et al. 1934, 423–425, 427, fig. 1, 429–436, 427, fig. 8.
57 Lagarge, Lagarge 1985, 22–23, 27, fig. 3, 51. 
58 Supra.
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chambers joined by a central corridor; the rounded 
shape of the chambers; and the presence of inter-
nal supporting pillars and niches. In fact it is only 
in these tombs, dating from between MM II and LM I,  
that several burial chambers share the same entrance. 
The pillars inside the chambers are characteristic of  
Cypriot funerary architecture.59 The buttresses of tomb 
313 in Lapithos look very like those of the tomb in  
Poros, and so does the method for closing the stom-
ion with stone slabs reinforced with a layer of stones 
and soil.60 Supporting pillars were found in the tombs 
IV and XVII in Mavro Spilio, and niches like those 
of the tombs in Lapithos61 can be seen in tombs VII, 
IX, XVII. 

Some final remarks

Together with the tombs in Ailias, the necropo-
lis in Mavro Spilio comes closest62 to the site of the 
Palace during MM II–III.63 If we consider cemeteries 
as ‘territorial marks’ and acknowledge the strong con-
servativism of funerary traditions, it is significant that 
this new architectural form was used specifically at 
a necropolis near the Palace, and clearly visible on the 
hill where the tombs were dug at much the same time 
when the Palace (and the power structure that the 
tombs represented) was being rebuilt (Pl. II, Fig. 4).64 
The multi-chamber tombs marked not only a change 
in grave building styles, but also their relocation un-
derground (tombs had previously been built mainly 
above ground such as the tholoi in the Messara region 
and in the cemetery of Fourni at Archanes, or as in the 
case of the house tombs on the north-east coast; but 
at the same time pithoi and larnakes were used and 
dug into the ground).65 While the practice of building 
collective tombs seems to date from Pre- and Proto-
palatial times, the architectural solution adopted for 
the grave changed considerably. The people who dug 
the tombs in the rock on the hillside in Mavro Spilio 
must have used a well-established technique to pre-
vent the ceilings of the chambers from collapsing, or 
at least they must have looked elsewhere to learn this 
new architectural form. This conviction is supported 
by the presence around Knossos of tombs built above 

59 They were compared with those depicted in the “shrine models” 
in red-polished ware in Herscher 1978, 706.

60 Lebessi 1967, charts 176–177.
61 As in Gjerstad et al. 1934, 88, fig. 43a.
62 Located on the edge of Kairatos, and now dry.
63 The arrangement of the cemeteries and their nearness to the 

Palace of Knossos is clearly identifiable in Legarra Herrero 
2014, fig. 51.

64 Alberti 2013, 54.
65 Muhly 1992, 191; Hatzaki 2012, 309.

ground dating from the same period. Different groups 
burying their dead in the area around the Palace 
during the Neo-palatial period chose between the 
traditional tombs built above ground and the novel 
subterranean alternative. Hardly surprisingly, the 
latter funeral chambers were introduced on the cen-
tral northern coast of the island of Crete, in the area 
around Knossos, and in the vicinity of the harbour 
town of Poros (an area particularly amenable to influ-
ences from abroad).66 A craftsman specializing in this 
field may have landed there and served one or more 
groups in the building of these tombs.67 This new type 
of underground tomb, which bears witness to the 
choice of individual burials, based on the use of pithoi 
and larnakes, but in collective funeral chambers68 
would be the one most often used thereafter.69 

The most intriguing finding emerging from this 
analysis is that those who buried their dead in the mul-
ti-chamber tombs at Mavro Spilio adopted a funerary 
architecture that was probably not autochthonous; it 
most closely resembles the tombs dug into the rock 
typical of Cypriot culture throughout the Bronze Age. 
They also buried in them precious objects,70 many 
of which came from the East, and some from Cyprus 
or of Cypriot inspiration. The most interesting of the 
sealed contexts available with wealthy grave goods is 
chamber E in tomb IX,71 which was sealed by mud and 
soil falling from the roof, and closed off by soil coming 
from the main corridor.72 It contained two gold signet 
rings, one of which bears the famous inscription with 
the spiral-shaped ductus in Linear A,73 six gold beads 
with an Egyptian form characteristic of the Twelfth 
Dynasty,74 a gold bead embossed and surrounded 
by a ring-shaped seal,75 a bronze knife blade, ten 
faïence beads and nine carnelian beads.76 

66 Already in the Pre-palatial period, Poros was distinctive for its 
large quantities of Cycladic, Aegean, and Cycladic-style ceramics; 
in Dimopoulou-Rethemiotaki, Wilson, Day 2007, 88–91.

67 Dickinson 1994.
68 Girella 2016, 208, 211.
69 Alberti 2013, 53–54.
70 Among the latest finds in one of the tombs at Poros there was 

a perforated disc-shaped element depicting a dog togeth-
er with ceramics from MM III, silver earrings, a bronze ring, 
and beads of amethyst, bronze and faience; in Dimopoulou-
Rethemiotaki 2010, 89, 93.

71 Alberti 2001, 173–176.
72 Forsdyke 1926–1927, 264–266; Alberti 2001, 177.
73 Evans 1925 p. 557, fig. 352; Forsdyke 1926–1927, fig. 37, charts 

XVIII, XIX; Girella 2004, 258. 
74 Forsdyke 1926–1927, 286.
75 On the origin of this particular type of signet ring as a bead, and 

its conversion from a metal ring into part of a necklace, see Evans 
1925, 47–48; Forsdyke 1926–1927, 285, 287, fig. 39 IX E.4. 

76 Forsdyke 1926–1927, 269.
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Several “mulberry type” earrings were found 
in tomb P 196777 at Poros, including one that could 
be as old as the oldest examples of this type found 
in Cyprus.78 It seems to have been first created 
in Cyprus in the Late Bronze Age, combining Aegean 
and Eastern influences.79 In tomb P 1986, along with 
seals and a necklace with six gold beads, two other 
important objects came to light: a bowl 80 dating from 
LM IB, decorated with bunches of crocuses on the 
outer central band and the inside, and complete with 
a handle in the shape of a wish-bone, and three gold 
earrings, two forming a pair with a granular decora-
tion reminiscent of those mentioned above.81

In the time immediately preceding the Neo-
palatial period, the tombs in Mavro Spilio bear witness 
to a growing individualism in Minoan society, the ex-
pression of a distinct, new social group using goods 
imported from the East that probably took part in the 
rebuilding of the Second Palace.82 It seems worth con-
sidering the feasibility of this new funerary architec-
ture being inspired not by the Minoan collective tombs 
(and the tholoi, in particular),83 but by types clearly be-
longing to eastern parts of the Mediterranean, such as 
Cyprus. The Minoans therefore looked overseas, and 
imported practices and objects from which to draw 
prestige and inspiration. 

77 In the showcase at the Museum in Heraklion containing jewels 
from the tomb, there are two similar pairs of this mulberry-type 
earring with a bunch comprising only a few beads, one single 
earring of this type with a more complicated bunch, and one 
of larger size.

78 Muhly 1992, 188.
79 Tatton-Brown 1987, 56, fig. 59c, 59.
80 The shape is reminiscent of the so-called Cypriot “milk bowl”, 

though the base is not rounded but slender and distinguishable 
from the body of the bowl, giving it an appearance that is a hybrid 
between the Cypriot prototype and a Minoan cup.

81 Dimopoulou-Rethemiotaki 1987, 529; Dimopoulou-
Rethemiotaki 2004, 367–368, 372, fig. 31.16.

82 Alberti 2013, 53–54.
83 Alberti 2001, 184; Hood 2010, 161.
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ANIMALS IN AN INSULAR ENVIRONMENT 
THE CASE OF BRONZE AGE CRETE  

THROUGH ASPECTS OF MINOAN ART1

Abstract: This study explores quantitative and qualitative aspects of the appearance of animals on dif-
ferent artefacts of Minoan origin. Firstly, there is the presentation of results related to seals and seal-
ings, in accordance to the periodization of Minoan archaeology based on the palatial system. The lion 
appears to be the dominant animal figure in the Prepalatial period, but it vanishes during Protopalatial 
times. Wild goats, cattle and water birds then became quite common and the situation did not change 
with the appearance of the new palaces, while the lion regains its popularity. At the same time, a mul-
tiplicity in numbers and diversity of the depicted animals is more obvious. Finally, in the Postpalatial 
period the sample is basically divided between cattle, wild goat and lion, the former being by far the 
most popular. After that, we discover animals frequently depicted on the clay larnakes of the later 
Minoan period, namely octopuses, fish, argonauts and water birds. The last section of the paper con-
cerns animal depictions on wall paintings, showing a preponderance of cattle, birds and fish over the 
others. The study also discusses the possible reasons for choosing the depictions of specific creatures.

Keywords: animal depictions, Pre- Proto- Neo- Postpalatial, seals, larnakes, frescoes.

Introduction

Crete is a large island at the southernmost part of the 
Aegean and lies approximately 55 nautical miles away 
from mainland Greece and even further from the 
shore of Anatolia (which is 100 NM away), while 
Africa lies to its south at a distance of 200 NM. Crete’s 
relatively isolated location makes for a quite unique 
fauna,2 whose species have been interacting with hu-
mans since the latter inhabited the island.

During the Bronze Age, the depiction of animals 
was a very popular motif in Cretan iconography. 
Artists chose to depict the animals that lived along-
side human communities and were exploited for their 
resources, or the ones they saw roaming free on the 
rugged Cretan mountains or swimming in the sea 
that encompasses them. They also choose to portray 

animals from foreign lands they had heard stories 
about, or had rarely seen with their own eyes, or pos-
sibly ones transferred to their island in captivity. They 
also could have depicted animals that they had them-
selves encountered on rare occasions, when travel-
ling for commercial or diplomatic reasons, or even 
hunting.

Thus, we see animals depicted in a variety of  
manners:
• alone or accompanied by one or more other ani-

mals or people;
• in static, almost decorative presence, in the form 

of an ideogram, or being part of a wider narrative 
theme, thus revealing all kinds of poses, i.e. strug-
gling with other animals, being hunted by man, 
feeding their young, licking themselves, running, 
lying down, grazing etc.;
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ANIMALS
SEALS AND SEALINGS LARNAKES FRESCOES

PRE- PROTO- NEO- POST- POST- NEO/POST-
Cattle 1 127 240 307 30 29
Lion 122 34 278 146 1

Wild goat 19 203 178 160 35 2
Dog 1 74 52 18 13
Boar 1 39 31 3 2
Deer 1 5 40 33 5 3

Monkey 2 9 21 7
Waterbird 1 107 142 8 22

Bird 1 39 109 10 55 26
Fish 10 73 121 2 58 24

Dolphin 16 51 1 8 13
Octopus 6 33 2 122 1
Argonaut 7 50 2
Flying fish 69
Cuttlefish 3 110
Scorpion 13 20 22 1

Spider 8 76 15
Griffin 3 103 29 1 10

rest 43 438 416 277 65 18
TOTAL 223 1272 2038 997 464 138

• they may be either existing animals portrayed 
in a realistic or stylized manner, or fictional and 
exotic beasts, just like the Minoans imagined them 
from the foreigners’ stories, or even artificial hy-
brids of different animals.
There were probably a number of reasons for us-

ing animals in Minoan art so frequently. Besides being 
a reflection of the artists’ appreciation of their natu-
ral surroundings, it appears that animals, with their 
unique behaviours or their respective place in the ani-
mal kingdom, became the ideal means to convey spe-
cific messages and symbolisms to their social circle.3 
Since speaking of “art for art’s sake” in Bronze Age 
Crete seems rather anachronistic, the interpretation 
should firstly be sought for in the question of who was 
the owner of the artefacts containing such imagery, 
and secondly, in what frame of reference it may be 
classified; is it a specimen of high economic value or 
for commercial use, a token of hunting or combative 
virtues, or just an accompanying item for the dead 
in his afterlife?

To study the quantitative and qualitative aspects 
of animal depictions, seals have been preferred instead 
of pottery because of the large amount of information 

they provide. They also offer the opportunity to ex-
plore the phenomenon over time, throughout the du-
ration of the Bronze Age. Then, larnakes and frescoes, 
objects with strong symbolic content for the funerary 
and social habits of ancient Minoans, are examined.4 

3 Shapland 2010a, 122–124.
4 Watrous1991, 302–303; Shapland 2009, 192–193.

Methodology

The body of animal depictions discussed here has been 
extracted from published catalogues about the re-
spective works of art, as well as from individual stud-
ies,5 wherein the identification of animals is followed 
by a description of the observed scenes, the context 
of excavation and probable dating. Previously pro-
posed interpretations have been fully adopted, their 
reconsideration is not among the purposes of this 
study. The archaeological material comes exclusively 
from excavations in Crete, while artefacts of unknown 
origin (products of illegal excavations) are also in-
cluded when their Minoan style confirms that the 
place of production is the island. The chronologi-
cal system applied here is the palatial system devised 
by Nikolaos Platon,6 which separates the development 
of the Minoan civilization into 4 major periods (Pre-, 
Proto-, Neo- and Postpalatial) in accordance with the 
role played by large palaces in the cultural, economic 
and political life of the locals. Careful examination 
of inventories led to the quantitative results broadly 
given in the table below (each number refers to the 
sum of appearances):

Seals and Sealings

A medium of great importance that has provided the 
vastest quantity of animal representations are their 

5 For the seals/sealings: http://arachne.uni-koeln.de/browser/
index.php?view[layout]=siegel/; for the larnakes: Merousis 
2000; for the frescoes: Kaiser 1976; Immerwahr 1990; Evely 
1999.

6 Platon 1961–2, 127–136.
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depictions on small seals made of stone, bone, metal 
or glass, and also the sealings that have been found 
on baked clay surfaces. The Corpus of Mycenaean and 
Minoan Seals has been the main source of informa-
tion, with the bulk of its database now easily accessible 
on the Internet. After thorough research, a selection 
was made of a total of approximately 3200 seal surfaces 
and sealings that may be relatively safely attributed 
a Cretan origin, or which bear clear Minoan charac-
teristics. Almost 4500 unique representations of an-
imals, either single or accompanied by other animals 
or people, have been counted on them. This resource 
is of a sufficiently large size to allow the production 
on its basis of quantitative conclusions about the most 
frequently depicted creatures in the various phases 
of Minoan seal engraving. Interpretations can also be 
made on its basis about their iconographical content, 
thereby providing evidence for possible interpreta-
tions of the use of the objects they are depicted on. 
Finally, taking also the zooarchaeological record of the 
island into account, they present us with a rough over-
view of the island’s fauna and the creatures that con-
stantly captured the attention of its human inhabitants 
in the Bronze Age.

The first animal representations date back to ΕΜ 
ΙΙΙ–ΜΜ ΙΑ, the period prior to the construction of  
the first central buildings in the major Minoan sites 
(Pl. III, Fig. 1). The most popular motif is the lion, 
a species alien to the local fauna. The frequency of its 
appearances can possibly be explained by the fact that 
the craft and practice of seal engraving was newly 
imported into the island, either from Anatolia or the 
Middle East.7 The theme of these decorations seems 
to have been the depiction of an awe-arousing exotic 
species of fierce demeanour, but ignorance of its physi-
cal features led Cretan engravers to depict it like a more 
familiar quadruped animal, the dog. The second fa-
vourite, though with significantly lower frequency, is 
the Cretan wild goat along with certain arthropods 
(such as the scorpion and spider) and insects (e.g. the 
bee). The almost complete absence of cattle is rather 
surprising. Bovines seem to be regarded as humble do-
mestic creatures without any special semantic impor-
tance for the Cretans at this time, a view that changes 
drastically during palatial periods.8 The postures of the 
animals do not reveal any particular role or behaviour; 
the purpose of the artisans is to portray them in order 
to decorate the object and possibly demonstrate some 
social differentiation.9

7 Krzyszkowska 2005, 32.
8 Shapland 2010a, 122. 
9 Krzyszkowska 2005, 76.

In the Protopalatial period, the craft of seal engrav-
ing spreads all over the island, and there is an evidently 
rapid increase in the quantity and diversity of the de-
picted animals (Pl. III, Fig. 2). The Minoan engravers 
now focussed on depicting the animals of their imme-
diate surroundings, both domestic, with which they 
interact daily, and wild, which they encounter during 
their various activities outside the walls. The agrimi 
or kri-kri (Capra aegagrus cretica), a variety of wild 
mountain goat found exclusively in Crete, the island’s 
trademark until today, now became the first choice for 
decoration,10 thus it replaced the lion’s central role the 
previous period as the element of the wild fauna most 
worthy of admiration. Depictions of cattle then follow, 
after suddenly drawing the attention of the people, re-
flecting a newly-found potential related to activities 
of a broader social or ceremonial nature.11 Depictions 
of other typical household animals, like dogs, cats and 
sheep also gained popularity. Animal depictions with 
possible apotropaic attributes, like the spider, are fairly 
common, while the craftsmen were also beginning 
to discover the vastness of aquatic wildlife in their im-
mediate vicinity. Several species of fish, but also dol-
phins and crabs appear quite regularly on seals. There 
is also a noticeable sudden turn not only towards fresh-
water birds, but birds in general. As a result of these 
tendencies, the lion, despite its extraordinary dimen-
sions with its explicit connotations of power, seems 
to lose its place in the artistic repertoire in contrast 
with the depiction of the natural qualities of animals 
that are directly observable and approachable. This is, 
however, only a temporary phenomenon. The animal 
images display a wider variety of movement and be-
haviour, like running, eating, breastfeeding, licking or 
scratching themselves. This is a clear result of having 
been more closely observed and the effort of the ar-
tisans to depict them in a naturalistic manner, always 
within the limitations of this medium, considering the 
miniature scale of the seal engravings. Furthermore, 
scenes of hunting and animal sacrifice are beginning 
to appear, evidence that emphasizes the utility of the 
seals for the owner or user for communicating a mes-
sage to others, for example the indication of himself 
as a brave and effective hunter with extra butchering 
skills or a demonstration of involvement in a ritual 
practice with protective purpose.

In the Neopalatial period, the diversity of the de-
picted animals reached its peak. Many creatures whose 
representations were formerly scarce now became 
quite common in Minoan iconography (Pl. IV, Fig. 3).  
The lion reappears as the most prevalent theme and 

10 Bloedow 2003.
11 Younger 1995.
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its more naturalistic portrayal leads to the conclu-
sion that the animal had by this time either been im-
ported into the island (perhaps in small numbers and 
for specific occasions), or the lion could have been 
a common game animal for hunting by the Cretan elite 
during their overseas journeys to mainland Greece or 
Anatolia, while seeking to perform feats of bravery.12 
Another motif, that of cattle, was the second most 
popular at this time. The bull is especially favoured, 
this was an animal closely related to Minoan religion 
and ritual practices such as the bull games. Moreover, 
its frequent appearances in hunting scenes, where the 
creature is shown speared but the hunter is absent, re-
veal its exploitation in a wider spectrum of activities.13 
The Cretan agrimi is the third commonest motif, con-
firming that yet another species of the wild Cretan 
fauna was a popular theme, with implied ideas and 
visual qualities that fascinated the ancient Minoans. 
There is also an evident interest in maritime species, 
which now appear in a high (1:3) ratio in compar-
ison with non-sea animals. They are very common 
in a group of seals that have conventionally been 
named “talismanic” which were very popular through-
out the island, partly due to their standardized subject 
and the ability to produce them rapidly.14 Also, birds, 
and especially freshwater birds, are very often depicted 
in scenes within their natural environment. They gen-
erally seem to be connected to the female gender judg-
ing from the concurrent popularity of the bird-woman 
hybrid.15 The logic behind the latter would seem to be 
that the woman, as owner of the seal, becomes one 
with them or, otherwise, bird mastery is denoted. 
The griffin, a mythological creature originating from 
the east, is another quite common element on seals.16 
Combining in its hybrid form the superhuman powers 
of the lion and eagle, it constituted a protective entity 
that was invoked through the possession of its image 
on a private seal.

The final period of the Bronze Age, the Postpalatial 
period, is the time when the warlike Mycenaeans 
conquer the island. This event introduces a series 
of dramatic changes in the political, social, financial 
and cultural landscape of Crete. The selection of the 
animals that were engraved on seals is an indicator 
of such a transformation (Pl. IV, Fig. 4). Cattle and es-
pecially the bull, the wild goat and the lion continue 
to be the greatest inspiration for the craftsmen, but 
now constitute about 75% of the representations in the 

12 Shapland 2010b.
13 Vanschoonwinkel 1996, 351–352.
14 Krzyszkowska 2005, 133–137.
15 Simandiraki-Grimshaw 2010, 95–96.
16 Crowley 1989, 46–53.

sample. Those beasts that embodied powerful symbol-
ism related to strength (but also animals, such as the 
deer, that are connected with hunting or other virile 
activities) now became the main inspiration of crafts-
men and draw the interest of the seal owners towards 
themes that would enhance their vigour and valour 
in circumstances of competitive stress. It seems no co-
incidence that they co-exist with distinctly masculine 
military symbols like figure-of-eight shields, swords, 
arrows and spears. Animals that, contrary to the lion 
or the wild boar, were located in a lower position in the 
food chain, like birds and sea animals, are almost 
missing from the portfolio of seal engravers in this pe-
riod. What is quite surprising is that they were at this 
time beginning to appear more frequently on another 
medium of artistic expression, the larnakes. Finally, 
mythological creatures possibly related to the religious 
beliefs of the locals, such as griffin, sphinx, and the 
Minoan “Genius,” a creature that is the Aegean equiva-
lent of the Egyptian deity Taweret,17 were now starting 
to appear on seals more often. 

Larnakes

The next medium to be considered is an object con-
nected to death: the larnax, a type of coffin that in this 
particular case is made of clay. However, the only lar-
nakes with images come from the Postpalatial peri-
od,18 i.e. the era of Mycenaean domination, thus all 
conclusions are related only to that period, which im-
poses a limitation on their general applicability.

The studied sample comes from a total of ap- 
proximately 100 sarcophagi from every region of  
Crete, on which at least 464 animal reproductions 
have been counted. Almost 60% of these comprise 
representations of sea creatures with the octopus as 
the primal choice, followed by fish, argonauts, oysters, 
dolphins, and even sea turtles (Pl. V, Fig. 5). This ob-
session with sea creatures has been interpreted in the 
light of an alleged journey of the soul to the land of the 
dead across the sea.19 The depiction of sea animals 
on the surfaces of sarcophagi in a schematic manner 
that borders sheer decoration seems to be assimilated 
from the representations on the pottery that runs 
in a similar course. The discovery of a large number 
of vessels with octopus representations inside tombs 
indicates that their connection to an ideology of ritual 
burials is possible, though an accurate interpretation 
of it eludes us.20

17 Weingarten 2013, 374.
18 Watrous 1991.
19 Alexiou 1973, 9–10.
20 Merousis 2000, 266–267.
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The same applies to birds in general, also a typi-
cal motif in both sarcophagi and pottery. Their pres-
ence seems to be of an ambiguous nature, decorative 
as well as symbolic. They are essential components for 
certain representations of the Nilotic style, while com-
bining them with other sacred Minoan symbols like 
the double axe or the horns of consecration, amplifies 
their symbolism and confirms their correlation with 
rituals for honouring the dead. A well-known example 
is the unique stone sarcophagus of Aghia Triada that 
bears a representation of birds perching on the shafts 
of the double axes that are used in funerary rituals. 
They could embody the presence of the divine in these 
celebrations.21

Cattle, the Cretan wild goat, and the deer ap-
pear in smaller numbers. While the image of the 
bull is clearly prevalent in seal carving, the cow and 
bull are depicted equally frequently on sarcophagi. 
The representations are either depictions of hunting 
scenes or they reflect a strong ritualistic character, 
complemented by the use of numerous religious sym-
bols. In any case, it seems that the sacrifice of cattle, 
an action implicitly expressed in almost every cattle 
portrayal and clearly depicted on the larnax of Aghia 
Triada, was commonplace in the practice of Cretan  
funerary customs.22

The deer and wild goat usually appear as wild 
beasts, but they also function as complementary mo-
tifs alongside a variety of vegetal themes in representa-
tions that depict nature. The presence of a wild animal 
such as the Cretan wild goat in a figurative frame-
work that depicts the island’s natural environment is 
completely logical. Nevertheless, to connect it to the 
funerary vessels on which it is depicted on, one may 
have to presume that there is a relation between the 
scenes of hunting in the wilds and sacrificial rituals, 
which were possibly taking place during funeral prac-
tices. This hypothesis is confirmed by finds, such as 
horns, skulls and figurines of such animals, in exca-
vated sites.23

Frescoes

Lastly, a small, but equally important, sample of ani-
mal illustrations comes from frescoes or stucco reliefs 
found at sites that are associated with Crete’s eco-
nomic elite, like the Knossos palace, the House of the 
Frescoes, or Villa A in Aghia Triada.24 Because the 
resources are largely fragmentary, it was only possible 

21 Marinatos 1993, 155–156.
22 Marinatos 1986, 40–42.
23 Merousis 2000, 299–300.
24 Immerwahr 1990.

to count 135 animal depictions that are derived from 
almost 60 distinct pieces of art (Pl. V, Fig. 6).

The practice of painting on walls starts during the 
Neopalatial period as part of the reconstruction of the 
palace at Knossos. It gradually turns into a means 
of display of a ruling elite that, having accumulated all 
its economic power in the central location of the pal-
ace, pursues the aim of being differentiated socially.25 
The animal that appears on the majority of the palace’s 
frescoes is the bull, which is involved in scenes repre-
senting games such as bull-leaping or bull-grappling.  
It is suggested that such important game themed 
events were now held only within the palace grounds 
in some sort of sporting or social festivities.26 This 
artistic utilization of an animal, in its masculine and 
most frightening aspect, by the economic elite is 
a sign of an ideologically loaded meaning. The per-
manent demonstration of bulls on the palace’s walls, 
often in real size dimensions and with the illusion that 
stucco relief can create, would impress the visitor who 
would undoubtedly feel the burden of political power, 
social prestige and material prosperity, all gathered 
inside these constructions. Additionally, the existence 
of griffins within the palace, accompanying the stone 
throne that obviously belonged to a very important 
figure, implied that this individual of great political, 
economic, and maybe religious authority, could call 
upon a mighty supernatural being for protection, but 
also use it as a tool to ideologically empower the foun-
dation of his earthly domain.

On the other hand, on frescoes that have been 
found outside the palatial context, but whose creation 
had definitely been funded by individuals of signifi-
cant wealth, we find animals that are either completely 
exotic, such as apes, or rather uncommon, like wild 
cats, hoopoes and partridges; domestic animals 
are completely absent. The detailed representation 
of animal parts on a sizeable medium such as frescoes 
proves that the artists were visually acquainted with 
their subject, placing it in an environment that can be 
related to the mountainous landscape of Crete (as is 
the case for apes and wild cats), though in most cases 
employing a more free approach in portraying the flo-
ra.27 Therefore, the possibility of apes having been im-
ported to the island in captivity cannot be excluded.28 
The manner in which they are illustrated in residences, 
where access would be limited, highlights on one hand 
the importance of choosing such an animal, and on the 
other hand, it enables its owner to demonstrate that 

25 Shapland 2010a, 122–123.
26 Younger 1995, 521.
27 Chapin 2004, 57.
28 Shapland 2010a, 121.
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he has access to something so exotic, thus raising his 
status within his social milieu. The same can be said 
about the wild cat, a species that may have recently 
been imported to the island and being in captivity, it 
could certainly add to its proprietor’s gravitas for years 
to come.

The abundant presence of birds, fish and dol-
phins, species that are relatively easy to access, seems 
to serve the artist’s purpose, which is to create an illu-
sion of the outdoors inside indoor spaces and to breach 
the barrier that separates the domestic from the natu-
ral environment of Crete. 

Conclusions

In conclusion, we discover a long-lasting preference 
of the Minoans for the portrayal of a broad range 
of animals. They are selected and displayed in differ-
ent ways and quantities over time, according to their 
special role and the means in which the item that they 
decorate was to be used. People may have demon-
strated attraction to a particular animal and been 
willing to metaphorically relate or identify with it, as 
well as with all the traits that define it. In parallel, they 
derived information from the behaviour of animals 
towards each other in the wild, or toward humans 
within their state of interdependence. They therefore 
depicted them artistically, sometimes realistically 
and sometimes more freely, opting to amplify their 
respective significance, but still trying to retain their 
identity with the context in which they appear. Lastly, 
this study shows that the depicted fauna did not always 
clearly reflect the surrounding environment. Rather 
commonly, exotic animals or mythological creatures 
were used as a means to convey ideologically charged 
messages, always considering their target audience.
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SMALL FINDS ANALYSIS: TYPOLOGY AND FUNCTION
A CASE STUDY FROM PHAISTOS1

Abstract: Small finds have been often underestimated in past archaeological studies, because of the 
perception that they are objects of less relevance in comparison to other categories such as pottery. To 
improve conditions for the recognition of their potential, a specific relational database has been cre-
ated for the management of this kind of artefact found on the Cretan sites of Phaistos and Ayia Triada. 
One of the methodological aspects that has been dealt with is the management of the reference sources 
and the typological attributions. This article presents some possible solutions used in the database to 
overcome these problems: (1) every small find is connected to all its published information and to its 
multiple attributions, made by different researchers or by the same researcher at different times; (2) a 
standard typological terminology is used to assure data normalization; (3) the preservation of the sub-
jectivity and uncertainty of archaeological attributions is obtained with the application of Fuzzy Logic 
and its concept of ‘probability of belonging’.

Key words: Small finds, Crete, Phaistos, Bronze Age, Database management, Methodology, Typological 
attributions, Fuzzy Logic.

Small finds perception and potentiality in 
archaeological analysis

The term ‘small find’ is used in archaeology to desig-
nate many kinds of portable artefacts, made of differ-
ent materials (clay, stone, obsidian, metal, wood, bone, 
ivory, etc.), but generally excluding ceramic, stone and 
metal vessels but also other luxurious classes of ma-
terials (sculptures, paintings, frescoes, jewellery, seals 
and sealings, tablets, etc.) which are treated as separate 
classes.

The perception and study of small finds has been 
characterized by multiple approaches developed over 
time in close connection with contemporary cultural 
trends and the development of archaeological doc-
umentation techniques. After a purely artistic ap-
proach to artefacts, since the 19th century, different 
scholars elaborated the so-called ‘typological method’ 
to explain the formal evolution of the artefacts. The 

typological approach2 was based on chronological se-
quences, highlighting the formal characters recurring 
in a systematic way as culturally significant factors. 
Closely related to this approach was the technolog-
ical method, aimed at evaluation of intrinsic features 
of the artefact, such as material, shape, dimensions, 
processing and decoration, with the emphasis on the 
comparative analysis of objects based on their physical 
characteristics.3

Therefore for a long time small finds have in many 
milieus remained on the edge of archaeological scien-
tific interests. Their chronological, stylistic and func-
tional aspects were considered of little importance 
in comparison to other categories such as pottery, an 
accessible cultural entity from which immediate re-
sults can be obtained.4 On the other hand, small finds 
are not as numerous as pottery in the archaeological 
record, so the function of some types of small finds 
might be unrecognisable because of their infrequent 
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appearance,5 and sometimes their stylistic variability 
is not seen as sufficiently characteristic.6 The inform-
ative potential of small finds has therefore often been 
underestimated because their aesthetic and stylistic as-
pects are relatively less important compared with the 
technological and functional ones. This has meant that 
these objects have tended to be treated marginally in 
archaeological studies and discussed only in specific 
sections of the publications prepared by the so-called 
‘small finds person’.7 Their name can be misleading: 
they are not simply objects of less relevance or small 
in size, but ‘small items of everyday life [...] reflect[ing] 
wider aspects of society’.8 These small artefacts are 
connected to a wide range of aspects of everyday life; 
in fact they play a primary role in many activities (i.e. 
domestic, liturgical, ritual, military, productive, and 
artisanal).

The processual and then post-processual ar-
chaeologists presented several criticisms of previous 
traditional object-oriented studies, which paid little at-
tention to social and cultural context. It was necessary 
for them to make the switch from an ‘etic’ approach9 
(observation of technical, stylistic and formal char-
acter made from outside) to an ‘emic’ one10 (recon-
struction of production, use and consumption from 
society’s point of view).

Alternative approaches arising from the material 
culture studies,11 indicated the significance of com-
monplace objects12 that are insignificant in art-histori-
cal terms.13 Anthropologists started to pay attention ‘to 
how people express themselves and interact through 
material culture’.14 In connection with experimental 
archaeology, archaeologists started to understand ob-
jects as manifestations of their producers and to as-
sert that ‘[the] technology is more closely related to 
art than to science’.15 If technological inventions are 
guided by aesthetics and not just by necessity,16 then 
the ‘style’ and the ‘function’ are not necessarily in op-
position, and the material culture and their objects re-
flect the ideological conception of craftsman and his 
social group.17

5 MacDonald 2016, 643.
6 Taylor 1948, 131.
7 Lucas 2001, 79.
8 Soles, Davaras 2004, 2.
9 Harris 1968.
10 Bietti Sestieri 2000, 63–64.
11 For a review see Giannichedda 2000; Yentsch, Beaudry 2001.
12 See Deetz 1977.
13 MacDonald 2016, 642.
14 Cochran, Beaudry 2006, 192.
15 Smith 1977, 144.
16 Thornton, Giardino 2008, 392
17 Lechtman 1977.

A new and more concise definition of small finds 
is based upon the idea that ‘the functional aspect re-
sides in the manner in which form serves given ends, 
while the stylistic aspect resides in the specific context, 
determined ethnic variant of isochrestic choice which 
this form happens to assume’. 18 The traditional mor-
phological approach to small finds is not so pertinent 
and it is not effective to define their chronology, be-
cause of ‘isochrestic variation’ − stylistic variation 
when the functions are equal − is limited. In other 
words, their production is guided by real ‘cultural 
choices’, often unconscious. Through this approach it 
is possible to obtain information from these objects on 
production and economic and social factors.19

The new trends have encouraged small finds stud-
ies with a critical analyses of artefacts that are ‘never-
theless interpretively potent once the contexts or social 
fields in which they once operated are understood’.20 
Moreover, the meaning and definition of small finds is 
variable depending on the geographical, chronological 
or cultural context.

Currently, small finds studies proceed with a con-
textual approach. All of the artefacts used for domestic, 
agricultural and other everyday activities, sometimes 
can be seen as less important from a chronological 
point of view,21 but at the same time they are common 
objects present in countless different contexts and they 
are also simple products of daily life, and this must be 
an added value. Their interpretation can involve a wide 
background (production, consumption, spatial and 
functional aspects), so the study of production and use 
of these artefacts can also be useful for the reconstruc-
tion of cultural and social aspects.22 Archaeologists 
have been successful in interpreting small finds not 
just as ‘objects’ but as a means to understand the ‘in-
dividuals’ through the objects they owned and used.23

One of the main problems is understanding ‘what 
they are’.24 From the functional point of view, the ob-
jects included in the category of small finds were em-
ployed in the private sphere, i.e. domestic activities, 
but also in the public sphere, in liturgical and ritual 
activities, military operations and in many different 
kinds of industrial activities, such as metallurgy, stone 
working, pottery production, etc. Small finds present 
in the artisanal contexts have a double value: they are 

18 Sackett 1982, 75. For more details on the subject see: Sackett 
1977; 1990.

19 Giannichedda, Volante 2007, 7.
20 Cochran, Beaudry 2006, 200.
21 Dierckx 1992, 2–3.
22 Gillis 1988; Soles, Davaras 2004; Steel 2013, 190.
23 Cochran, Beaudry 2006, 199.
24 Dierckx 1992, 7.
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real tools employed in manufacturing processes, but 
they are also products of the same industrial activities. 
Thanks to contextual analysis, it is possible to under-
stand the variability of their meaning. Small finds can 
be multifunctional objects: an object may be used as a 
tool in craft work, if it is in association with other types 
of material and in a place specifically used for these 
kinds of activities, but at the same time the same object 
may have a cultic function if it is deposited in associa-
tion with other ritual items.25

More recently, small finds studies have been re-
lated especially to production and craft aspects, with 
a growing emphasis on the analysis of raw materials, 
processing techniques, quantitative methods founded 
on frequency analysis in the archaeological record, etc.

A database to manage small finds from 
Phaistos and Ayia Triada: methodological 
aspects

The study presented in this article constitutes part of 
my doctoral research26 in which a relational database 
was created especially for the management of the small 
finds coming from Phaistos and Ayia Triada in Crete. 
This database , called ‘GEAR’,27 was created to man-
age all the information on the small finds from these 
sites28 (Pl. VI, Fig. 1), critically analyzed to avoid in-
consistencies. It is structured in 26 archives able to 
manage a very wide range of data about the site and 
the finds (area of discovery, stratigraphic position, ty-
pology, date of discovery, location in a museum or in 
other place, inventory number, material description, 
condition, size, images, chronology, reference sources, 
attributions, etc.).

The usefulness of the database29 is connected with:
• the capacity to manage a large amount of 

information;

25 In the Aegean world double-axe, for example, can be placed in 
many typological categories, in general those with straight cutting 
edges and sides are classified as tools, while those with convex 
cutting edges and concave sides are treated as objects with votive 
functions, because of their non-functional shape (see Evely 1993, 
41–55; Branigan 1968, 30–31; 1974, 21–22). The archaeological 
evidence can support or reject this functional distinction to take 
into account the contextual associations. A double-axe may have 
a cultic function if it is in association with ritual objects and has 
no use-wear traces, apart from its appearance as a tool or not. See 
also Evely 1988; 1993; 2000.

26 PhD project ‘Un modello relazionale quale strumento per una 
migliore comprensione del Patrimonio Culturale. Il caso studio 
degli small finds da Festòs e Haghia Triada’, University of Catania.

27 From the GEAR-like ‘mechanism’ (in Italian, acronym for 
‘GEstione ARcheologica’—archaeological management).

28 The database includes c. 1222 finds from Phaistos and c. 644 from 
Ayia Triada.

29 See also Figuera 2016a; 2016b.

• the possibility to update data with the results of 
further analyses thanks to a flexible architecture, 
taking care to historicize the existing information;

• the connection with the old excavation data and 
the results of new investigations thanks to the con-
sultation of the previous documentation (invento-
ry sheets, photos, drawings, etc.);

• the dynamic data interaction able to connect the 
small finds through contextual, typological, mor-
phological and statistical analysis;

• the presence of cross-referencing archives to allow 
communication with GIS platforms;

• the interoperability—the ability to ‘inform’, to 
transmit the data outside30—and sharing—the 
ability to make the Database available to other us-
ers through its online publication.31

Finally, the standardization of the database struc-
ture avoids the creation of a ‘self-contained’ database, 
and allows its use to manage archaeological data (not 
only small finds, but also pottery, etc.) coming from 
other sites.

In this article, I want to pay attention to a method-
ological aspect connected to the specific history of ex-
cavations of the two sites (investigated since 1900): the 
extreme variability of the small finds documentation, 
often collected without orderliness, because of the low 
interest shown in the past by the excavators in small 
finds in general.

To obtain the identification of those objects, it 
was necessary to proceed with a survey of published 
information and unpublished data (inventory sheets, 
excavation diaries, graphical documentation restored 
in the SAIA32 archives), and with several searches in 
warehouses (at the Phaistos mission) and museums 
(Heraklion Museum in Crete, Pigorini Museum in 
Rome, National Archaeological Museum of Florence), 
where now many of them are stored. A critical analysis 
of reference sources and a systematic comparison was 
made, highlighting, in many cases, numerous differ-
ences in the typological attributions, especially for the 
small finds that have recently been re-studied.

Usually, when we have many different typological 
attributions for a single artefact, the criteria of choice 
privileges first of all the most common attribution, 
then the most recent and, only as a final choice, the 
attribution supported by scientific data and pertinent 
analysis, etc.

30 ‘GEAR’ may disclose the data using a predefined communication 
standard: in this case it was used the most common XML 
standard.

31 ‘GEAR’ could be able to future developments that may provide 
the use of an online portal.

32 Italian School of Archaeology at Athens.
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During the creation of the Database, an approach 
was used which takes into account the complexity 
of small finds, their specific context, and at the same 
time the uncertainty and variability of the information 
about them, as well as the subjectivity of the functional 
attributions detected in several case studies. In the 
Database, I try to find a possible solution for the man-
agement of this problem in three ways:
1. It was considered that a single find may be subject 

to different attributions by different researchers, or 
by the same researcher at different times. So, in the 
database there is an archive, called ‘Fonti_reperti’ 
(finds sources), as an intermediate store between 
the archive ‘Reperti’ (finds) and ‘Attribuzioni_rep-
erti’ (finds attributions) to connect multiple attri-
butions to the artefact and its source.

2. It was necessary to use standard typological ter-
minology. The database employs the thesaurus 
recommended by the ICCD,33 in order to apply 
an approved standard and to create data normal-
ization, taking into account two main aspects: (1) 
Avoiding the creation of a self-contained database 
that would be unable to interact with other pro-
jects, (2) Creating the possibility in the future to 
manage archaeological data from different cultural 
and geographical contexts.

3. The preservation of the subjectivity and uncertain-
ty of archaeological attributions was obtained with 
the application of Fuzzy Logic34 and its concept of 
‘probability of belonging’. This is a complex concept 
close to the data flexibility: thanks to it is possible 
to leave behind the usual manner of reading infor-
mation in which the data can only be positive or 
negative35 and to welcome vagueness, transform-
ing it into mathematical data. Fuzzy Logic can be 
applied in all those cases in which an object cannot 
be classified within a well-defined ‘type’, or if the 
classificatory categories are too general or with soft 
edges. In other words: ‘ogni qual volta nell’indagine 

33 ICCD: Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo e la Documentazione 
(the Italian Institute that is responsible for cataloguing and 
documentation standards). In the article each term is translated 
in the first occurrence.

34 For the applications of Fuzzy Logic see: Borodkin, Garskova 
1995; Crescioli, D’Andrea, Niccolucci 2000; Niccolucci, 
D’Andrea, Crescioli 2001 (analysis of funerary data and the 
uncertainty of the palaeo-anthropological results, as gender and 
age); Canal, Cavazzoni 1990; Niccolucci, Pardi, Zoppi 1996; 
Farinetti, Hermon, Niccolucci 2010; Harris, Lock 1995; 
Ryan 1996 (chronological attrubutions); Hermon, Niccolucci 
2002; Hermon, Niccolucci 2003a; Hermon, Niccolucci 
2003b; Hermon et al. 2004 (typological classification); 
Hatzinikolaou et al. 2003 (predicting archaeological site 
locations).

35 As in the Boolean binary method based on the values ‘0’ as ‘false’ 
and ‘1’ as ‘true’.

scientifica devono essere utilizzati procedimenti de-
duttivi basati su concetti imprecisi’ (whenever in 
the scientific investigation, deductive reasoning 
based on inaccurate concepts should be used).36 
‘GEAR’ has been implemented to process the 
‘probability of belonging’ of an object to a specif-
ic typology or class, through archives which allow 
multiple typological assignments. So in the archive 
‘Attribuzioni_reperti’ (finds attributions) for every 
record set, an ‘attribution weight’ managed by the 
archive ‘Gradi_appartenenza’ (grades of belong-
ing), assigns a decimal number (between 0 and 1) 
corresponding with different terms: 1.0 = sure; 0.8 
= nearly sure; 0.6 = very probable; 0.5 = probable; 
0.4 = improbable; 0.2 = unlikely; 0.0 = highly un-
likely,37 in order to determine for each item ‘how 
much’ it belongs to a ‘fuzzy set’ (in this case to a 
specific typology or class).

A case study from Phaistos

The ‘GEAR’ query instruments are able to make many 
useful analyses, such as the functional reconstruction 
of specific contexts, or the clarification of the typo-
logical attribution in particular small finds categories. 
Fuzzy analysis was applied to proceed to this clarifica-
tion, in combination with the standard terminology, as 
already mentioned.

An interesting case study analysed in the project,  
able to show the usefulness of the database, is the  
so-called North-East Complex in the Phaistos Palace  
(Pl. VI, Fig. 2).

The Complex (ca. 50 m long and 14 m wide), sep-
arated from the palatial quarters by a W-E wide rocky 
area,38 is composed of four independent buildings 
called, from east to west: XL/101, XLI/102, XLII/103 
and XLIII/104 (Pl. VII, Fig. 3).

In brief, the history of the excavations in this 
area started with Pernier in 1900–1901, 1903, 1908 in 
Building XL/101, and 1909, with the discovery of the 
other three buildings XLI/102, XLII/103, XLIII/104.39 
Since then, the complex has been studied by Carinci, 
La Rosa, Girella and most recently by Baldi.40

The interest in this so-called North-East Complex 
is connected to the new archaeological research con-
ducted there by the University of Catania since 2013.41

36 D’Andrea 2006, 61.
37 For more details on the subject see: Figuera 2016b.
38 Pernier 1909, 255; Militello in press.
39 See Pernier 1904; 1909; 1935, 353–381; Pernier, Minto 1910; 

Pernier, Banti 1951, 391–405. See also Levi 1976, 409–412.
40 See Carinci 1989; Carinci, La Rosa 2009, 267–272; Girella 

2010; Baldi 2012; 2015.
41 Militello 2013; in press.
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Thanks to this work, it has been possible to insert 
in the database new and, as yet, unpublished data.42 In 
comparison to the documentation of the small finds 
from the recent excavations, the data from the oldest 
excavations is not so consistent, requiring a detailed 
reference source cross-control, obtained through the 
application of the Fuzzy potentialities. In many of 
these old cases, the scholars did not classify the small 
finds within a well-defined ‘type’ because of the frag-
mentary state of the objects or because there were no 
possibilities to verify it.

For this complex, the Database is able to show 
the plurality of attributions: out of a total of 123 small 
finds, only 22 have more than one reference source. 
In 15 cases there are coherent attributions, as for the 
small finds identified with number 48 (Tab. 1), whereas 
in the following 7 cases there are different attributions 
(Tab. 2).

The data of these 7 cases may be supplemented by 
the addition of the probability of the typological as-
signation, expressed in percentage terms, obtained by 
relating the sum of ‘degree of belonging’ for each type 
to the sum of all the degrees. Finally, it is possible to 
calculate the average value of the so-called ‘Reliability 
index’43 of each reference source.

Obviously there are some cases in which the un-
certainty of the attribution is clear (Tab. 3): i.e. the 
small find identified with number 30 has 2 reference 
sources and 3 kinds of attribution. In this case the reli-
ability index is very low (only 0.4) and the uncertainty 
of the attribution is evident: the calculation of it being 
an ‘oil lamp’ or an ‘offering table’ is 35.29%, and of be-
ing a ‘lamp’ of 29.41%.

Evaluating all the 123 small finds from the North-
East Complex, grouped by area, discovery context 
(primary or secondary), and typology, it is possible 
to calculate: (1) the sum of the ‘attributions weight’ 
(Fuzzy_total); (2) the average of probabilities of ty-
pological assignation, expressed in percentage terms 
(Avg_typology); (3) the average of reliability indexes 
(Avg_source); (4) the average of the type compared to 
its area/context (Avg_area_context) (Tab. 4).

Taking into account the highest average for the 
type in comparison with its area/context, it is pos-
sible to emphasize (Tab. 4 in grey) the weight of the 

42 I would like to thank Prof. Militello for the sharing of data from 
the latest excavations (reports and inventories 2013–2016).

43 The ‘Reliability index’ is given by the formula:

 R (x1, x2,...xm) = 

 To calculate R the squared maximum value of the xs (set of fuzzy 
coefficients x1, x2, …xm) is divided by their sum (Σk xk). See: 
Hermon, Niccolucci 2002, 229; Figuera 2016b.

domestic sphere (pots, lamps, oil lamps, bones, etc.) in 
the complex.

As previously said, the database employs the 
ICCD thesaurus, which is organised in different hi-
erarchical levels, the first three are pertinent to the 
CLS ‘Classe e produzione’ (typology and production) 
category. Evaluating this, it is possible to observe: (1) 
the average of probabilities of typological assignation, 
expressed in percentage terms (Avg_category); (2) the 
average of the category compared to its area/context 
(Avg_area_context) (Tab. 5).

Evaluating only the small finds from the build-
ings, it is possible to emphasize again the weight of the 
domestic sphere and, in particular, the presence from 
primary contexts of:
• In Building XL/101: Tools – Utensils – Common 

objects ~ Lighting (32.43%); Tools – Utensils – 
Common objects ~ Containers (29.73%); 
Archaeozoological remains ~ Faunal evidence 
(13.51%).

• In Building XLI/102: Tools – Utensils – Common 
objects ~ Containers (80.49%).

• In Building XLIII/104: Tools – Utensils – Com-
mon objects ~ Containers (50%); Tools – Utensils 
– Common objects ~ Lighting (50%).
In this case there are some significant aspects like 

the domestic preponderance in Buildings XLI/102 
e XLIII/104. The data are not in contrast, but reiter-
ate some of the recent functional interpretations of 
the North-East Complex, i.e. the one for which the 
XLI/102 was a Pillared Room, maybe used for ritual 
banquets,44 whereas the cooking pots, and the faunal 
remains in secondary contexts, found in XLIII/104 
may prove the connection to food treatment and 
preparation, maybe in relation with XLII/103, recently 
interpreted as a reception hall with a banqueting hall 
on the upper storey,45 rather than the most frequent 
theory for which the XLIII/104 was only a group of 
stores.46 Finally the preponderance of lighting tools in 
Building XL/101 may be connected to the hypothesis 
by which the ground floor was hypogeic,47 without ex-
ternal openings and accessible from the upper store.

Conclusions

The underestimation of small finds in past archaeolog-
ical studies became clear during the systematic survey 

44 Militello in press. In Pernier 1935, 358; Pernier, Banti 1951, 
393 the building has been interpreted as a guardroom with a 
pillared room, maybe used as a ‘kitchen’.

45 See Baldi 2015; Militello in press.
46 Pernier 1935, 369 (stores connected with a pottery workshop); 

Pernier, Banti 1951, 403.
47 Pernier 1935, 355; Carinci, La Rosa 2009, 269.

(maxk xk)2

Σk xk
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of the data from the oldest excavations in the two  
sites of Phaistos and Ayia Triada. In the construction 
of the database, together with the contextual analysis, 
the possibility to analyse and to preserve different at-
tributions was therefore considered to be of primary 
importance.

First of all, the possibility of using standard ar-
chaeological language for the typology, as in this case 
the ICCD standard, means avoiding useless repeti-
tions. In the second instance the Fuzzy Method is a 
possible solution to one of the major methodological 
problems inherent in the digital treatment of archaeo-
logical data: the loss of their complexity and flexibility. 
Its application helps to preserve the subjectivity and 
uncertainty of archaeological attributions, to substi-
tute all the question marks whenever present in the 
archaeological data. In this way the Database is able to 
manage any possible different interpretation that has 
been made in the past and that will be the outcome of 
future studies, avoiding and exceeding the limits of the 
usual digital tools based on assignment of the data to 
predetermined categories.
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AREA ID SOURCE TYPOLOGY

Building XL/101 ~ Room 6 30 Girella 2010 Lamp (ICCD: Lampada)

Building XL/101 ~ Room 6 30 Pernier 1909 Oil lamp ~ Offering table (ICCD: Lucerna ~ 
Tavola d’offerta)

Building XLI/102 ~ Room e 958 Inventory 1960 Sieve (ICCD: Setaccio)

Building XLI/102 ~ Room e 958 levi 1976 Colander (ICCD: Colatoio)

Building XLI/102 ~ Room e 959 Inventory 1960 Sieve

Building XLI/102 ~ Room e 959 levi 1976 Colander

Building XLI/102 ~ Room e 960 Inventory 1960 Plate (ICCD: Piatto)

Building XLI/102 ~ Room e 960 levi 1976 Colander

Building XL/101 ~ Room 7 1600 Girella 2010 Lamp

Building XL/101 ~ Room 7 1600 Pernier 1909 Oil lamp ~ Offering table

Building XLII/103 ~ Room 1 1807 Inventory 2013 Scrap (ICCD: Scarto)

Building XLII/103 ~ Room 1 1807 Militello in press. Pot (ICCD: Pentola)

Building XLII/103 ~ Room 1 1808 Inventory 2013 Generic (ICCD: Generico)

Building XLII/103 ~ Room 1 1808 Militello in press. Pot
Tab. 2 Database analysis applied to the North-East Complex. The 7 small finds cases with different attributions.

AREA
ID  

(IDENTIFICATION 
NUMBER)

SOURCE TYPOLOGY

Building XIII/103 ~ Room 1 48 Banti – Pernier 1951 Spear (ICCD: Lancia)

Building XIII/103 ~ Room 1 48 Girella 2010 Spear

Building XIII/103 ~ Room 1 48 la rosa – Militello 1999 Spear

Building XIII/103 ~ Room 1 48 Minto – Pernier 1910 Spear

Building XIII/103 ~ Room 1 48 Pernier 1935 Spear
Tab. 1 Database analysis applied to the North-East Complex. In the case of the small find ID 48 the plurality of attributions is 

coherent.

AREA ID FUZZY ANALYSIS

Building XL/101~ Room 6 30
Sources: 2 ~ Types: 3

Oil lamp=35,29% ~ Offering Table=35,29% ~ Lamp=29,41%
Reliability indexes average: 0.40000

Building XLI/102 ~ Room e 958
Sources: 2 ~ Types: 2

Colander=50% ~ Sieve=50%
Reliability indexes average: 1.00000

Building XLI/102 ~ Room e 959
Sources: 2 ~ Types: 2

Colander =50% ~ Sieve =50%
Reliability indexes average: 1.00000

Building XLI/102 ~ Room e 960
Sources: 2 ~ Types: 2

Colander =50% ~ Plate=50%
Reliability indexes average: 1.00000

Building XL/101~ Room 7 1600
Sources: 2 ~ Types: 3

Oil lamp =38,1% ~ Offering Table =38,1% ~ Lamp=23,81%
Reliability indexes average: 0.45000

Building XLII/103 ~ Room 1 1807
Sources: 2 ~ Types: 2

Scrap=62,5% ~ Pot=37,5%
Reliability indexes average: 0.80000

Building XLII/103 ~ Room 1 1808
Sources: 2 ~ Types: 2

Generic=62,5% ~ Pot=37,5%
Reliability indexes average: 0.80000

Tab. 3 Database analysis applied to the North-East Complex. The 7 small finds cases with different attributions implemented by 
the addition of (1) number of reference sources, (2) number of kinds of attribution, (3) probability of the typological assig-
nation, (4) the average value of the ‘reliability index’.
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AREA CONTEXT TYPOLOGY
FUZZY_
TOTAL

AVG_
TYPOLOGY

AVG_
SOURCE

AVG_AREA_
CONTEXT

Building XLIII/104 Primary Oil lamp 1 100 1 50

Building XLIII/104 Primary Pot 1 100 1 50

Building XLIII/104 Secondary Sherd (ICCD: Frammento) 1 100 1 12.2

Building XLIII/104 Secondary Generic 4 100 1 48.78

Building XLIII/104 Secondary Bones (ICCD: Ossa) 1 100 1 12.2

Building XLIII/104 Secondary Pot 1.2 100 0.6 14.63

Building XLIII/104 Secondary Scrap 1 100 1 12.2

Building XLII/103 Primary Axe (ICCD: Ascia) 4 100 1 19.42

Building XLII/103 Primary Spear 5 100 1 24.27

Building XLII/103 Primary Wood (ICCD: Legno) 1.6 100 0.8 7.77

Building XLII/103 Primary Oil lamp 1 100 1 4.85

Building XLII/103 Primary Nucleus (ICCD: Nucleo) 1 100 1 4.85

Building XLII/103 Primary Pendant (ICCD: 
Pendaglio) 8 100 1 38.83

Building XLII/103 Secondary Generic 1 62.5 0.8 14.71

Building XLII/103 Secondary Bones 2 100 1 29.41

Building XLII/103 Secondary Pot 2.8 68.75 0.8 41.18

Building XLII/103 Secondary Scrap 1 62.5 0.8 14.71

Building XLI/102 Primary Candlestick (ICCD: 
Candeliere) 0.6 100 0.6 7.32

Building XLI/102 Primary Pot 5.6 83.33 0.7 68.29

Building XLI/102 Primary Cooking pot (ICCD: 
Pignatta) 1 50 0.5 12.2

Building XLI/102 Primary Tube (ICCD: Tubo) 1 100 1 12.2

Building XLI/102 Secondary Colander 6 75 1 21.43

Building XLI/102 Secondary Sherd 1 100 1 3.57

Building XLI/102 Secondary Generic 2 100 1 7.14

Building XLI/102 Secondary Nucleus 1 100 1 3.57

Building XLI/102 Secondary Unidentified 1 100 1 3.57

Building XLI/102 Secondary Bones 10 100 1 35.71

Building XLI/102 Secondary Pot 4 100 1 14.29

Building XLI/102 Secondary Plate 1 50 1 3.57

Building XLI/102 Secondary Sieve 2 50 1 7.14

Building XL/101 Primary Lamp 1 26.61 0.43 13.51

Building XL/101 Primary Oil lamp 1.4 36.7 0.43 18.92

Building XL/101 Primary Bones 1 100 1 13.51

Building XL/101 Primary Pawn (ICCD: Pedina) 0.4 100 0.4 5.41

Building XL/101 Primary Pot 2.2 100 0.73 29.73

Building XL/101 Primary Offering table 1.4 36.7 0.43 18.92

Building XL/101 Secondary Teeth (ICCD: Denti) 2 100 1 10.87

Building XL/101 Secondary Sherd 3 100 1 16.3

Building XL/101 Secondary Oil lamp 1 100 1 5.43

Building XL/101 Secondary Bones 4 100 1 21.74

Building XL/101 Secondary Pot 5.4 100 0.85 29.35

Building XL/101 Secondary Splinter (ICCD: Scheggia) 3 100 1 16.3

North-East Complex Primary Sherd 1 100 1 10.31

North-East Complex Primary Generic 1 100 1 10.31
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AREA CONTEXT TYPOLOGY
FUZZY_
TOTAL

AVG_
TYPOLOGY

AVG_
SOURCE

AVG_AREA_
CONTEXT

North-East Complex Primary Lamp 0.8 100 0.8 8.25

North-East Complex Primary Oil lamp 1 100 1 10.31

North-East Complex Primary Bones 2 100 1 20.62

North-East Complex Primary Pawn 0.4 100 0.4 4.12

North-East Complex Primary Pot 3.5 100 0.92 36.08

North-East Complex Secondary Hinge (ICCD: Cardine) 1 100 1 2.43

North-East Complex Secondary Pebble (ICCD: Ciottolo) 5 100 1 12.14

North-East Complex Secondary Sherd 8 100 1 19.42

North-East Complex Secondary Generic 1 100 1 2.43

North-East Complex Secondary Blade (ICCD: Lama) 4 100 1 9.71

North-East Complex Secondary Lamp 1 100 1 2.43

North-East Complex Secondary Grinder (ICCD: Macinello) 2 100 1 4.85

North-East Complex Secondary Murex (ICCD: Murice) 1 100 1 2.43

North-East Complex Secondary Bones 8 100 1 19.42

North-East Complex Secondary Pot 5.2 100 0.92 12.62

North-East Complex Secondary Awl (ICCD: Punteruolo) 1 100 1 2.43

North-East Complex Secondary Scrap 2 100 1 4.85

North-East Complex Secondary Splinter 1 100 1 2.43

North-East Complex Secondary Tool (ICCD: Attrezzo) 1 100 1 2.43
Tab. 4 Database analysis applied to the North-East Complex. The small finds grouped by area, discovery context and typology, 

with (1) the sum of the ‘attributions weight’, (2) the average of probabilities of typological assignation, (3) the average of 
reliability indexes; (4) the average of the type compared to its area/context.

AREA CONTEXT CLS_CATEGORY
AVG_

CATEGORY

AVG_
AREA_

CONTEXT

Building XLIII/104 Primary
Tools - Common objects ~ Containers

(ICCD: Strumenti - Utensili - Oggetti d’uso ~ Contenitori e 
Recipienti)

100 50

Building XLIII/104 Primary
Tools - Common objects ~ Lighting

(ICCD: Strumenti - Utensili - Oggetti d’uso ~ Illuminazione)
100 50

Building XLIII/104 Secondary
Archaeozoological remains ~ Shells

(ICCD: Reperti Archeozoologici ~ Conchiglie)
100 48.78

Building XLIII/104 Secondary
Generic terms

(ICCD: Termini generici)
100 24.39

Building XLIII/104 Secondary Tools - Common objects ~ Containers 100 14.63

Building XLIII/104 Secondary
Archaeozoological remains ~ Faunal evidence

(ICCD: Reperti Archeozoologici ~ Resti di fauna terrestre)
100 12.2

Building XLII/103 Primary
Clothing - Personal ornaments ~ Jewels and Jewellery

(ICCD: Abbigliamento - Ornamenti personali ~ Gioielli e Monili)
100 38.83

Building XLII/103 Primary
Tools - Common objects ~ Weapons and Armour

(ICCD: Strumenti - Utensili - Oggetti d’uso ~ Armi e armature)
100 24.27

Building XLII/103 Primary Tools - Common objects 100 19.42

Building XLII/103 Primary
Archaeobotany remains

(ICCD: Reperti Archeobotanici)
100 7.77

Building XLII/103 Primary
Tools - Common objects ~ Lithic industry

(ICCD: Strumenti - Utensili - Oggetti d’uso ~ Industria litica)
100 4.85

Building XLII/103 Primary Tools - Common objects ~ Lighting 100 4.85

Building XLII/103 Secondary Tools - Common objects ~ Containers 68.75 41.18

Building XLII/103 Secondary Archaeozoological remains ~ Faunal evidence 100 29.41
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AREA CONTEXT CLS_CATEGORY
AVG_

CATEGORY

AVG_
AREA_

CONTEXT

Building XLII/103 Secondary
Archaeozoological remains ~ Fossil

(ICCD: Reperti Archeozoologici ~ Fossile)
62.5 14.71

Building XLII/103 Secondary Generic terms 62.5 14.71

Building XLI/102 Primary Tools - Common objects ~ Containers 75 80.49

Building XLI/102 Primary
Construction industry ~ Hydraulic
(ICCD: Edilizia ~ Impianti idraulici)

100 12.2

Building XLI/102 Primary Tools - Common objects ~ Lighting 100 7.32

Building XLI/102 Secondary Tools - Common objects ~ Containers 85 39.29

Building XLI/102 Secondary Archaeozoological remains ~ Faunal evidence 100 35.71

Building XLI/102 Secondary Tools - Common objects 50 7.14

Building XLI/102 Secondary Archaeozoological remains ~ Shells 100 7.14

Building XLI/102 Secondary Generic terms 100 7.14

Building XLI/102 Secondary Tools - Common objects  ~ Lithic industry 100 3.57

Building XL/101 Primary Tools - Common objects ~ Lighting 31.65 32.43

Building XL/101 Primary Tools - Common objects ~ Containers 100 29.73

Building XL/101 Primary

Tools - Common objects ~ Ceremonial, magic and votive 
objects

(ICCD: Strumenti - Utensili - Oggetti d’uso ~ Oggetti per uso 
Cerimoniale, Magico e Votivo)

36.7 18.92

Building XL/101 Primary Archaeozoological remains ~ Faunal evidence 100 13.51

Building XL/101 Primary
Tools - Common objects ~ Games and Toys

(ICCD: Strumenti - Utensili - Oggetti d’uso ~ Giochi e Giocattoli)
100 5.41

Building XL/101 Secondary Archaeozoological remains ~ Faunal evidence 100 32.61

Building XL/101 Secondary Tools - Common objects ~ Containers 100 29.35

Building XL/101 Secondary Generic terms 100 16.3

Building XL/101 Secondary Tools - Common objects ~ Lithic industry 100 16.3

Building  XL/101 Secondary Tools - Common objects ~ Lighting 100 5.43

North-East Complex Primary Tools - Common objects ~ Containers 100 36.08

North-East Complex Primary Archaeozoological remains ~ Faunal evidence 100 20.62

North-East Complex Primary Tools - Common objects ~ Lighting 100 18.56

North-East Complex Primary Generic terms 100 10.31

North-East Complex Primary Archaeozoological remains ~ Shells 100 10.31

North-East Complex Primary Tools - Common objects ~ Games and Toys 100 4.12

North-East Complex Secondary Generic terms 100 24.27

North-East Complex Secondary Archaeozoological remains ~ Faunal evidence 100 19.42

North-East Complex Secondary Tools - Common objects ~ Containers 100 12.62

North-East Complex Secondary Clothing - Personal ornaments ~ Jewels and Jewellery 100 12.14

North-East Complex Secondary Tools - Common objects ~ Lithic industry 100 12.14

North-East Complex Secondary
Tools - Common objects ~ Domestic function

(ICCD: Strumenti - Utensili - Oggetti d’uso ~ Uso domestico)
100 4.85

North-East Complex Secondary Archaeozoological remains ~ Shells 100 4.85

North-East Complex Secondary Tools - Common objects 100 4.85

North-East Complex Secondary
Construction industry ~ Fixtures

(ICCD: Edilizia ~ Serramenti e infissi)
100 2.43

North-East Complex Secondary Tools - Common objects ~ Lighting 100 2.43
Tab. 5 Database analysis applied to the North-East Complex. The small finds grouped according to the ICCD CLS category and 

(1) the average of probabilities of typological assignation, (2) the average of the category compared to its area/context.
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A NOTE ON SOME PICTORIAL FINDS  
FROM THE DROMOS OF TOMB 1  

OF THE MYCENAEAN CEMETERYOF TRAPEZA  
TRACES OF FUNERARY RITES PERFORMED AFTER THE BURIAL 

OF THE DEAD

Abstract: This paper concerns two pottery fragments collected in August 2013 and found in a fill-
ing layer of the dromos of Tomb 1 of the Mycenaean cemetery of Trapeza, near the city of Aigion, 
in Achaea. Among the finds discovered in the burial area during recent excavations are these two 
sherds with pictorial decoration. The stratigraphic analysis of the dromos, together with the stylistic 
study of the pottery, provides the opportunity to put forward some proposals, albeit highly hypo-
thetical, concerning the life-history of the sherds, their date, their function and the manner of their 
disposal. Taking into consideration the funerary provenience of pictorial pottery, it will be possible 
to relate the theme to the ritual activities practiced in front of the Mycenaean chamber tombs and 
speak about the existence of special rites carried out through the use of specific vessels. These sherds, 
as their fragmentary state indicates, represent the remains of a ceremonial performance with clear 
ritual and symbolic connotation, as part of the so-called liminal and post-liminal rites that took place 
in the dromos. 

Key words: Mycenaean pottery, Achaea, burial customs, dromos, liminal rite

Introduction 

The pottery fragments published here were collected 
in August 2013 and were found in a filling layer 
of the dromos of Tomb 1 of the Mycenaean ceme-
tery of Trapeza, near the city of Aigion, in Achaea, 
during the archaeological excavation coordinated 
by Elisabetta Borgna, University of Udine, in the 
framework of the Greek excavations of the Trapeza 
area directed by Andreas Vordos for the Greek 
Ministry of Culture.1

After a brief introduction concerning the cemetery  
of Trapeza and the project centred on its re-discovery, 

1 This paper originates from the research that I am carrying out 
for my Post-Graduate project at the University of Venice, with 
prof. E. Borgna as tutor, concerning the study of the pottery 
materials from the chamber tombs of the Mycenaean cemetery 
of the Trapeza. To carry on this project I have received the official 
permission of the Ministry of Culture of Greece. I would like 
to express my gratitude to the Director of the Museum of Aigion, 
A. G. Vordos, for giving me access to the material for study and 
edition, I am also indebted to prof. E. Borgna for her crucial 
teaching and endless support.

I will analyse the sherds, focusing the attention 
on the pictorial representation first, and on use and 
significance of the related pottery shapes later. I will 
try to discover and explain the symbolic Mycenaean 
system behind the making of the vessel; the process 
will consist of description, identification, classification 
and interpretation.

Through the analysis of those fragments it will be 
possible to say something about the activities prac-
ticed near the Mycenaean chamber tombs and about 
the probable existence of special rites performed 
through the employment of vessels used during daily 
life or created on purpose.

The Trapeza Archaeological Project

The cemetery of Trapeza is located on a gentle,  
terraced slope of the Trapeza hill named for the 
summit plateau with the remains of an Archaic 
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temple. The hill is characterized by intense cultiva-
tion of olive trees, this has caused, in the past years, 
the disappearance of some of the tombs but also their 
partial preservation (Pl. VIII, Fig. 1a).

The research at the Mycenaean cemetery of  
the Trapeza site is being carried out, since 2010, 
in the framework of a wider project, regarding the 
study of the Eigialeia region, under the direction 
of A. G. Vordos, of the Greek Archaeological Service, 
Ephoria of Patras/Aigion Museum and the Ministry 
of Culture.2

The research, focusing on the Bronze Age occu-
pation of the area, consists of the explanation of the 
dynamics of human presence in the whole area in pre-
historic times, with a special focus on the identifica-
tion of the Mycenaean funerary area. 

The early discovery of the cemetery dates back to  
1933 when the Greek archaeologist P. A. Nerantzoulis 
identified a couple of chamber tombs interpreted as 
Mycenaean because of the grave-goods found inside.3 
The re-discovery of the Mycenaean necropolis took 
place in 2012, after a preliminary intensive survey con-
ducted during the previous two campaigns, in the area 
investigated by Nerantzoulis.

Since 2012 and for two successive campaigns, 
Tomb 1 was dug out utilising the stratigraphic method. 
The tomb was formed by a long NW–SE dromos, 
preserved for ca 2.7 m in length and 2.20 m wide, 
provided with unfaced walls cut into the sand and 
positioned asymmetrically on the eastern side of the 
chamber, forming a kind of dog-leg entrance to the 
chamber (Pl. VIII, Fig. 1b).4 The blocking wall was 
created with a number of big irregular blocks with 
a huge monolithic threshold. The series of layers rec-
ognized in the dromos, constituted the complex filling 
of the dromos itself and testified to different events 
of use and reuse of the tomb. During the investigation, 
it was noted that the formation of the lower layers, US 

2 Vordos 2002, 217–234; 2008.
3 This discovery has attracted little scholarly attention also 

because the location of the tombs rapidly disappeared and 
the only remaining evidence was represented by the material 
finds, pottery, metals and jewels. Nerantzoulis was not able 
to publish his discovery due to his premature death, we have just 
preliminary information by Kyparisses who explains where the 
cemetery is (Kyparisses 1939) and by Åström that gave us sparse 
information concerning the ceramic finds (Åström 1964). 

The finds, now preserved in the Aigion Archaeological 
Museum, in part exhibited and in part in the storerooms, 
have never been published systematically, with only partial 
presentation in the past (Åström 1964, Papadopoulos 1979, 
Mountjoy 1999). The pottery has been recently reconsidered 
in the framework of the current project which culminated in the 
present author’s post-graduate dissertation which aimed to give 
a total presentation of this material (Licciardello 2012–2013).

4 De Angeli 2015, 59–78; Borgna, De Angeli 2016, 447–458; 
in press.

256 and US 257, experienced an abrupt interruption 
due to the first event of reopening; the level of sand, 
US 253, is interpreted as an interval before the refilling 
and closing of the dromos. The superficial fillings, US 
223 and US 227, testify to a later episode of use before 
the final closure of the stomion. 

Both the typological study of the pottery and the 
careful investigation of the filling of the dromos, have 
given evidence of reopening episodes. The thorough 
study of the stratigraphic and depositional sequence 
of the dromos suggests the early use of the tomb dated 
to LH IIIA1–2; this period is testified in the cham-
ber only through secondary depositions of human 
remains and materials. Later pottery, datable to LH 
IIIC, indicates successive events of reopening and re-
use of the tomb with frequent visits by groups of peo-
ple who left intentional deposition in the upper strata 
of the dromos, maybe in association with the blockage 
of the door, as part of a huge krater indicates.5 Among 
the material from the filling of the dromos, some 
of them could potentially date back to LH IIIB, but 
this evidence doesn’t correspond to the finds from the 
chamber where this period seems not to be attested. 
This could be a result of the total removal of LH IIIB 
material from the chamber or we can suggest that 
during this period, even if the tomb was not utilized 
for deposition, the people visited the dromos and the 
area of the cemetery to practice ritual activities traces 
of which we find now in the filling layers.

The pottery sherds analysed in this paper come 
from the filling layer US 227 that belongs to the sec-
ond episode of reopening of the grave. During the ex-
cavation, about fifty sherds have been collected in this 
stratigraphic unit, a couple of fragments from a huge 
piriform jar, can be dated not later than LH IIIA2, 
most of the material is painted and belongs to open 
shapes dated to LH IIIC. From the study of the content 
of this and other strata, it can be noted that the bulk 
of material found in each layer is never homogene-
ous, the lack of uniformity is, on the contrary, the re-
sult of mixing of older material with the new artefacts. 
This is extremely significant because it means that 
later communities who visited and re-used the tomb 
did not totally remove the previous objects, but al-
lowed the mixing of the old material with the products 
of their actions. Therefore what remains in the dromos 
is a miscellaneous set of material resulting from differ-
ent depositional processes.

Among those sherds are the two pieces chosen 
to study and present here. They are small fragments, 
maybe part of a big vessel distinguished by singular 

5 See Borgna 2015 in press.
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pictorial decoration. The vessel was perhaps used dur-
ing the rites practiced in the dromos.

Catalogue

1. Body fragment of an open shape, slightly curved. 
(Pl. VIII, Fig. 2a) H. 2 cm – W. 2.6 cm – Thickness 
0.3 cm. Almost pure light reddish brown clay (2.5 
YR 7/4), with pinkish slip outside (5 YR 7/3), red-
dish-brown paint (2.5 YR 4/4), interior totally 
painted. The preserved decorated zone shows the 
representation of a paw or a foot moving right and 
two parallel lines upon it. The image is painted 
in an outline style.

2. Body fragment of an open shape, slightly curved. 
(Pl. VIII, Fig. 2b) H. 2 cm – W. 2.5 cm – Thickness 
0.3 cm Almost pure light reddish brown clay (2.5 
YR 7/4), with pinkish slip outside (5 YR 7/3), red-
dish-brown paint (2.5 YR 4/4), interior totally 
painted. The ornamental motif preserved is a typi-
cal bivalve shell (FM 25).

Commentary 

It is presumed that these sherds belong to the same 
open shape vessel because of the fabric, the treatment 
of surface and the colour of the painting. Unfortunately 
the tiny dimensions of these sherds and the extremely 
fragmentary nature of the material do not allow the 
reconstruction of the vessel shape with certainty. 
Considering the different vessel categories found in the 
filling layers of the dromoi of chamber tombs, these 
fragments probably belong to three main categories: 
drinking, mixing and pouring vessels.6 Taking into 
consideration the thickness of the fragments and the 
slight inclination, it is suggested that the sherds cannot 
be part of a drinking vessel, but of a rather big open 
shape, such as a krater or a deep bowl, that are, among 
open shapes, frequently uncovered before or under the 
walled entrance or in the dromos packing fills.7 Vessels 
of this kind are also the most frequent shapes on which 
we can find pictorial representations.8

The fragmentary state of the pictorial sherds 
prevent exact dating but, although the stratigraphic 
evidence dates the layer to LH IIIC, the decorative 
style would allow a presumable dating between late 
LH IIIA2 and LH IIIB by comparison with other 
Mycenaean examples, from different funerary con-
texts, as will be demonstrated.9

6 Tournavitou 1992, 181–210; Fox 2009, 71–82.
7 Åström 1977; 1987, 215.
8 Furumark 1941; Demakopoulou, Crouwel 1992, 491–500.
9 As regards the iconography of these sherds, the motif of bivalve 

The Mycenaean Pictorial Style flourished within 
a range of time from 1400 to 1150 BC and it is repre-
sented by images painted on large vessels.10 Regarding 
the subjects, the 14th century produced scenes of char-
iots and men, bulls, birds, a few fish; in the 13th cen-
tury the repertory was enlivened with the addition 
of archers, boxers, sphinxes, griffins, more hunting 
scenes. The themes evolved with visible changes from 
the start: chariots and bulls were not so common at 
first, but there were scenes with human figures danc-
ing or fighting and birds. After the middle of the 13th 
century, the painting became more adventurous and 
exciting, with war scenes and hunts. So the 14th and 
13th centuries BC are usually considered periods char-
acteristic of pictorial works among Mycenaean vessel 
painters and it is not unlikely that the Trapeza sherds 
may be referred to this range of time.

Since it is not clear what subject is depicted on the 
first fragment, we may try to find parallels among rep-
resentations of animals. The first Trapeza sherd might 
be comparable with the depiction of confronted grif-
fins and sphinxes (FM 8) on a bell krater from Enkomi, 
Cyprus, because of the same manner in which the 
paw is drawn (Pl. IX, Fig. 3a).11 This krater is dated 
between the 14th and 13th century B.C., during LH 
IIIB, the presence of mythical animals is included 
in the traditional iconography of the funerary world.12 
So the theme of fantastic creatures, such as griffins  
or sphinxes, appears in Aegean iconography either as 
a natural element, or can have funeral connotations, 
being probably the symbol of a deity’s epiphany.13 
Those animals have a funerary significance since the 
beginning of their popularity in Aegean art and they 
were the most frequent themes chosen for funerary 
purposes.14

Hybrid creatures constitute an important ele-
ment of the metaphysical realm of Aegean societies, 
the presence of griffins in Aegean iconography can be 
included in the category connected to the mytholog-
ical or liminal sphere.15 Birds are frequently depicted 
in association with imagery of sacrifice or libation or 

shells was quite popular until LH IIIB, but seems not to occur 
later. This fact can be assumed as terminus ad quem for the dating 
of the pottery.

10 Vermeule, Karageorghis 1982; Crouwel 1991; 
Sakellarakis 1992; Rystedt, Wells 2006.

11 Murray, Smith, Walters 1900, 7, 8, 45; Vermeule, 
Karageorghis 1982, 202, fig. V.27.

12 The most common motifs of pictorial pottery in funerary 
assemblages are birds and scenes with men fighting or hunting 
(Rystedt, Wells 2006).

13 Blakolmer 2016, 61–68.
14 Vermeule 1979.
15 Frankfort 1936, 106–122; Bisi 1965; Reed 1976; Blakolmer 

2016, 61–69.
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with allegories of the underworld.16 The fact that birds 
and other mythical animals are frequently depicted 
on funerary objects associated with libations or feast-
ing scenes could denote the presence and participation 
of the chthonic deity or the dead in the ritual acts.

The sphinx played an important role in the fune- 
rary iconography of Mycenaean mainland. During the  
LH IIIA–B period, its religious significance was ado- 
pted in funerary iconography. Its symbolic presence 
was connected with the establishment and consolida-
tion of a set of religious acts in honour of the dead.17 

The lack of other close similarities with mythical 
animals depicted on vessels, made necessary an expan-
sion of the area of research, interpreting the subject 
painted on the sherd as a human foot. In this light, the 
first Trapeza sherd could be compared with a fragment 
from the Acropolis of Athens with the depiction of a fe-
male human figure of which remains the skirt above 
the feet represented in silhouette (Pl. IX, Fig. 3b).18  
The dating of this sherd is disputed, because the con-
text is dated to LH IIIC but the iconographic elements 
suggest it could be dated to LH IIIB1 and other mate-
rials in the same layer belong to LH IIIA2. This kind 
of representation is generally associated with ampho-
roid kraters from the Dodecanese, Cyprus and the 
Near East and it may be compared with the Trapeza 
sherds too not only because of the representation 
of the foot, but also the presence of the long robe de-
picted, in the first Trapeza sherd, with the two parallel 
lines that can be seen above the leg.

Another possible comparison could be found 
in the krater from the cemetery of Evangelistria, 
in Nafplio, decorated with a lyre-player (Pl. IX, Fig. 
3c).19 The krater is differently dated to the end of LH 
IIIA or to the beginning of LH IIIB, moreover the ves-
sel was found in a tomb and it is supposed that the 
drawing represents a real performance executed dur-
ing funerary rituals in which the krater was used.20 
Looking at the way the musician is depicted and con-
sidering the vessel shape and the probable dating, 
there is more than one similarity with the sherd from 
Trapeza.

In order to conduct a fuller analysis, the investi-
gation could be broadened to include also examples 
of Mycenaean pictorial style in other media, such as 
the clay larnakes. It is possible to observe how the 

16 Nilsson 1950, 330 ss.
17 For sphinxes see Dessenne 1957; Crouwel 1991; Blakolmer 

2016, 61–69.
18 Sakellarakis 1992, 22, fig. 4.
19 Dragona-Latsoude 1977, 86–98, pl. 20; Vermeule, 

Karageorghis 1982, pl. IX 1.4.1.
20 Carter 1995, 293–295.

detail depicted on the Trapeza fragment is very similar 
to the representation of human figures on clay larnakes 
of Tanagra, Boeotia.21 Most larnakes show images re-
lated to funerary scenes, involving ritual activities 
connected with burials, there are scenes of procession 
of mourners, scenes of sacrifice and cult scenes with 
the presence of fantastic animals, like sphinxes.22 The 
Tanagra larnakes bear quite schematic representations 
of human figures. Among them we can distinguish 
those depicted in silhouette and those in outline style, 
both are dressed with skirt, or long robe that often 
have a vertical or diagonal border and come almost 
to the ankle showing the feet (Pl. IX, Figs. 3d–e).23

According to S. Immerwahr, the figures character-
ized by bordered robes, not in silhouette but in out-
line style, can be interpreted as male figures, maybe 
priests (Pl. IX, Fig. 3f ).24 Men were present in scenes 
connected with burials and were involved in a proces-
sional or panel arrangement. In this light, examination 
of the Trapeza sherd suggests the possibility of inter-
preting the depiction as the bottom part of a male fig-
ure, maybe in a processional scheme. The image may 
belong to a mourner or to a figure engaged in ritual 
activities, but in either case it is impossible to say with 
certainty anything about the reconstruction of the 
subject.

An extremely interesting feature is that each par-
allel with the sherd is connected with the ritual and, 
especially, funerary sphere, so the related vessel would 
have not only a funerary purpose, but also a funerary 
depiction with a scene that maybe really happened.

Regarding the second sherd illustrated, the sche-
matised bivalve seashell is a decorative pattern which 
evolved from the papyri motif. It seems probable that 
this pattern was created through a combination of dif-
ferent advanced versions of the multiple stem pattern 
and the Mycenaean III flower.25 It was frequently 
found in LH IIIA1–2 pictorial compositions on kraters 
and on conical rhytà.26 It can be found isolated, in-
terspersed or arranged in chains, but always as an ac-
cessorial motif. These types of design were essentially 

21 Demakopoulou, Konsola 1981.
22 Vermeule 1965, 123–148; Immerwahr 1995, 109–121; Kramer-

Hajos 2015, 627–667.
23 This kind of representation has a good parallel with a krater 

fragment from Lefkandì (Popham, Sackett 1968, fig. 37; 
Crouwel 2007, 80–81, fig. 17) showing the depiction of a sphinx 
near a human figure wearing a decorated long robe that recalls 
those worn in cultic contexts. The depiction of the foot is not so 
far from the style of the sherd from the Trapeza dromos.

24 Immerwahr 1995, 113–114.
25 Furumark 1941, 312–315, fig. 53.
26 See Mountjoy 1986, 69; cf. the rhyton from Vourvatsi decorated 

with chains of bivalve seashells Mountjoy 1999, 531, fig. 
190:156; cf. the rhyton from Brauron Paschalidis 2001, figs 1–3.
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ornamental.27 These accessorial elements may also in-
dicate a landscape, as vegetation motifs or Nilotic ele-
ments, or be space fillers to combat a horror vacui, and 
are often found in these positions among representa-
tions of birds, horses and bulls.28

This pictorial representation falls within the fea-
tures of the traditional iconography from the 14th cen-
tury BC onward, additionally the subjects of pictorially 
decorated vessels are quite close to those of larnakes. 
Themes such as octopuses, papyri, flowers, birds, bi-
valves, fish, are identically painted on kraters and 
on larnakes and have symbolic and ritual meanings.

Pictorial pottery doesn’t seem particularly com-
mon in Achaea in comparison with other Mycenaean 
Greek regions, indeed, one can cite only a few pieces 
of decorated vessels with representation of animals 
and human figures discovered in funerary contexts 
and mainly dated to the Post-Palatial period.29 The 
sherds discussed here, together with a stirrup jar with 
the depiction of a fish, are the only examples of picto-
rial decoration found so far in the Trapeza cemetery.30

The main production centre in the region 
could have been Voudeni, an extremely important 
Mycenaean site, in the eastern part of the region, char-
acterized by a settlement and a rich cemetery used 
since the 16th century B.C. to the Submycenaean pe-
riod. From this funerary area come some huge vessels 
decorated with pictorial representations of animals, 
such as birds, dogs and human figures, but none 
of these shows close comparisons with our first sherd 
because the site became a pottery production centre 
during the Post-Palatial and not in the phase to which 
the sherds can be dated.31 Furthermore, the lack 
of published material from this cemetery and others, 
such as Portes, does not permit a careful comparison 
of the vessels; for this reason it seems essential to look 
at other sites, such as Attica, Corinthia or the Argolid, 
places where the phenomenon of pictorially decorated 
pottery originated.

It is impossible to say whether the pictorial rep-
resentations from Trapeza have a narrative function, 
their meaning could be purely decorative. Too little 
survives to reconstruct the original design on this ves-
sel and this crude style of execution makes it difficult 
to find a good parallel. It should be stressed that the 

27 Vermeule, Karageorghis 1982, III.17, III.18 and IV.1 Enkomi, 
XII.7; Åkerström 1987, pl. 24:1c.

28 See e.g. Paschalidis 2001; Furumark 1941, 432, 434, 439; 
Vermeule, Karageorghis 1982, IV.40; Benzi 1992, pl. 84:c, 
158:b.

29 See e.g. Papadopoulos 1979; Giannopoulos 2008; Kolonas 
2009.

30 See Borgna, De Angeli 2016, 447–458.
31 Kolonas 2009; Licciardello 2015, 158–159.

fragmentary available data only allows purely hypo-
thetical proposals that are far from a definitive iden-
tification of the subject and of the syntax depicted 
on them. However whatever the reconstruction of the 
representation on the sherds is, it must be regarded 
as more than a mere hypothesis that the deposition 
of this type of pottery may have had a ritual function 
as support and means to practice rites that served 
to promote a peaceful transition of the deceased be-
tween one world and the other and, at the same time, 
the reintegration of the mourning community in the 
living world. This leads on to the next theme to be dis-
cussed here, that is the function of the pottery found 
in the dromos.

Use and function of the pottery

As previously stated, the sherds belong to an open 
shape and are the remains of a ceremonial performance 
practiced during funerary rites. These kind of perfor-
mances can be associated with Van Gennep’s tripartite 
burial rites, especially with liminal and post-liminal 
rites.32 The liminality is a place between dromos and 
chamber, the living used this sphere to feast with the 
dead, but also to re-aggregate themselves in the social 
world and give a last farewell to the deceased after the 
burial. In the dromos fill we can find remains of broken 
pottery that symbolize the fragmentation and destruc-
tion of objects used during these post-liminal acts.

These sherds cannot be seen as the remains of ves-
sels originally put in the chamber and later left in the 
dromos after cleaning operations for successive depo-
sitions because among the grave-goods found in the 
chamber, there are only closed shapes with a total lack 
of the open vessels which are instead typical of the fill-
ing of the dromoi.

In most cases, the distinction between the primary 
remains of rites performed at the time of the burial 
and the material concerning reuse and successive vis-
its to the tomb is difficult to recognize but, in the case 
of Trapeza, the stratigraphic analysis of the dromos 
of Tomb 1 allows the evidence to be attributed to the 
post-funeral rites. The pottery remains found in this 
layer are related to an episode of reopening of the 
tomb, they represent the traces of a series of perfor-
mances made after the deposition of a deceased in the 
chamber including mixing, pouring and consump-
tion of some precious liquid, like wine. The sherds 
considered here are mixed with material differently 
dated from LH IIIA to LH IIIC, this signifies that the 
people who reopened the tomb, or simply visited it, 

32 Van Gennep 1909, 127–144.
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performed ceremonial activities that left traces in sec-
ondary depositions in strata manipulated by the users 
of the tomb over the course of time. 

Mycenaean drinking, toasting and libation cer-
emonies performed around the grave and in par-
ticular in the dromos, are attested across the entire 
Peloponnese since the beginning of the LH period on-
ward and continued into the LH IIIA–B phases.33 The 
long-term effect of funerary actions transformed the 
dromos into an increasingly standardized space with 
multiple symbolic connotations and where actions 
to satisfy ritual needs would be undertaken.34

The focus on drinking and pouring ceremonies 
in Mycenaean funerary rituals is very strong and we 
can imagine that such rituals were highly significant 
to the people involved in the funeral and played a cen-
tral role in the burial process.

Drinking ceremonies accompany liminal rites, 
but the stomion and the dromos themselves are often 
characterised by liminal symbolism too.35 The dromos 
was a boundary zone, the final earthly passage through 
which the deceased was carried “from the visible soci-
ety to the invisible.” 36 This area belongs neither to the 
world of the living, nor to the world of the dead, but 
consists of a special zone with a little from one world 
and a little from the other. Several performances 
in honour of the dead took place in the dromos, which 
was the focal point of ritual activities, such as sacrifi-
cial and libation ceremonies associated with the limi-
nal rites. The dromos was a space of transition, a place 
where living and dead could meet and could also ter-
minate their relationship through the gesture of break-
age of the pottery used during drinking and toasting 
ceremonies.37 Apart from huge and broken open ves-
sels, quantities of broken kylikes and cups have been 
found near the doorway or on the floor of the dromos, 
this evidence can represent a post-liminal rite per-
formed by the community and individuals too.38

33 See Cavanagh, Mee 1998; Soles 1999, 787; Shelton 2001, 77–
78; Boyd 2002, 87–88; Papadimitriou 2015, 101–103. Dromoi 
acquired symbolic importance and started being used for ritual 
purposes only when they became sufficiently long and flat, that 
is at the very end of LH I, not only in chamber tombs, but also 
in tumuli and tholoi.

34 The awareness of the importance of the dromos and of pottery 
fragments found in it, was not always immediate. In most 
of Achaean cemeteries, investigated several decades ago, the 
data regarding the fills of dromoi was often overlooked, without 
investigating the nature of those fills, in favour of the study of the 
grave goods preserved in the chambers. This is true, for example, 
for the cemeteries of Aigion, Papadopoulos 1976, or Klauss, 
Paschalidis, McGeorge 2009, 85–86.

35 Van Gennepp 1909; Gallou 2005, 82 ss.
36 Hertz 1960, 80.
37 Gallou 2005, 88–90.
38 Cavanagh, Mee 2014, 51–56.

Libations and drinking rituals, commonly identi-
fied in Mycenaean tombs, reflect the desire of human 
beings to communicate with the realm of the beyond 
through the recipients of the offerings. So the vessel 
has to be interpreted as a receptacle to be used to mix 
a liquid for the living and for the dead; the vessel serves 
as intermediary between one world and the other, it is 
the materialization of the liminal zone.39

We can imagine the users of the tomb carried out 
a drinking ritual, mixing and serving wine or other 
precious liquid put in the crater and then, at the end 
of the ritual we can also imagine the breakage of the 
huge vessel with the partial scattering of the sherds. 
We are looking at a transformational mode of dep-
osition through which the material is incorporated 
into the funerary record after a series of activities that 
have taken place for specific and symbolic purposes. 
The vessel is invested and heaped with a potential use 
that goes beyond practical use, toward a symbolic 
significance.

Conclusions

The study of these sherds has given the opportunity 
to analyse the pattern of creation of the filling layers 
in the dromos of Tomb 1. This kind of study prompted 
other important research concerning the reconstruc-
tion of ritual activities, practiced in the dromos that in-
volved specific vessel categories. This type of research 
necessitates taking into consideration the total body 
of the material in these layers, in order to have a com-
plete picture of the past actions. This study can be seen 
as a starting point to investigate mortuary practices 
that might otherwise have remained hidden.

This kind of evidence has been very useful for col-
lecting significant evidence regarding the community 
who used the tomb. As mentioned above, pictorial 
pottery is not commonly present in funerary contexts, 
but it can be seen as a sign of the social status of a more 
or less restricted part of the community, a status made 
even more evident by the findings within the chamber. 
Considering the comparisons and the assumptions 
made, it seems possible that the found sherds belong 
to a big krater used during funerary rites performed 
by the community to honour the deceased and the de-
ities during a very difficult time after the loss of an im-
portant member of the group.

39 Some years ago Konsolaki-Yannopoulou presented new data 
regarding the practice of libation during funerary ceremonies and 
supposed a communicative function of the used vessels to satisfy 
the desire of human beings to transcend their limitation and keep 
in touch with the Other world and with the dead. Konsolaki- 
-Yannopoulou 2001, 213–220.
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THE AGE OF INNOCENCE 
PARALLEL YOUNG LIVES IN CRETE AND CYPRUS1

Abstract: The primary aim of this paper is that of re-examining the current state of the art of  
‘childhood archaeology’ in Bronze Age Crete and Cyprus. This complex research field contributes  
significantly to the improvement of our knowledge of Bronze Age Cretan and Cypriot societies  
through an evaluation of differences and analogies in the construction of the identity of children 
within these two coeval and peculiar Bronze Age Mediterranean island civilizations. More specifically, 
this paper focuses on the ways in which children were represented and perceived, their relationship 
with adults, and their characterization as individuals with a specific role in society. These research 
issues are investigated through a multidisciplinary approach, including figurative art, material culture, 
and the analysis of settlement and burial contexts.

Keywords: Childhood Archaeology, Bronze Age, Cyprus, Crete.

Introduction

Grete Lillehammer’s fundamental contribution ‘A child  
is born. The child’s world in an archaeological per-
spective’ has underscored the requirement of includ-
ing children as study subjects within archaeology.2 For 
years, the poor visibility of children in the archaeologi-
cal record and their marginal role in the debate formu-
lated during the 20th century in western industrialized 
countries have led archaeologists not to consider them 
as social agents.3 Recently, the ‘archeology of child-
hood’ is finally emerging to become a research field 
per se, but continues to be deeply influenced by other 
disciplines (e.g. cultural and physical anthropology, 
social sciences, philosophy and psycho-pedagogy), 
which have contributed to its development.4 The aim 
of this paper is to recall the main approaches used 
to investigate children as social personae in Bronze Age 
Crete and Cyprus, and to pick up pieces in order to try

 a reconstruction of their social role in a long-term and 
comparative perspective (Pl. X, Fig. 1; Pl. X, Tab. 1).

Before going deeper into our analysis, some pre-
liminary methodological issues must be brought 
to attention. The first issue is that of defining the 
object under study. Despite of being common and 
universal, the concept of childhood is only appar-
ently a well-recognizable state since it is created 
within society and influenced by cultural factors. 
For example, according to the definition provided 
by the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Human Rights, ‘A child means every human being be-
low the age of eighteen years’.5 The focus of the High 
Commissioner is on the individuation of an age-limit, 
which is an arbitrary concept, convenient to the soci-
ety that elaborated the definition itself. Therefore, it 
cannot be applied to ancient societies, nor to all the 
countries around the modern world.6 As P. Ariès ar-
gues, the concept of childhood is strictly related to the 
awareness of its nature (i.e. if and how a community 
distinguishes between children and adults), and it is 
not possible to define childhood a priori without con-
sidering the cultural context underlying it.7
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Within archaeology, terms such as ‘pre/sub-adults’ 
and ‘pre-sexual individuals’ are often used to indicate 
children. Although these can be regarded as more pre-
cise definitions for the individuals considered ‘chil-
dren’ – i.e. those who are biologically immature – the 
approach may be reductive, since only physical char-
acteristics are highlighted. Childhood, in fact, has also 
precise social significances and implications: it is an 
condition experienced by some members of society, 
and, at the same time, a state perceived by those who 
had been children, requiring dispositions and creating 
some expectations by society itself.

The second issue is purely archaeological and 
concerns the general lack of evidence related to chil-
dren.8 The poor visibility of children is usually offset 
by a holistic approach to evidence, integrating a variety of  
archaeological sources. This methodology, however, 
may expose the researcher to some risks, such as an 
incautious distinction between common and special 
artefacts (e.g. ritual-related objects), or between spo-
radic and contextualized findings.9

Since children are often investigated from the 
viewpoint of adults, the third problem is that of their 
perception. Most of the artefacts typically related 
to children (e.g. toys, feeding bottles) were made 
by adults, as well as found in special contexts (e.g. 
burials) which reflects the attitude or social behav-
iours of adults more than children’s actual condition.10 
However, it is the perception that adults have of chil-
dren and the relationship between mature and imma-
ture individuals that constitute a major contributor 
to the definition of children as social personae.11

Birthing, motherhood and the newborns

Research on Mediterranean prehistory appears para-
doxically much more inclined to investigate life’s end 
than its beginning, even if birth is an event as complex 
as death, with a specific social importance.12 When 
birth is investigated, the focus is on the mothers, sel-
dom considering that one other individual is involved, 
the newborn.

Starting from the Prepalatial period, representa-
tions of nude females with swollen bellies and pendu-
lous breasts, in standing position or with knees held 
up against the upper body are common in Crete and 
interpreted as women at an advanced state of preg-
nancy or parturient. The so-called Gravidenflasche 

8 Kamp 2001, 2; Baxter 2008, 162.
9 Lillehammer 1989, 96.
10 Kamp 2001, 24; Lillehammer 2010, 24, 28.
11 Lillehammer 2010, 28–30.
12 Beausang 2000.

iconography consists of ceramic, stone figures, or ves-
sel protomes.13 Named after the Egyptian oil contain-
ers, these representations are now proven not to be 
an adaptation of Egyptian types, but rather the result 
of the Minoan reception and elaboration of the ico-
nography of Taweret.14

In Middle Chalcolithic Cyprus, a group of ter-
racotta figurines from Kissonerga Mosphilia repre-
senting women with bell-shaped bodies standing, 
crouched, or seated on stools in labour is a remarkable 
example of parturient iconography. Out of this group, 
figurine KM1451 is particularly interesting for the  
representation of the silhouette of a growing baby.15  
These figurines were buried along with a series of dif- 
ferent materials (e.g. terracotta models, containers,  
and different types of tools) within a ceremonial area 
which shows a strong connection with childbirth- 
related rituals. This area has been recently reinter-
preted as an actual birthplace, where, according to  
E. Beausang, the newborn children were first looked 
after.16 In relation to the context, the pregnant or par-
turient figurines are interpreted as representations 
of different stages of labour, and a paradigmatic and 
demonstrative purpose during a ritual performance 
has been suggested by E. Goring.17

In Bronze Age Cyprus, the focus is that of rep-
resenting mothers as kourotrophoi rather than preg-
nant or parturient, albeit a few exceptions exist (e.g. 
two pregnant figurines in the figurative scene on the 
‘Marki bowl’, and a ‘double’ Plank-shaped figurine 
with a protrusion at its belly).18 The Early-Middle 
Cypriot terracotta Plank-shaped kourotrophoi are free-
standing, attached to vessels or inserted in terracotta 
models. The freestanding figurines (Pl. XI, Fig. 2) are 
traditionally interpreted as women, despite a frequent 
lack of sexual attributes, which has generated a de-
bate on the attribution of their sex.19 Scholarly debate, 
however, has seldom concerned the kourotrophos type, 
which has usually been considered as a representa-
tion of motherhood; hence, of female gendered indi-
viduals.20 Nevertheless, it has to be recalled that the 
depiction of a male as a kourotrophos is very unusual, 
but identifiable in a Middle Cypriot White Painted 

13 Budin 2010, 21–24; 2014, 272–273.
14 Budin 2010, 22–24; 2014, 273–275. For discussion on reception 

and adaptation of Taweret in Minoan Crete see Weingarten 
2013 (with references). 

15 Goring 1991, 39–55.
16 Peltenburg 1990; 1991; Beausang 2000, 79–82.
17 Goring 1991, 54.
18 Belgiorno 1984, 24, pl. XX; Bolger 1996, 369; 2003, 115–117. 
19 Talalay, Cullen 2002; Budin 2009; Mina 2016, 145.
20 Budin 2009, 81; Bombardieri 2014; contra Mina 2016, 145.
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figurine from the Pierides Collection.21 Similarly, the 
Cypro-Archaic figurine AM 1180, in the Louvre mu-
seum, depicts a man – most probably a father – with 
a baby attached to his back through a red band.22

The Early-Middle Cypriot kourotrophoi express 
the maternal bond in different ways, as holding chil-
dren with one or both arms, breastfeeding, or through 
an exceptional iconography, an example of which 
is the ‘mourning’ figurine.23 In this case, the child is 
depicted in a cradle lying on the knees of the mother, 
whose face is marked by a black spot and arms are 
raised without touching the baby: every detail seems 
to express the grief of losing a child.24

Motherhood continues to be a fundamental theme 
for Late Cypriot communities, and it is normally ex-
pressed through the iconography of the ‘bird-faced’ 
figurines in Base Ring II ware (Type A).25 Although 
with a different style, the iconography of women hold-
ing children seems the same, or even less varied than 
in the previous period. However, if we focus on the 
children, we notice that they are never represented 
in cradleboards, but rather as more active and lively 
individuals.

Since there was an exponential development 
of Mediterranean connections in Cyprus during the 
Late Cypriot period, material culture and artistic ex-
pressions were highly receptive to influences from the 
neighbouring areas. Referring to the terracotta fig-
urines of women, the so-called Type A is likely to be 
modelled on Near Eastern prototypes from the mid-
2nd millennium BC,26 while the ‘normal-faced’ Type 
B – the other main stylistic variation of the period – 
derived from the Mycenaean tau, phi and psi painted 
figurines.27 It is noticeable that Type A is normally 
represented as a kourotrophos: indeed, the Levantine 
‘divine’ images are never portrayed carrying infants, 
while in Greece it is not unusual that painted figu-
rines are kourotrophoi.28 S. L. Budin has suggested that 
Mycenaean kourotrophism developed after the increase 
of contacts with the eastern Mediterranean, and, spe-
cifically, with Cyprus.29 On the other hand, it can be 
observed that in Cyprus figurines showing influence 
from Levantine prototypes were ‘personalized’ with 

21 Morris 1985, 145–149, fig. 232. Bombardieri 2014, 9. 
22 Vandenabeele 1988, 30–31, pl. VII.4; contra Karageorghis 

2006, 199–200.
23 Morris 1985, 145–149, figs. 228–231; Bombardieri 2014, 9–11.
24 Morris 1985, 149, fig. 234; Karageorghis 1991, 170–171; 2006, 

48, fig. 38. 
25 Karageorghis 1993, 21–23 (Type Aii); 2006, 80–81.
26 See, for example, Badre 1980; Budin 2014, 240–244.
27 Karageorghis 1993.
28 Budin 2014, 149–172, 261–263.
29 Budin 2010, 2014.

iconography peculiar to the island’s tradition, whilst 
figurines of Type B with a child are extremely rare.30

The iconography of children

Representations of children without adults have been 
found in Bronze Age Crete and Cyprus.31 With re-
spect to Minoan Crete, artefacts depicting children are 
thought to have been produced and used by the ruling 
class.32 The earliest example of these is a sealing repro-
ducing a young boy from the Hieroglyphic Deposit 
at Knossos (MM IIB). There is no doubt of the inten-
tion of portraying a juvenile head if the object is com-
pared with the depictions of children in Neopalatial 
art, where images of children clearly identifiable even 
in the absence of accompanying adults.33

The Minoan repertoire of figurines is normally 
composed of metal or ivory objects. With respect to in-
fants, the crawling baby from the Psychro Cave (LM 
I/II) (Pl. XI, Fig. 3b) shows some remarkable char-
acteristics, such as the naturalism of the pose, which 
perfectly communicates the dynamicity of that age, 
and the realistic depiction of the head and the fleshy 
limbs.34 This figurine finds a direct comparison to the 
ivory infant from Palaikastro (LM I).35 As far as chil-
dren are concerned, some relevant examples can be 
mentioned, such as a bronze statue of a standing child 
interpreted as a little worshiper by its iconography (i.e. 
the right hand on the forehead), and dated to LM I/
IIIA (Pl. XI, Fig. 3c).36 The child’s head is typically de-
picted shaved save for a single lock.

The hairstyle is an important feature of Minoan 
figurines, and it is strictly age-related. The attention 
paid by artists to age has been noticed by identifying 
in Minoan representations and Theran frescos exactly 
the same succession of hairstyles with age of the de-
picted persons.37 With respect to the ‘little worshipper’, 
the age of the individual depicted corresponds to that 
of a young child. It can be noted that the hairstyle 
of male and female young children is almost the same 
and that the figurine mentioned above has been inter-
preted as a female, judging from the lack of rendered 

30 See, for example, Karageorghis 1977, pl. 18b.
31 Karageorghis 1991, 94–97, 173–174, pls. LII, LIII, 

CXXXVII; Orphanides 1998, 195–196; Rutter 2003, 38–40; 
Papageorgiou 2008, 89–91.

32 Lapatin 2001, 32–33; Papageorgiou 2008, 91.
33 Rutter 2003, 38, fig. 7; Papageorgiou 2008, 89, fig. 1. 
34 Hood 1978, 112–113, fig. 99; Verlinden 1984, 83 n. 38, pl. 19; 

see also: Rutter 2003, 38, cat. 38; Papageorgiou 2008, 89, fig. 2.
35 Bosanquet, Dawkins 1923, 125, 127, fig. 107, pl. XXVII; Hood 

1978, 120, fig. 108; Lapatin 2001, 32–33. See also: Rutter 2003, 
38–39, fig. 8; Papageorgiou 2008, 89–90, fig. 3. 

36 Papageorgiou 2008, 90, fig. 7. 
37 Davis 1986; Rutter 2003, 38–39, 42–47, figs. 22–23.
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genitalia.38 Nonetheless, male children are usually 
depicted nude while females are dressed, and this 
would be the only example of a nude female in Minoan 
art.39 The bronze figurine may also be compared with 
the male child in the scene of male youths of differ-
ent ages from room 3b in Xeste 3 (Akrotiri, Thera).40 
In this case, the child is a boy, although it is the only 
sexless figure. Basing on the hairstyle, the ivory head 
from Archanes (LM IB) is another example of a child 
representation.41

As anticipated above, a gender differentiation is 
visible in representations of Minoan children. Girls 
are frequently portrayed on seals as performing rit-
uals: they look like adults wearing the same typical 
ritual dressing, but are represented of a smaller size.42 
In this case, because of the limited space, the mean 
used to express the presence of children is symbolic, 
not naturalistic.

In Cyprus, the depiction of children without 
adults is less common than in Crete. In the Early-
Middle Cypriot period, infants are represented in cra-
dleboards. In the same way, they appear in association 
with the kourotrophoi, whilst representations of infants 
or children independent of adults are extremely rare 
in the Late Cypriot period, and, hitherto, only two ex-
amples are known.43

The Early-Middle Cypriot figurines communi-
cate a quite steady perception of infancy, but contrib-
ute in giving us a glimpse of a common children-care 
practice, that of cradle-boarding.44 Although children 
are portrayed only through the representation of their 
heads and, occasionally, arms, cradles are represented 
in detail. They are characterized by a sort of arch in the 
upper part, and linear or geometric incised, or painted 
decorative patterns, which perhaps allude to blankets  
used to swaddle babies, or to functional or decorative 
elements of the cradles themselves (Pl. XI, Fig. 3a).45  
A few variants are presented, such as two ‘double 
cradles’ showing two infants – perhaps twins – from 
tombs 15 and 315B (MC I–II) at Lapithos.46 The pra- 
ctice of cradle-boarding is also evidenced by the 
analysis of human remains, and documented both in  

38 Papageorgiou 2008, 90.
39 Papageorgiou 2008, 90.
40 Doumas 1992, 146–147, fig. 109.
41 Lapatin 2001, 33; Papageorgiou 2008, 90, figs. 5–6.
42 Rutter 2003, 43, figs. 16–19; Rehak 2007, 216–217; 

Papageorgiou 2008, 90, figs. 5–6.
43 Morris 1985, 152; Karageorghis 1991, 94–97, 173–174, pls. 

LII, LIII, CXXXVII; Knox 2012, 266, figs. 108–109.
44 Morris 1985, 152; See also Bergoffen 2009. 
45 Bergoffen 2009, 69–70; Bombardieri 2014, 15.
46 Karageorghis 1991, 96 nn. C6–7, pls. LII.5, LIII.1.; 

Bombardieri 2014, 15, fig. 10.

the Early-Middle and Late Cypriot periods.47 For in-
stance, at Hala Sultan Tekke a great number of crania  
presented artificial deformations clearly relating to  
cradle-boarding.48 The same deformations can be ob-
served in other numerous Late Bronze Age burials re-
lated to the major towns of the period (e.g. Enkomi).49

No evident representations of children or adoles-
cents are recorded in Early-Middle and Late Cypriot 
figurative art. Regarding the Early-Middle Cypriot pe-
riod, however, E. C. Ribeiro hypothesizes that pre-pu-
bescent children can be identified as the unsexed 
individuals in the so-called ‘scenic compositions’, 
considering the ‘selective absence of sexual charac-
teristics’ as a symbolic means used by Cypriot artists 
to refer to children.50 If E. C. Ribeiro’s assumption is 
correct, Cypriot artists would have made the opposite 
choice to that of Minoan artists in portraying children. 
It should be observed, however, that Cypriot ‘scenic 
compositions’ generally represent working activities: 
even though children could have been involved with 
them, this might be the case of adult workers por-
trayed in non-gendered activities.51

Children depicted in social contexts?

Children are also represented within complex scenes, 
i.e. terracotta models. Whilst in Early-Middle Bronze 
Age Cyprus these artefacts are relatively common, 
they are rare in Crete. All the Minoan examples con-
sidered in this section come from a specific context, 
as they were found among the grave goods in two an-
nexes of the tholos tomb at Kamilari (MM III–LM I), 
and are thought to derive from Cypriot prototypes.52

One of these Minoan models represents four 
seated and two standing smaller-sized individuals, 
most probably inside a room.53 The smaller males, one 
of them holding a bowl, are depicted in front of two 
tables (or clockwise altars) and interpreted as chil-
dren or young boys in attendance to adults or gods. 
The way in which children are represented may find 
a direct comparison with an Early Cypriot model por-
traying people at work around a rectangular basin 
(Pl. XI, Fig. 4).54

47 Lorentz 2002, 205; Bolger 2003, 140–141.
48 Schwartz 1976.
49 Bolger 2003, 140–141.
50 Ribeiro 2002.
51 A gender-based division of labour has been assumed for EC-MC 

communities. See, for example, Orphanides 2001, 90–92, tab. 1; 
Webb 2007. See also Steel 2013, 65.

52 Hood 1978, 105; Rutter 2003, 40–42; Budin 2014, 279.
53 Levi 1961–1962, 123–139, fig. 170 a–f; Rutter 2003, 41, fig. 12.
54 Morris 1985, 286–287, fig. 502; Karageorghis 1991, 144–145 

(n. VII.6); 2006, 34–35, fig. 28.
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Apparently, the two scenes have nothing in com-
mon: the Cypriot model shows six individuals of the 
same size – one of them with a child – and a smaller 
figurine holding a vase. It seems not to be a case that 
the only non-working figurines are the kourotrophos 
and the vase holder. Remarkably, the last-mentioned 
has the same iconography as that of the children 
in the Kamilari model, and could be interpreted as 
a young apprentice or attendant to the workers in the 
act of helping them with some marginal tasks. If so, 
pre-pubescent children would have effectively repre-
sented during Early-Middle Cypriot, and the reduced 
size might have been a way to allude to them. It is also 
worth mentioning that the Cypriot model finds a di-
rect analogy in a working scene represented on a jar 
in the Sèvres Museum (EC–MC), where a kourotro-
phos is present as well.55

The second model from Kamilari portrays a do-
mestic scene with a woman at a grinding board inside 
or outside a house, symbolized by a doorway, and 
a small schematic figure peeping out the door, inter-
preted as a child.56 The iconography of the child can 
be compared with the so-called ‘doorkeeper’, a fig-
urine appearing in the Cypriot ‘Vounous bowl’ (EC 
III–MC I) (Pl. XII, Fig. 5).57 The scene represented 
in the Cypriot model is very complex, and has been 
explained as a sacred performance or a social ritual 
displaying the power of the emerging ruling class.58 
In this case, the different sizes of figurines are inter-
preted as a means to allude to the social positions 
of the individuals, rather than their age.59 An infant 
held by a kourotrophos is clearly represented in the 
scene. According to D. Bolger, however, men are the 
real protagonists, while the only woman is relegated 
to her maternal role.60 Nonetheless, the exclusion 
of certain members of community symbolically rep-
resented by a figurine looking from outside can be 
considered as an indicator of the fact that we cannot 
take the presence of the woman and the infant inside 
the scene for granted.61 If women and infants were not 
excluded from the ceremony, neither were men with 
diverse or subordinate roles (as their different sizes 
suggest), who is the excluded individual ironically 
emphasized by the artist? By process of elimination, 
it is likely to be a pre-pubescent child or adolescent. 
Although the ‘spectator’ is represented as crouched 

55 Bombardieri 2007, 255 fig. 2.
56 Levi 1961–1962, 145–147, fig. 177 a–c; Rutter 2003, 41, fig. 13.
57 Dikaios 1940, pls. VII, VIII; Steel 2013.
58 See Steel 2013, 51–52 (with references).
59 Steel 2013, 51–52.
60 Bolger 2003, 40; Budin 2014, 255–256.
61 Steel 2013, 65.

on a sort of support attached to the bowl’s wall, his size 
is that of the small figures: possibly, inside the model 
the different sizes of figurines have a different sym-
bolic value with respect to that outside. Therefore, the 
‘spectator’ might be a child or an adolescent excluded 
by social or ritual practices performed by adult indi-
viduals with a recognized social role and fully belong-
ing to the community.

The observations made on the Vounous model al-
low us to reconsider the interpretation of the Minoan 
scene of offering or attendance: indeed, if the bigger 
figures were gods, as most scholars think, the mech-
anism ‘big equals adult’ and ‘small equals child’ could 
not have been that immediate as in an everyday life 
scene.62 Therefore, it is crucial to understand what kind 
of scene is depicted, since the meaning of symbolic 
strategies of representation may vary considerably.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the third model 
from Kamilari, which represents four individuals 
dancing in a circle.63 Although their sexes are unclear, 
J. Rutter interprets the figurines as males because they 
show the hairstyle characteristic of young boys, while 
the fourth individual has a different hair treatment, 
which most possibly alludes to its different age.64 
Similarly, some figurines in a circle – in this case, 
adults – can be found also within the Vounous bowl.65

It is remarkable that in all these models Cypriot 
and Minoan artists insert children in different social 
contexts, such as everyday life and ritual performances.

Children and objects: (little) producers 
and consumers 

Children often have needs which differ from those 
of adults, they use objects in unconventional ways, and 
perform different activities.66 As a result, child-related 
objects are a very important piece of evidence in at-
tempts to trace children within the archaeological re-
cord, although they are very difficult to identify.67 
Most of these objects, indeed, were made of perishable 
materials:68 for example, we have only indirect evi-
dence for cradles in Cyprus, as already noticed above.

Feeding bottles are among the best-known and 
most commonly found examples of objects specif-
ically made for children and used by them. In the 

62 Hood 1978, 105, fig. 88. Contra Rutter 2003, 55 n. 47.
63 Levi 1961–1962, 139–145, fig. 174 a–b; Rutter 2003, 41–42, fig. 

14.
64 Rutter 2003, 41.
65 Steel 2013, 65, 54, fig. 3d.
66 Baxter 2008, 162. 
67 Lillehammer 2010, 31.
68 Lillehammer 1989, 98–99.
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Aegean, they clearly appear in Mycenaean contexts 
and are of two main types: small spouted jars with 
horizontal basket handles and elongated containers 
with round or oval mouths.69 In Cyprus, vessels com-
parable to the first type are fairly common from final 
Late Cypriot (e.g. at Kition).70 Base Ring ware juglets, 
particularly diffused in Late Cypriot I–II contexts, are 
one other vessel type to be possibly related to infants. 
As R. S. Merrillees has demonstrated, these containers 
were used for opium-based drugs with multiple med-
ical applications: for example, as a sedative for crying 
children.71

Toys are certainly another category of artefacts 
which characterize childhood the most.72 A funda-
mental distinction must be done between toys made 
by children and toys made by adults to entertain or 
educate children.73 The first type of toys would tell 
us considerably more about children’s perception of  
reality, but it is almost totally invisible within the ar-
chaeological record. With respect to possible toys 
made by adults, I. Papageorgiou has identified a clay 
model of a wheeled cart from Palaikastros (MM IA) 
and astragal bones in a child burial found at Katsambas 
(LM II–IIIA) as possible Minoan toys.74 Astragal 
bones have been interpreted as toys for a long time 
since several Greek/Roman authors described them  
as a typical children’s pastime.75 However, it has been 
recently highlighted that multiple significances and 
uses can be related to these objects, and their interpre-
tation as toys cannot be accepted without more spe-
cific evidence.76 In Cyprus, some terracotta owl-like 
rattles have possibly served as toys to entertain infants, 
even if it has been observed that they might have been 
too fragile for infants to play with.77

The transmission of knowledge to the next gen-
erations is a crucial aspect both of past and present 
societies, and learning activities are typically referred 
to children. In prehistoric and protohistoric societies, 
children’s involvement in working activities as appren-
tices is part of the education of their younger mem-
bers.78 However, child labour without educational 
purpose could have also occurred.79

69 Rutter 2003, 36. 
70 Karageorghis 1985, 169, 181.
71 Merrillees 1962.
72 Lillehammer 1989, 94–95, 98–99; Kamp 2001, 18–20.
73 Kamp 2001, 19. 
74 Papageorgiou 2008, 91.
75 See, for example, Carè 2012, 403 n. 2 (with references).
76 Carè 2012.
77 Knox 2012, 169.
78 Kamp 2001, 12–14; Baxter 2008, 165, 167–169; Lillehammer 

2010, 31.
79 Kamp 2001, 14–18.

In Late Bronze Age Knossos, children are fre-
quently reported in palatial working groups recorded 
in the linear B tablets. Almost 90 tablets – the so-called 
‘personal names’ tablets – mention children as compo-
nents of family units, recipients of rations, or accom-
panying workgroups of specialized labourers.80 Not 
only were children distinguished on the basis of their 
sex/gender at Knossos, but also by their ages, which 
reminds us of the particular attention given to this 
parameter by iconography.81 The children mentioned 
in Linear B texts are, most probably, the sons and 
daughters of female workers, as some terms expressing 
parental relationship seem to indicate (e.g. tu-ka-te, 
‘daughter’).82 The importance of the mother-child 
relationship for child care and education comes back 
through a different source (note that the term di-da-
ka-rei, ‘schoolmaster’, is referred to women), though 
it seems reasonable that children were effectively em-
ployed in some houses related to female work, such as 
textile production.83

With regards to Cyprus, a recent study by L. 
Gagnè focusing on the handmade White Painted ware 
(MC–early LC) was aimed to distinguish the contri-
bution of novices to vessel production.84 Within this 
study, ceramic production is investigated as a privi-
leged mean to retrace the presence of children between 
novices and their learning process. Clay is described as 
initially manipulated by children as if they were play-
ing a game and imitating adults, to become, then, an 
effective training in pottery making. It seems that clay 
first was an object of children’s play which then turned 
into an effective training in pottery making.85 It is pos-
sible that in the Aegean children were involved in ce-
ramic production by means of a similar mechanism, 
as some of the Linear B tablets have revealed children’s 
fingerprints on their surfaces, demonstrating they 
were probably involved in the preparation of tablets.86 
Coming back to Cyprus, L. Gagné has analysed several 
sites where the production of White Painted vessels 
is particularly evident (e.g. Kalopsidha, Toumba tou 
Skourou), and identified three different degrees of in-
teraction between skilled potters and novices through 
the analysis of the materials.87 In particular, she has rec-
ognised vessels made entirely by young novices with-
out assistance; vessels made by experienced potters,  

80 Nosch 1999; Rutter 2003, 48–49.
81 Nosch 1999, 39–40; Rutter 2003, 49.
82 Nosch 1999, 38.
83 Nosch 1999, 41–43.
84 Gagnè 2014.
85 Gagnè 2014, 26.
86 Rutter 2003, 49.
87 Gagnè 2014, 23–25.
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but painted partially or entirely by novices with guid-
ance, and vessels made and painted by novices with 
some help or corrections from experienced potters.88

From the examples reported, it seems evident that 
in Bronze Age Crete and Cyprus, children and adoles-
cents were involved in working activities playing a role 
as learners/beginners in their communities.

Funus acerbum: dying as a child

In past societies the incidence of mortality among 
children was high, and Bronze Age Crete and Cyprus 
were no exception.89 Children’s burials are important 
evidence providing information about two crucial as-
pects of ancient children: they elucidate the status or 
importance of the youngest members of communities 
and give details on the bodies of children, contributing 
to a ‘corporeal understanding of children and child-
hood’.90 With regard to this specific aspect, Bronze 
Age Cypriot human remains are notable case studies: 
five types of cranial deformations are detected, some 
demonstrating the use of cradles (see above), other 
intentionally practiced on babies for marking status, 
genesis or role of the individuals.91

Children may have exceptional burial types, po-
sition or treatments, if compared to the standard 
burial practices reserved for adults, and this can be 
related to a generic ‘child status’, or a particular status 
acknowledged to certain young individuals (e.g. chil-
dren belonging to elite). An example of a special burial 
treatment often reserved to children is the intramural 
burial in a container, which is a widespread practice 
in different prehistoric and historic Mediterranean 
societies. In Crete this is rare before the Late Minoan, 
and the intramural pithos burial of a three years old 
child found at Kissamos (EM III) can be considered 
an exception to the general trend. This burial is par-
ticularly remarkable for the emphasis put on the juve-
nile individual, who was interred with two obsidian 
blades as accompanying objects, and because it is sub-
stantially different from typical Early Minoan burials, 
which are in caves or rock shelters, or cemeteries (e.g. 
house tombs, tholoi, chamber tombs etc.).92 Between 
the Late Minoan IA and Late Minoan IIIC, conversely, 
intramural burials of infants deposited in different 
types of containers occur at several sites on the island 
(e.g. Petras, Sissi, Palaikastro, Phaistos).93 

88 Gagnè 2014, 26–30.
89 Bolger 2003, 127; Mcgeorge 2013, 4.
90 Lorentz 2002, 203.
91 Schwartz 1976; Lorentz 2002; Bolger 2003, 140–144.
92 Mcgeorge 2013, 4; Legarra Herrero 2014, 138.
93 Mcgeorge 2013, 4–5.

In Early-Middle Bronze Age Cyprus, intramural 
burials are also infrequent. Different cemetery clusters 
characterised by single or multiple burials of adults 
and sub-adults are normally found outside the settle-
ments.94 However, at Marki Alonia several intra-mural 
burials of children, some of which were in containers, 
were found.95 According to P. S. Keswani, these were 
temporary burials waiting for a secondary treatment; 
whilst, for D. Frankel and J. M. Webb, this may be the 
case of an alternative mortuary treatment.96 In the Late 
Cypriot period, intra-mural burials are standard, and 
children were introduced secondarily into chambers.97 
An example of that is tomb 11 at Kalavassos Ayios 
Dhimitrios (LC IIA–B), a chamber tomb with three fe-
male adults buried in two niches and a three-year old 
child and three infants on the floor.98 It is noticeable 
that the infant remains were found deposited in a cir-
cular concentration and mixed with animal bones.99 
This treatment might recall that of the 327 bones be-
longing to four children recovered in the basement 
of the North House at Knossos, the so-called ‘Room 
of the Children’s Bones’ (LM IB), in which were also 
found sheep bones.100 Although at Knossos the mate-
rial assemblage has allowed the interpretation of the 
cache as a ritual context, it can be argued that for both 
cases some ritual actions including animal sacrifice 
may have been performed.

Conclusions

The role of children in societies of Bronze Age Crete 
and Cyprus can be investigated through an exami-
nation of the ways in which their identity was con-
structed, perceived, and represented.

Iconography is a very useful source to study these 
aspects. In Chalcolithic and Bronze Age Cyprus, chil-
dren’s identity is expressed through the representation 
of the mother-child bond (i.e. pregnant/parturient 
women, kourotrophoi). Conversely, in Crete, the focus 
seems to be more on children themselves, depicted 
in different stages of childhood. With regards to the 
role of children in Cretan and Cypriot Bronze Age 
communities, representations of children in terracotta 
models are the problematic, albeit noteworthy. Indeed, 
both Cypriot and Minoan artists inserted children 

94 Keswani 2004, 39–41.
95 Frankel, Webb 2006: 283–285.
96 Keswani 2004: 40; Frankel, Webb 2006: 283–284.
97 Keswani 2004, 85, 104–107, 140–141
98 Goring 1989, 100–102; Moyer 1989, 64–65; Keswani 2004, 99.
99 Goring 1989, 101.
100 Wall et al. 1986.
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in different scenes, demonstrating that they could have 
had an active role during various social occasions.

Although iconography is a fundamental source, 
a more reliable investigation of children’s identity 
comes from a combination of different types of sources, 
such as material culture, burial practices, and epigra-
phy. The selected case studies and proposed examples 
have provided us glimpses of children’s bodies, needs, 
activities and helped us to define their possible social 
role in two coeval Bronze Age Mediterranean island 
societies. 
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Introduction

While Aegean art provides many images of elaborate 
garments and textiles, textile production and textile  
tools being aspects of everyday life and its tasks, are  
scarcely represented. A significant exception to this rule  
may be observed in the iconography of the Aegean 
seals and sealings where possible pictorial references 
to textile production, such as depictions of loom 
weights and other textile tools, as well as references 
to the sources of fibres, have been recognised and dis-
cussed.2 Further relations between textile production 
in Bronze Age Greece, its organisation, management 
and use of seals, may be observed in sealing prac-
tices. Since the Early Bronze Age, textile tools formed 
part of the limited number of preserved artefacts 

subjected to direct seal-impressing.3 Moreover, im-
prints of strings, cords, fabrics and mats can be seen 
on many clay lumps impressed with seals, suggesting 
that various textiles were involved in sealing practices.4

This paper attempts to re-examine the ‘Loom 
weights’ motif, recognised as such by Brendan Burke,5 
in order to investigate the process of transforming 
a physical weaving tool into a small-scale representa-
tion. The choice of an iconographic convention to  
depict the ‘Loom weights,’ and its combination with 
other motifs, is further analysed in relation to the 
chaîne opératoire of textile technology and, specifically, 
weaving. In conclusion, a hypothesis suggesting that 
the ‘Loom weights’ motif may have been seen as a con-
ceptual expression of weaving is proposed.

1 This paper presents my preliminary observations on some 
aspects of the complex relations between Aegean textiles and 
their production, as well as seals, and sealing practices that have 
become a new subject of my research. I would like to thank my 
colleagues and friends from the Centre for Textile Research in 
Copenhagen, especially to Peder Flemestad, Romina Laurito, 
Marie-Louise Nosch, Lorenz Rahmstorf, Małgorzata Siennicka 
(in alphabetical order), and also Catherine Breniquet from the 
Université Clermont Auvergne, and Olga Krzyszkowska from 
the Institute of Classical Studies, University of London whose 
generous feedback and support have prompted my research into 

 the field of textiles and seals interactions. I would like to warmly 
thank Olga Krzyszkowska for improving my English as well.

2 Panagiotakopulu et al. 1997, 423–426, 428; Burke 1997,  
418–419; 2010, 43–47; Van Damme 2012, 168; Ulanowska 2016.

3 Burke 1997, 418; 2006; 2010, 42–43; cf. Tsipopoulou 1990,  
99–103; Vlasaki, Hallager 1995, 356, 257; Weingarten 
2000a; Krzyszkowska 2005, 52, 99, 214–216; Relaki 2009, 357, 
362–365; Sbonias 2010, 311.

4 Cf. Fiandra 1968; Müller 1999; Weingarten 2000b; 
Krzyszkowska 2005, 46, 155–163, 217–220, 280–284.

5 Burke 1997, 418–419; 2010, 43–47.
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Three-sided Middle Minoan prisms with a 
‘String Vessels’ or ‘Loom weights’ motif

‘Poles’ slung with ‘String vessels’ or ‘Elongated motif 
slung with String vessels’ are conventionally accepted 
descriptions of the motif depicted on the faces of three-
sided prismatic seals attributed to the Malia/Eastern 
Crete Steatite Group.6 In her recent monograph on the 
Middle Minoan soft stone prisms from central and 
eastern Crete, Maria Anastasiadou records as many as 
88 examples of this motif. The basic motif comprises 
an elongated bar of various forms7 with spherical, el-
lipsoidal, triangular and even rectangular or trape-
zoidal objects attached to the bar or shown under it. 
The number of slung objects varies from one to five 
and, in most cases, the objects seem to be hung by two 
‘strings’ (or by handles, or neck and mouth of a vessel). 
But motifs with one, three and four strings, as well as 
objects unattached to poles or bars are also depicted 
(Pl. XIV–XV, Figs. 4–6). Based on archaeological 
context and stylistic considerations, the motif is dated 
to the Middle Minoan II period, along with the dating 
of the entire Malia/Eastern Crete Steatite Group.8

It was Arthur Evans who first recognised the mo-
tif as representing a pole with hanging vessels.9 This 
interpretation was supported by depictions of a man 
carrying on his shoulders a pole slung with two or 
four vessel-like objects which appeared on three faces 
of three different prismatic seals (CMS II.1 300b; CMS 
VI 44c; CMS XI 122b)10 and by a much later, Late 
Minoan, representation on the A. Triada sarcophagus 
of a woman carrying two vessels.11 According to Pietro 
Militello, further analogies to the motif of a pole used 
to carry heavy objects or a vessel may be recognised 
on fresco fragments from Tylissos, the West House 
in Akrotiri and the Cult Centre in Mycenae.12 In this 
study, depictions of a human figure carrying a ‘Pole 
slung with String vessels’ on his/her shoulders are ex-
cluded from further consideration as being irrelevant 
to textile production.

Although many scholars have accepted the iden-
tification of the objects as vessels, the actual meaning 
of the motif has been interpreted in various ways, from 

6 Anastasiadou 2011, 226–227, pl. 53–55: ‘String vessels’ motif; 
303–304, pl. 107–109: ‘Poles slung with ‘String Vessels’ motif.

7 Anastasiadou 2011, 303.
8 Anastasiadou 2011, 371–372.
9 Evans 1909, 131.
10 All references to seals and sealings are given after the Corpus der 

minoischen und mykenischen Siegel and iDAI.images Arachne 
http://arachne.uni-koeln.de/drupal/?q=en/node/196, accessed 
1.05.2016.

11 Anastasiadou 2011, 226–227, 303 note 1838.
12 Militello forthcoming, 2.

the depictions referring to the process of ceramic pro-
duction, through floating rafts, to depictions of liba-
tions or lustral rites.13

Brendan Burke's interpretation  
of the motif as ‘Loom weights’

Recently, Brendan Burke has suggested an entirely 
new explanation of this motif, based on his expertise 
in the field of textile studies and a detailed knowl-
edge of Minoan textile implements. According to his  
interpretation, the vessel-like objects may be seen 
as depictions of loom weights attached to a bar 
of a warp-weighted loom.14 In Burke’s opinion, the 
motifs labelled ‘Pole slung with String vessels’ and 
‘String vessels’ by Anastasiadou, in fact, comprise two  
separate motifs. One of them, recognisable from the 
structural features of vessels such as rims, lips and 
handles, indeed shows globular vessels for trans-
port, whereas the other represents suspended circu-
lar and discoid objects, resembling actual spherical 
and discoidal loom weights known from Minoan 
Crete. To support his hypothesis, Burke observes 
two diagnostic features of actual loom weights, such 
as one or two holes by which discoidal loom weights 
were attached to warp threads and the possible use 
of additional small bars for fixing the weights in order.  
He also suggests that warp threads, beaters or combs 
may have been transformed into a motif composed 
of several parallel lines, engraved perpendicular to the 
pole and the ‘Loom weights.’ 15

His reading of the motif seems to be based on an 
assumption that textile tools were depicted in glyptic 
in a near-literal manner, in which both their usability 
and physical features were rendered with unusual care. 
Therefore, the schematic shape of the loom weight- 
-like objects has been attributed to specific tools, 
namely Middle Minoan discoidal and spherical 
weights, although the objects shown on seals may also 
be triangular and rectangular, and other types of loom 
weights were in use in this period.16 Accordingly, the 
number of ‘strings’ depicted was related to the number 
of holes (one or two) by which the discoidal weights 
were attached to warp threads, although again, seals 
may depict a great number of ‘strings’ or none at all, 
and a type of discoid loom weight with three holes also 
existed.

13 Cf. Basch 1976, 91–95; Weingarten 1991, 12, 13–14; Militello  
forthcoming, 2–3; cf. Younger 1995, 366 who defines the motif 
in a more neutral manner as ‘Vertical Supports with Globular 
Attachments.’

14 Burke 1997, 418–419; 2010, 44–47.
15 Burke 1997, 419; 2010, 45–47. 
16 Cf. Burke 2010; Andersson Strand, Nosch 2015.
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The manner in which the ‘Loom weights’ were 
shown as hanging from the poles has been connected 
to a hypothetical practice of attaching warp threads 
to an additional pole and then tensioning the pole with 
weights, instead of a direct tensioning of warps.17 This 
particular practice, although not observed in tradi-
tional craft, has been advocated in order to explain the 
functionality of grooves at the top of some discoidal 
loom weights.18

Finally, according to B. Burke, several combina-
tions of ‘Loom weights’ with motifs depicted on other 
seal faces, such as a human figure with a possible sword 
beater, horned animals (perhaps indicating the source 
of wool), and spiders suggesting a symbolic relation 
to weaving, suggest that further references to textiles 
may have existed in the iconography of seals.19

The new reading of the motif has been accepted 
by P. Militello who also agrees that, under the general 
label of ‘An einer Stange hängende Gefässe,’ several 
different motifs may actually be recognised.20 This 
view is likewise taken by the author of the present pa-
per 21 which aims to complement Burke’s hypothesis, 
by suggesting that the ‘Loom weight’ motif may have 
conveyed a more complex meaning.

In my view it is, however, difficult to accept 
the literal classification of loom weights suggested 
by Burke. The recognised iconographic conventions 
in the Aegean glyptic and the limited space on seal 
faces suggest a more schematic and symbolic manner 
of rendering the physical world.22 Moreover the exist-
ing iconography of the warp-weighted loom (briefly 
discussed below) implies less technically-detailed 
representations.

Small-scale representations and textile 
technology in mesopotamian glyptic

Recently Catherine Breniquet has argued that Meso- 
potamian glyptic depicts several sequences in the  
chaîne opératoire of textile making. Whereas, in tradi- 
tional interpretations, the motifs of protodynastic 
glyptic are seen as linked predominantly to religion 
and ritual, in Breniquet’s view, as much as 11–14%  

17 Burke 2010, 47.
18 For the functional explanation of the grooves in discoid loom 

weights cf. Warren 1972, 212; Carington Smith 1972, 277–
278; 1992, 690 who also admitted that weights attached to the 
pole make less noise while weaving; Tzachili 1990, 383–384; 
Barber 1991, 105. Grooves as a post-production feature – see 
Cheval 2008.

19 Burke 2010, 47. For the Minoan iconography of goat and sheep 
cf. Militello 2014, 267–269.

20 Militello 2011, 243–246; forthcoming.
21 Cf. Ulanowska 2016.
22 Krzyszkowska 2005; Anastasiadou 2011; cf. Breniquet 2008.

of the entire corpus comprises scenes depicting the 
processing of textiles.23

In order to identify textile motifs, Breniquet stud-
ied traditional textile craft and the ancient iconogra-
phy of textile production in various cultures. Bearing 
this evidence in mind, she was initially able to recog-
nise certain technical gestures and postures, such as 
standing, sitting, squatting in front of the loom and 
gestures of arms, and tools. This, in turn, enabled her 
to identify the iconographic conventions for depicting 
the consecutive steps in the entire chaîne opératoire, 
from the gathering of fibres, processing of raw mate-
rials, spinning and plying, warping, weaving, to the  
finishing of fabrics.24

The same methodology also seems to be useful 
in studies of Aegean glyptic, even though the ‘Loom 
weights’ motif itself does not find any close analogies 
in the iconography of Mesopotamian glyptic.25

Methodological assumptions for 
recognising textile technology-related 
motifs in glyptic

The general methodological assumption is that, 
informed by a knowledge of textiles, several motifs 
in Aegean glyptic may be explained in relation to textile 
production/technology; this seems to offer new 
means of decoding the imagery. The hypothesis that 
loom weights were depicted on seal faces of Middle  
Minoan soft stone prisms may, therefore, be 
complemented with the following, more specific 
assumptions:

• Since the knowledge of textile technology has no-
ticeably progressed and the detailed understand-
ing of the chaîne opératoire has increased in recent 
years, iconographic references to textiles are more 
visible in ancient iconography. Therefore, the ico-
nography of Aegean glyptic should also be careful-
ly re-examined with relation to textile production, 
especially since other crafts, such as pottery mak-
ing, are thought to be reflected on seals.26

• The iconographic conventions adopted to repre-
sent textile production/technology in other arts or 
in other Bronze Age cultures, specifically the con-
ventions adopted for small-scale representations, 
e.g. in Mesopotamian glyptic, should be consid-
ered as possible comparanda.

23 Breniquet 2008; 2010, 57–65.
24 Breniquet 2008, 75–77, 221–341.
25 C. Breniquet has identified vertical (warp-weighted?) looms 

in the iconography of Mesopotamian glyptic, however, the said 
implements are depicted without features resembling the loom 
weights, cf. Breniquet 2008, 297–30, figs. 87.5, 88.

26 Cf. Militello 2011.
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• In the re-examination of Aegean glyptic imagery, 
a possible classification of procedural sequences 
in the chaîne opératoire (e.g. subsequent textile- 
related work, technical gestures of workers and  
required tools) into iconographic conventions 
should be investigated.

• The textile-related motifs already recognised (e.g. 
the ‘Loom weights’) should be compared and 
cross-checked with the motifs represented on other  
faces of the prismatic seals, in order to determine 
whether any textile-related combinations of motifs 
existed.
As a preliminary study, this paper does not aim 

to present the full results of implementing these as-
sumptions in research. However, certain aspects of  
a textile technology-based approach to the imagery 
of Middle Minoan prismatic seals may be applied here 
for a detailed re-examination of the ‘Loom weights’ 
motif. 

A brief overview of technology of the 
warp-weighted loom and functionality 
of loom weights

Although the exact construction of the Aegean warp-
weighted loom cannot be known and it has even been 
debated whether the looms in Ancient Greece had 
heddle bars,27 the manner in which this type of loom 
was operated has been reconstructed precisely, based 
on a knowledge of the traditional craft and archaeo-
logical experiments.28

The warp-weighted loom takes the form 
of a wooden frame consisting of uprights, cloth beam, 
shed bar and heddle bar(s) (Pl. XIII, Fig. 1). Warp 
threads, being set and attached to the cloth beam 
by means of a starting border, are stretched vertically 
and tensioned by loom weights. Sheds change mechan-
ically: while the construction of the implement allows 
one shed to be constantly open, the other shed(s) (so-
called artificial or counter-shed)29 is opened by means 
of the heddles. The warp-weighted loom is the ideal 
equipment for weaving large size tabby and twill fab-
rics but other techniques, such as tapestry could also 
be executed.

Loom weights constitute an indispensable part 
of the warp-weighted loom, and it is the abun-
dant archaeological evidence of loom weights that 

27 Barber 1991, 109–113.
28 Cf. Hoffmann 1964 (=19742) for a monograph on the history 

of the warp-weighted loom and its modern use in the Nordic 
countries; Barber 1991, 91–113; Tzachili 1997, 157–178; 
Ulanowska 2012, 243–246, 250–252; Andresson Strand 
2015, 52–54.

29 Andresson Strand 2015, 54.

confirms the widespread use of the warp-weighted 
loom on Minoan Crete. Their main function is to pro-
vide a proper tension for warp threads. This function 
is crucial in the weaving process, since the choice and 
setup of loom weights define the final quality of the 
woven fabric. As has been experimentally demon-
strated, the weight and shape of a loom weight influ-
ences the structure of fabric and weave, from coarse 
to fine, and from a more open or weft-faced weave 
to a more balanced one.30

Loom weights are suspended in rows, corre-
sponding to the number of layers into which the warp 
threads are divided. By dividing warp threads into 
layers, the type of weave is created: two layers (then 
sheds) are distinguished for tabby weaves and three 
or four for twills. Whereas the loom weights tension-
ing the front row of warps (i.e. the ones hanging over 
the shed bar) create a natural shed and do not change 
their position while weaving, the back row(s) of loom 
weights are moved forward and backward by pull-
ing the heddle bar(s) attached by heddles to the back  
layer(s) of warps (Pl. XIII, Fig. 1).

A brief overview of the iconography 
of the warp-weighted loom 

To my knowledge, only a few depictions of the warp-
weighted loom can be dated to the Bronze Age. At least 
seven warp-weighted looms were recognised in Late 
Bronze Age carvings on the Great Rock in Naquane, 
Camonica Valley in Italy, dated to the second half 
of the 2nd millennium BCE (Pl. XIII, Fig. 2a).31 
A depiction of what I read as a warp-weighted loom 
appears on face (a) of a cuboid seal from A. Triada, 
datable to the early Middle Bronze Age (CMS II.1. 64 
a) (Pl. XIII, Fig. 2b).32 A schematic image of a warp-
weighted loom has also been recognised in the Linear 
A sign AB 54, the meaning of which has thus been 
connected with cloth and weaving (Pl. XIII, Fig. 2c).33 
But more abundant iconographic evidence comes 
from the Iron Age (e.g. an urn from Sopron, a Cypro-
Geometric bowl, and possibly the wooden throne 
from Tomb 89 in Verucchio) and early classical Greece 
(black-and red-figure vase paintings).34

30 Olofsson, Andersson Strand, Nosch 2015, 87–97.
31 Barber 1991, 91, Gleba 2008, 27, cf. Grömer 2016, 110 for 

a discussion about a later dating of the rock carvings at Val 
Camonica.

32 Ulanowska 2016.
33 Hoffmann 19742, 298; Barber 1991, 91; Militello 2007, 41; 

Burke 2010, 48–49; Del Freo, Nosch, Rougemont 2010, 
351–353, fig. 17.11; Nosch 2012, 304–305, fig.1.; Petrakis 2012, 
78–79, Pl. CXXVI 1.

34 Cf. Hoffman 19742, 297–326; Barber 1991, 92; Tzachili 1997, 
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Depictions of the warp-weighted loom may be 
identified due to the major technical features of this 
implement (Pl. XIII, Fig. 1) that were rendered in art, 
e.g.:

• the overall shape of the loom, i.e. frontally depict-
ed rectangular frame formed by the loom uprights, 
a cloth beam and a shed bar;

• a heddle bar(s);
• warp threads;
• row(s) of loom weights shown as discoid, triangular,  

trapezoid or spool-like objects.
But not all of the listed features are necessarily 

to be found in a given depiction.
The recognised technical features may have been 

shown by using various iconographic conventions. 
Loom weights were rendered as objects that were not 
attached to the warp threads, e.g. in the Naquane rock 
carvings. On one of the carvings, two disc-shaped ob-
jects carved above the upper heddle may imply a sec-
ond row of loom weights. The loom weights and warps 
shown on the face (a) of the A. Triada seal (CMS  
II.1. 64) were reduced to a characteristic V-shape form  
(Pl. XIII, Fig. 2b), also to be seen in later vase painting 
(e.g. a Cypro-Geometric bowl or a lekythos in the Metro- 
politan Museum of Art) (Pl. XIV, Fig. 3b). The de-
piction on the lekythos in the Metropolitan Museum 
is especially detailed and shows how a bundle of warp 
threads was tied around a loop (a metal ring?) placed 
between a loom weight and warps (Pl. XIV, Fig. 
3b). On a skyphos from Chiusi and on Boeotian 
or Boeotian-style shyphoi, the loom weights are 
depicted as hanging from a single warp thread 
in two rows one above the other, possibly reflecting 
the division of warps into two layers (Pl. XIV, Fig. 3).35

If the warp-weighted loom is depicted with weav-
ers, they are shown standing in front of or on both sides 
of the implement. On the lekythos in the Metropolitan 
Museum, two standing female weavers are depicted. 
One raises her arm as for beating the weft while the 
other, with her arms bent at the elbows, passes the 
weft wound on a stick or spindle through the loom.36 
Although sitting weavers could also be depicted, e.g. 
Penelope on the Chiusi skyphos who seems to be 
taking a rest from her work, the postures of sitting 
workers shown on the Verucchio throne, Bologna tin-
tinnabulum and Daunian stelae, as well as of the stand-
ing women working on both sides of looms shown 
in the upper register of the Daunian stelae can not be 

162–171; Rahmstorf 2005, pl. 22.2; Gleba 2008, 28–33.
35 Furtwängler 1932, fig. 142; Hoffmann 19742, fig. 125, 126–

127, 130; for the Chiusi vase cf. Geijer 1977, 52–55; Barber 
1991, 108–109, note 19.

36 Cf. Hoffmann 19742, figs. 125, 126–127; Barber 1991, figs. 3.13, 
3.24–3.26, 3.28.

easily explained in relation to the technology of the 
warp-weighted loom.37

The ‘Loom weights’ motif in combination 
with other motifs shown on the same seal 
face

The ‘Loom weights’ motif is usually combined with 
a few other motifs, while the basic form of the motif 
comprising exclusively a bar and ‘Loom weights’ (e.g. 
CMS II.2 107; II.2 225a; III 176b; III 204c; VII 216c) 
seems to be less frequent (see Pl. XIV–XV, Figs. 4–6 
for the combinations discussed hereafter). 

The ‘Loom weights’ motif with additional 
bar(s)

The basic motif may be combined with an additional 
bar depicted above and parallel to the bar with the 
loom weights (CMS III 195c; VI 50c; VII 212b; IX 13b;  
X 272b; Anastasiadou 596c).38 This additional bar (one 
or two, e.g. CMS II.2. 257b) may be shown with a se-
ries of short parallel lines cut perpendicularly or di-
agonally to the bar (‘Saw branches’ motif,39 e.g. CMS 
II.2 125b; II.2. 151b; III 206b; III 213a; VI 68c; VI 73a; 
XII 43a; Anastasiadou 588b)40 (Pl. XIV, Figs. 4a–b). 
Also the bar holding the loom weights may be shown 
in a similar manner (CMS IV 125c; VIII 13a) (Pl. XIV, 
Fig. 4a). The position of the additional bar(s) motif 
on the seal faces seems to be set and repetitive, but the 
manner in which the bar is rendered varies. However, 
it is possible to suggest that some of the bar-types dis-
tinguished by Anastasiadou, such as ‘Γ-bars,’ ‘Horn-
bars,’ ‘Π-legs,’ ‘T-bars,’ ‘Saw branches,’ and ‘Ladder 
bands,’ 41 may still reflect the variations of the main bar 
with additional bar(s) (e.g. CMS III 194b; VS3 148c).

The additional bar(s) motif could be ‘replaced’ 
with an elongated fish-like motif,42 which occupies 
a similar area of the seal face (CMS II.2 122b; II.2 290; 
XII 48b). The visual similarity of the fish-like and bar-
with-lines motifs may at times be suggested (cf. CMS 
II.2. 122b). The other motifs represented above the bar 
with loom weights have been labelled by Anastasiadou 

37 Cf. Gleba 2008, 28–33, 123–124; Ræder Knudsen 2012; 258–
261, fig. 11.12. Depictions of looms from the Verucchio throne, 
the Bologna tintinnabulum and Daunian stelae are lacking some 
of the said features of the iconography of the warp-weighted 
loom, leaving the identification of the type of loom less clear.

38 Anastasiadou 2011, 661, catalogue no. 596.
39 Cf. Motif 185: ‘Saw branch’: Anastasiadou 2011, 257–258, pl. 

75–78.
40 Anastasiadou 2011, 659, catalogue no. 588.
41 Anastasiadou 2011, 303.
42 Cf. motif 29: ‘Fish’: Anastasiadou 2011, 186–187; pl. 28–30.
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the ‘Ball amphorae’ 43 (CMS IV 10c) and two standing 
‘Waterfowls’ 44 (CMS II.2 124b).

Duplication of the ‘Loom weights’ motif

The ‘Loom weights’ motif may be duplicated on a seal 
face, e.g. the loom weights are shown unattached 
on both sides of a bar (CMS II.2 241b), as hanging 
from both sides of one bar (CMS II.2 237b; VI 50c; 
VI 60c); or two bars with loom weights are depicted 
one above another (CMS VI 66c), or one mirroring the 
other (CMS VI 60c; VII 206b; XI 298a) (Pl. XV, Fig. 
5). In this last combination, a human figure or figures 
(CMS VI 60c; XI 298a), or a zigzag line45 (CMS VII 
206b) may appear between the two mirrored bars and 
loom weights. The duplication of the ‘Loom weights’ 
motif may also be seen on CMS VI 32c where two sin-
gle loom weights are shown antithetical in combina-
tion with ‘Ladder band’ and ‘Spikes’ motifs.46

The ‘Loom weights’ motif with a human 
figure

In numerous combinations with a human figure, the 
‘Loom weight’ motif is placed vertically and shown 
as opposite to a standing or striding man (CMS II.2 
214a; II.2 224a; II.2 302b; II.2 306c; III 158c; IV 11c;  
V 647b; V.3 16a; V.3 21b; VI 36a; VI 51c; VI 59a; VI 
60a; VI 71a; VII 12c; VII 17b; IXD 5a; XI 7a; XI 298a; 
XIII 149b; XIIID 9a) (Pl. XV, Fig. 6). The man is 
usually shown as holding the bar with loom weights 
in one hand, whereas the other hand is lowered along 
the body. The combination of men with the ‘Loom 
weight’ motif may be duplicated and mirrored, as 
CMS XI 298a demonstrates (Pl. XV, Fig. 5). There are 
only a few exceptions to this pattern, e.g.:

• CMS VI 70c, where two seated men are shown one 
above the other, the uppermost one holds the bar 
with loom weights in one hand (Pl. XV, Fig. 6);47

• Anastasiadou 218a, where a man is sitting but 
touching the bar;48

• and CMS III 173c, where a man with a semicir-
cular body is shown sitting on a stool in front 
of the bar with loom weights but not touching it  
(Pl. XV, Fig. 6).49

43 Anastasiadou 2011, 591, catalogue no. 355.
44 Anastasiadou 2011, 535–536, catalogue no. 166.
45 Anastasiadou 2011, 500, a ‘Snake’ motif: catalogue no. 42.
46 Anastasiadou 2011, 637, catalogue no. 511.
47 Anastasiadou 2011, 632, catalogue no. 495.
48 Anastasiadou 2011, 550–551, catalogue no. 218.
49 Anastasiadou 2011, 563, catalogue no. 261.

Conclusions – the ‘Loom weights’ motif and 
warp-weighted loom technology

The ‘Loom weights’ motif resembles how the ac-
tual loom weights (of different form) are suspended 
from the loom, especially if the V-shape of a bundle 
of warp-threads tensioned by the loom weight is re-
flected (Pl. XIII, Fig. 1). The existing iconography 
of the warp-weighted loom also supports the hypoth-
esis that the objects discussed do indeed represent 
loom weights (Pl. XIII–XIV, Figs. 2–3). Both the 
various shapes of ‘Loom weights’ (e.g. spherical, ellip-
soidal, triangular and even rectangular or trapezoidal 
objects), as well as the conventions adopted to show 
them in relation to warp threads (e.g. unattached, at-
tached to a single warp thread, attached to a V-shaped 
bundle of warp threads) find analogies in other arts 
and in other cultures.50 In the iconography of the 
Aegean glyptic, the convention adopted to represent 
the loom weights may be closely connected with the 
depiction of the entire warp-weighted loom as seen 
on face (a) of the cuboid seal from A. Triada.51 If my 
interpretation is correct, this representation, possibly 
dating to the late pre-palatial period,52 could be the 
iconographic ‘predecessor’ for the ‘Loom weights’ mo-
tif, where it was reduced to a bar and loom weights.

The basic combination of the ‘Loom weights’ and 
bar motifs may be read as a convention used to repre-
sent the loom weights in relation to a shed bar or hed-
dle bar. In the iconography of the warp-weighted loom 
both the heddle bar(s) and shed bar may have been 
reflected (Pl. XIII, Fig. 2). It is possible that on Middle 
Minoan prisms a distinction between the two may 
have been made, when an additional bar is depicted. 
If so, the additional bar is likely to stand for the heddle 
bar and a series of short lines engraved perpendicular 
or diagonal to it should render schematically the hed-
dles or warp threads drawn by the heddles (Pl. XIII, 
XIV, Figs. 1; 4). But when only one bar is represented, 
this may stand for both or, as more general convention 
for showing the warp-weighted loom as a device made 
up of weights and wooden bars used to create sheds 
and to move warp threads (and loom weights). But 
the presence of the elongated fish-like, ‘Ball amphorae’ 
and the ‘Waterfowls’ motifs occupying a similar space 
as the additional bars implies that the ‘Loom weight’ 

50 Recently, a similar iconographic convention has been used 
to create a logo for the DressID Project ‘Clothing Identities – New 
perspectives on Textiles in the Roman Empire,’ cf. http://ctr.hum.
ku.dk/economy/dress/.

51 Ulanowska 2016.
52 Cf. Sbonias 1999, 43; 2010, 313, 314–315, table 1; 2012, 281; 

Ulanowska 2016, 11–112 for even earlier, Early Minoan III date 
of the seal.
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motif was also combined with depictions not related 
to textiles or textile production/technology.

The occasional duplication of the ‘Loom weight’ 
motif may be explained as a reference to the two rows 
of loom weights needed for a tabby – the basic (if not 
the only) weave known in the Aegean Bronze Age.53 
The duplication of loom weights may also be seen in the  
iconography of the warp-weighted loom (Pl. XIII–
XIV, Figs. 2–3). 

It may be suggested, therefore, that the ‘Loom 
weights’ motif reflects a general technical concept 
of the functionality of loom weights rather than a spe-
cific manner in which certain types of loom weights 
were attached to bars.

The combination of the ‘Loom weights’ motif with 
a male figure may be seen as a depiction of a weaver 
or the action of weaving (Pl. XV, Fig. 6). The stand-
ing posture of a man with a raised arm corresponds 
well to the technical gesture of weaving. The weaver 
has to work standing or walking along the loom and 
to pull the heddle bar in order to change the shed. 
Automatic shed changing is the action that defines 
the mechanics of weaving; thus the chosen convention 
seems to reflect symbolically the most critical and the 
most dynamic moment in the overall process of weav-
ing. But one has to admit that the posture of the male 
figures does not find analogies in depictions of weav-
ers in other arts.

The presence of the sitting persons is more dif-
ficult to explain in terms of technical gestures re-
quired by the technology of the warp-weighted loom. 
Although sitting weavers are shown on Verucchio 
throne, Bologna tintinnabulum and Daunian stelae, it 
is not clear if warp-weighted looms were indeed de-
picted. It would, however, be tempting to suggest that 
the sitting ‘workers’ are finishing the textile still set up 
on the loom. 

In conclusion, it is possible to suggest that the 
‘Loom weights’ motif and its combinations reflect the 
iconographic convention in which the complexity 
of the warp-weighted loom and the process of weav-
ing were reduced to a simplified representation, while 
still reflecting the main technical features of the equip-
ment and conveying the major mechanical principle 
of weaving. The iconographic convention adopted 
for showing the warp-weighted loom and weaving 
may also suggest that seal engravers (and consumers) 
had a general technical knowledge of textile produc-
tion and deliberately chose the most graphic elements 
of weaving on the warp-weighted loom to be depicted 
and then displayed on seals and seal-impressions.

53 Cf. Spantidaki, Moulherat 2012.

Finally, the re-examination of the ‘Loom weights’ 
motif encourages further studies of Aegean glyptic 
in relation to textile production, demonstrating that 
the interactions between textiles and seals may have 
been far more complex and detailed than hitherto 
believed.
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WESTERN ANATOLIA AND THE AEGEAN  
DURING THE LATE BRONZE AGE 

A VIEW FROM THE GULF OF IZMIR

Abstract: Discussions of the LBA Aegean have often tended to overlook western Anatolia, treating it 
essentially as a peripheral region to the Mycenaean world. This ignores, however, the vital importance 
of the coastal communities as gateways where Aegean and Anatolian networks merged together and 
where cosmopolitan crowds sharing a vast knowledge of ideas and experiences met and lived. To be 
able to highlight the implications of this point for our understanding of the LBA Aegean, this contri-
bution first develops a perspective that presents the Aegean not in terms of core and periphery but as 
a complex and highly dynamic web of movement in which major sites functioned as focal points in the 
integration of various route networks. Subsequently, the Gulf of Izmir will serve as a brief case-study 
to explore some of the many connections the region entertained and discuss the implications these 
have for how we understand the region and the emergence of wider patterns in material culture and 
cultural practices in the LBA Aegean.

Keywords: Late Bronze Age, Western Anatolia, Aegean, connectivity, Gulf of Izmir. 

Throughout history, western Anatolia has had 
a major impact on its neighbouring regions.1 For in-
stance, the region was one of the first to introduce 
coinage in the 7th century BCE, thereby influencing 
not only Aegean history, but ultimately also world his-
tory in general.2 In this light, it is therefore very dis-
appointing that discussions of the Late Bronze Age 
(LBA) Aegean have often overlooked western Anatolia 
altogether or considered it as merely of peripheral in-
terest to the palatial centres on the Greek mainland.3 
Part of the reason for this neglect can be attributed 
to the retrojection onto the past of the geo-political di-
vide created by the boundaries of the modern nation 
states of Greece and Turkey,4 coupled with the crucial 
role played by the Hittite and Mycenaean past in the 
formation of national identities at the end of the 19th 

and beginning of the 20th century.5 A further com-
plication is provided by a disciplinary divide between 
Anatolian and Aegean archaeologists, each of them 
focusing on particular geographical regions that show 
very little overlap with one another.6 Finally, particu-
larly along the coast, excavations of Bronze Age lev-
els have long remained incidental as a result partly 
of an overburden of later deposits and partly because 
of a primary focus on the excavation of Classical 
remains.7

In recent years, however, some interesting devel-
opments have been taking shape in western Anatolia. 
Mainly thanks to new excavations and the application 
of postcolonial theory in archaeological research, stud-
ies are increasingly showing that LBA western Anatolia 
formed a highly complex and dynamic region.8 In line 
with this shifting understanding, the interrelations 
between the communities on the eastern and west-
ern Aegean seaboards during the LBA have also come 
under revision. Whereas these relations were long 
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perceived as essentially one-directional (i.e. from west 
to east) with local western Anatolian communities 
more or less passively adopting Mycenaean practices 
and material culture, new research shows not only that 
local communities were active participants in these 
contacts, but also that the selection and integration 
of material elements and cultural practices that find 
their closest parallels on the other side of the Aegean 
should be understood within local contexts.9 The aim 
of this contribution is to go one step further in break-
ing down the geographical divides between western 
Anatolia and the Aegean by presenting the Aegean not 
in terms of core and periphery but as a complex and 
highly dynamic web of movement in which major sites 
functioned as focal points in the integration of various 
route networks.

Characterising the LBA Aegean

During the LBA, Hittite documents generally refer 
to western Anatolia as the Arzawa lands. These lands 
did not form a single unit, but rather were composed 
of several political, social, cultural and also linguis-
tic groups that were subjected to very little direct 
Hittite oversight.10 Indeed, typical signs of Hittite 
influence and dominance, such as administration 
systems, elite symbols and standardised pottery pro-
duction are all absent.11 At times, however, the vari-
ous groups in western Anatolia formed allegiances 
that posed a direct threat to Hittite interests and trig-
gered a response by the Hittite court. The most no-
table allegiance was formed in the 13th century BCE 
when a local ruler managed to unite the majority 
of the Arzawan groups. In response, the Hittite king 
Mursili II waged a fierce military campaign, raiding 
a number of cities and imposing a peace which divided 
Arzawa into three separate kingdoms (Mira, the Seha 
River Land, and Hapalla) headed by vassal kings.12 
Despite this intervention, western Anatolia never be-
came fully integrated into either the Hittite political 
or cultural spheres.13 In fact, Mira emerged as a major 
player in western Anatolia within decades of Mursili’s 
intervention.14

The point that Hittite control over western 
Anatolia was ever tenuous at best is of crucial impor-
tance as it implies that local communities exercised 
much freedom in their economic activities, which 

9 Eerbeek 2015; Mokrišová 2016; Vaessen 2016.
10 Hawkins 1998; Mac Sweeney 2010, 8.
11 Mac Sweeney 2010, 8.
12 Hawkins 1998, 14–15.
13 Mac Sweeney 2010, 8.
14 Hawkins 2002; Mac Sweeney 2010, 8.

in turn allowed them to fully exploit their strategic 
geographical position. Western Anatolia is character-
ised by three major water courses in the form of the 
Büyük Menderes (ancient Meander), Küçük Menderes 
(ancient Kayster) and Gediz (ancient Hermos) riv-
ers (Fig. 1). These formed important natural corri-
dors for movement throughout history. The overland 
routes that ran through these river valleys reached the 
Aegean coast and tied in with the maritime networks 
at two main points. The first one is the Gulf of Izmir 
where the flourishing sites of Limantepe, Panaztepe 
and Smyrna-Bayraklı are located. The second point 
is Ephesos. Although the site is today located inland, 
during the LBA it was situated directly on the coast 
and as such formed the natural outlet of the Kayster 
river valley.15 Moreover, the site was connected to the 
Hermos river valley through the Karabel pass and 
formed the most likely end point of the route systems 
in the Meander river valley, mainly because Miletos 
was situated at quite some distance from the mouth 
of the river and could only be reached either by a raft 
or small boat or via a massive detour or difficult route 
across Mount Latmos.16

Crucially, because maritime and overland move-
ments depended on different circumstances, skill-sets 
and carriers, the major harbour communities held 
a crucial position in mediating between these differ-
ences and thereby enabling the mobility of people 
and goods across different media.17 Within the glo-
balised and interconnected Mediterranean world, 
this strategic position not only brought the western 
Anatolian communities a significant degree of pros-
perity, but also made them essential to the working 
of the Mediterranean world system and ultimately, 
one could perhaps argue, the existence of the political 
systems that relied on this system. This reasoning not 
only implies that western Anatolian cannot simply be 
dismissed as a merely peripheral and culturally passive 
region, but it also has direct consequences for the ways 
in which we understand mobility and cross-cultural 
interaction in the Aegean. Before, however, consider-
ing these implications, it would be useful to first turn 
to the other side of the Aegean.

Within the framework of the eastern 
Mediterranean, Mycenaean Greece is frequently pre-
sented as a reckonable force whose ruler was rec-
ognised as a Great King by the rulers of the various 
Near Eastern empires.18 Evidence for such a depiction 

15 Stock et al. 2014.
16 Vaessen forthcoming. On the location of the LBA coastline near 

Miletos, see Müllenhoff et al. 2009.
17 Vaessen forthcoming.
18 Niemeier 1999; Kelder 2010; Cline 2010.
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largely hinges on the identification of the elusive king-
dom of Ahhiyawa with the Mycenaean world and 
a Hittite document (the Tawagawala Letter) in which 
the king of Ahhiyawa is addressed by the Hittite king 
(most likely Hattusili III) as ‘Great King’, ‘my brother’, 
and ‘my peer’.19 This suggests that, at least from the 
perspective of the Hittite king, Ahhiyawa had be-
come an important participant on the Near Eastern 
scene. It appears that the Ahhiyawan king held this 
position in the Hittite records for some time un-
til it was removed from diplomatic parlance during 
the drafting of Tudhalya IV’s treaty with Shaushga-
muwa of Amurru in which the latter was explic-
itly forbidden to send any merchant from Amurru 
to Assyria or to receive/let pass any ship of Ahhiyawa 
to the king of Assyria. In other words, the trade with 
the land of Ahhiyawa was to be stopped by the king 
of Amurru by blocking the land route from the sea-
shore to Assyria.20 Besides these and a few dozen other 
Hittite documents, the Akkadian name for Ahhiyawa 
is possibly also mentioned in two letters at Ugarit dat-
ing to the late 13th or early 12th century and written 
by the Hittite king and a Hittite official to Ammurapi, 
the last king of Ugarit.21

Although the consensus is that Ahhiyawa is to be 
located somewhere in the Aegean and in general refers 
to the Mycenaean world, it is unclear whether it refers 
to a single palace, a larger unified kingdom or per-
haps even a confederacy of states. In fact, it may even 
be possible that through time and depending on the 
circumstances, the term denoted different localities 
in the Aegean.22 This latter suggestion would also fit 
the fact that there is little evidence to suggest that the 
Mycenaean world ever formed a collective unity, po-
litically or otherwise, despite its shared pottery styles 
and tomb types.23 In fact, the notion of a unified 
Mycenaean state is essentially a modern construct in-
fluenced by the nationalist claims on the past in the late 
19th century.24 Furthermore, there is an extreme pau-
city of finds of Mycenaean artefacts in Hittite contexts 
and Hittite artefacts in Mycenaean contexts and only 
a handful of the over 20,000 Hittite documents refer 
to Ahhiyawa, both of these facts indicate that its deal-
ings with the Hittite state were peripheral to the lat-
ter party.25 Similarly, there are virtually no references 
to the Hittites or indeed any form of inter-regional 

19 Beckman et al. 2011, 111–122.
20 Beckman et al. 2011, 50–68.
21 Cline 2010, 178, with further references.
22 Georgakopoulos 2012.
23 Sherratt 2010, 10–11; contra Kelder 2010.
24 Sherratt 2010, 10–11.
25 Bryce 2010, 48; Greaves 2010, 885.

trade and diplomatic communication in the Linear 
B tablets.26 As such, it is unclear as to whether the 
Ahhiyawan king (if Ahhiyawa is indeed to be equated 
with Mycenaean Greece), ever responded to the Hittite 
letters and what language he may have used. In fact, 
it is perhaps not very likely that the Mycenaeans 
could write, read or speak Hittite, which implies that 
the Hittite letters would have needed to be translated 
at some point, possibly by Luwian scribes who knew 
both Hittite and Greek.27

There is little doubt that Near Eastern courts had 
some knowledge of the Aegean world, but it seems 
to be stretching the evidence to consider Mycenaean 
Greece as a major player on the Near Eastern scene. 
The most likely explanation for addressing the king 
of Ahhiyawa as ‘my brother’ probably is that Hattusili 
engaged in a piece of ad-hoc diplomacy in an attempt 
to neutralise the activities of his enemies in his west-
ern territories and influence the course of events af-
ter military intervention had failed.28 In this light, 
an interesting alternative view of the Mycenaean 
palaces is presented by Susan Sherratt who suggests 
that the palaces owed their ultimate origins and rich-
ness to their geographical positions as nodal points 
on longer-distance route networks.29 She notes how 
in the Argolid for instance Mycenae and Tiryns both 
occupied a commanding position over an isthmus 
route linking together maritime movements in the 
Corinthian, Saronic, Euboean and Argolic gulfs. Pylos 
in Messenia, on the other hand, held a strategic loca-
tion in relation to the maritime routes between Crete 
and the Tyrrhenian area, whereas Thebes was located 
in the centre of the overland route between the south-
ern Euboean gulf and the head of the Corinthian gulf. 
This strategic location allowed local elites to chan-
nel high-value materials, such as silver from eastern 
Attika and the northern Aegean and tin from the 
Tyrrhenian area, in one direction in return for lifestyle 
luxuries in the other. These luxuries were used for the 
purpose of self-definition and to ensure the loyalty 
of potentially adversarial factions among the aristo-
cratic elements of society.30 Moreover, their strategic 
position allowed the palaces to add their own special-
ised goods, such as textiles, processed oils and perhaps 
pottery, to the flows. 

When we take this perspective, one can hardly 
escape the conclusion that, in terms of their position 
and function within wider networks of movement, 

26 Killen 2008; Bennet 2011, 157–158.
27 Van Dongen 2007, 19. 
28 Bryce 2003, 197.
29 Sherratt 2001.
30 Voutsaki 2010; Tartaron 2013, 19–20.
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the Mycenaean palaces do not differ too much from 
the coastal communities in western Anatolia – and 
we may also add the various coastal communities 
in Macedonia and Thrace which formed impor-
tant focal points mediating between the overland 
routes reaching the Aegean coast from the Balkans 
through the various river valleys and the maritime 
networks in the Aegean. The emerging picture deriv-
ing from these observations is that the Aegean formed 
a complex web in which strategically located com-
munities played a crucial role in enabling as well as 
profiting from the mobility of people, ideas and goods 
on a local, regional and supra-regional level by provid-
ing resources, shelter for travellers, knowledge about 
the local route systems and their potential dangers, as 
well as mediating between different modes of move-
ment that required specific knowledge and carriers. 
This does not mean that power-relations did not ex-
ist, but direct control was confined to relatively small 
segments of the Aegean web. Against this background, 
the traditional centre-periphery model which portrays 
Mycenaean Greece as the centre of the Aegean and the 
eastern Aegean as its periphery cannot account for the 
complexity and variety of the interactions that were al-
lowed for and facilitated by this web and the material 
patterns that resulted from them.

Mediating mobility and interaction in the 
LBA Aegean: a view from the Gulf of Izmir

The archaeology of western Anatolia is a complicated 
matter. Despite more than a century of research, 
there is still a lack of excavated and published ar-
chaeological data. As a result, large centres like Troy 
and Beycesultan still act as the two main anchors. 
Needless to say, these sites do not represent all of west-
ern Anatolia. A further complicating factor is that 
whereas excavation projects prevail along the coast, 
further inland our knowledge largely comes from sur-
veys.31 Both the lack of information and an imbalance 
in the types of information, whenever available, make 
it very hard to characterise western Anatolia archae-
ologically. However, some important strives forward 
have recently been made. Peter Pavúk, for instance, 
has been able to identify a number of cultural groups 
based on the distribution of certain forms of material 
culture, particularly pottery.32 Interestingly, in sev-
eral cases the distribution of ceramic groups appears 
to correlate well with the political geography of the 
region as established by recent reconstructions.33 The 

31 Greaves 2007; Pavúk 2015.
32 Pavúk 2015.
33 Hawkins 1998; 2015.

main concern in this contribution, however, is the 
coastal zone during the LBA. From an archaeological 
perspective, this zone divides broadly into two regions, 
also referred to as the Upper and Lower Interface.34 
The Upper Interface forms a somewhat loosely defined 
area both geographically and culturally that roughly 
encompasses the area between Troy in the north and 
Ephesos in the south and is essentially unified by the 
sparse occurrence of Mycenaean finds. The Lower 
Interface consists of Rhodes, the southwest Anatolian 
coast and the Dodecanese islands and is generally 
characterised by a stronger presence of Mycenaean 
material culture.

Various interpretative frameworks have been put 
forward to explain this patterning.35 Fundamental 
to all proposed frameworks is a binary that diamet-
rically opposes Mycenaean/Aegean and Anatolian 
elements and considers the former as intrusive ele-
ments with a special cultural function in an essentially 
Anatolian environment. The argument underlying 
this approach is the assumption that a common set 
of norms and values guided cultural practices and was 
shared by a community, thus leading to similar ma-
terial culture. As a result, it becomes possible to de-
fine a set of diagnostic criteria to determine the level 
of ‘Anatolianness’ or ‘Aegeanness’ of a community. 
To try and determine the extent to which communi-
ties were primarily ‘Anatolian’ or ‘Aegean’ in character 
creates, however, an unhelpful divide that not only 
retrojects the contemporary fault-line created by the 
modern Greek-Turkish border onto the past, but also 
ignores the fact that the western Anatolian commu-
nities had their own distinct character.36 Elsewhere, 
I have therefore proposed understanding the regional 
variations against the background of the particular 
position that communities held within wider webs 
of movement and interaction.37 In the following, my 
intent is to take this approach and apply it to the Gulf 
of Izmir in order to highlight not only the internal dy-
namics within this micro-region, but also to discuss 
the region’s contribution to material and cultural de-
velopments in the LBA Aegean.

As already noted, the Gulf of Izmir formed an im-
portant interface where maritime movements in the 
Aegean integrated with those in the Hermos river 
valley. Geographically speaking the Gulf of Izmir 
forms a more or less confined and naturally protected 
space consisting of a coastal zone and relatively calm 

34 Mountjoy 1998; 2015.
35 Mee 1978; Gates 1995; Mountjoy 1998; Niemeier 2007; 

Eerbeek 2015.
36 Mac Sweeney 2010; Pavúk 2015; Vaessen 2016.
37 Vaessen 2016; forthcoming.
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waters. Along the gulf ’s shores there were three ma-
jor settlements in the form of Smyrna-Bayraklı (mod-
ern Izmir), Limantepe (ancient Klazomenai and 
near modern Urla), and Panaztepe (near modern 
Menemen).38 On the face of it, Smyrna-Bayraklı ap-
pears to occupy a crucial position connecting the river 
valley with the Aegean (Fig. 2).39 However, in contrast 
to the other sites in the Gulf of Izmir, it is puzzling that 
archaeological research, however limited, has, to date, 
revealed virtually no Aegean-style material culture. 
This situation can only be explained when we take 
into consideration the impact of coastal progradation 
that has significantly changed the configuration of the 
coastline. This makes clear that not Smyrna-Bayraklı 
but the site of Panaztepe occupied the most strategic 
position in relation to the exchange networks in the 
river valley and the Aegean. Thanks to its location 
on an off-shore island, the community would have 
been able to control essentially any traffic between the 
Aegean and the river valley.40 In this light, it is hardly 
a surprise that we find here not only a substantial set-
tlement and two large cemeteries comprising tholos 
and chamber tombs, but also substantial quantities 
of imported objects originating from Anatolia, the 
Aegean and the eastern Mediterranean as well as prob-
ably locally produced objects made of materials im-
ported from these regions.41

This leaves Limantepe, the third main harbour set-
tlement in the Gulf of Izmir (Fig. 3). Excavations at the 
site since 1992 have revealed an uninterrupted habita-
tion sequence from at least the fifth millennium BCE 
onwards. Evidence for the LBA period at the site was 
long limited, but recent excavations by the University 
of Ankara as part of the Izmir Region Excavations 
and Research Project have identified three LBA dif-
ferent phases largely corresponding to the LH IIIA2, 
LH IIIB and LH IIIC periods on the Greek mainland.42 
During these phases the summit of the Limantepe 
mount, a toponym in the heart of classical Klazomenai 
where the core of the prehistoric settlement was lo-
cated, was quite densely occupied. This is evidenced 
by the presence of domestic structures, streets, stor-
age facilities, industrial facilities in the form of work-
shops and five pottery kilns, garbage pits, hearths, and 

38 Unfortunately, the Bronze Age levels at Smyrna-Bayraklı are 
virtually unknown. Deep soundings suggest their existence, but 
they have not yet been systematically investigated (Akurgal 
1983, 13–14).

39 For the relevance of the later road systems in relation to the 
Bronze Age, see Vaessen forthcoming; Massa forthcoming.

40 Çinerdali-Karaaslan 2012.
41 Günel 1999; Erkanal-Öktü 2008; Çinerdali-Karaaslan 

2012.
42 Mangaloğlu-Votruba 2015.

a well. The site may also have been fortified during this 
time. In terms of its material culture, the settlement is 
characterised by a mix of elements that find their par-
allels both in western Anatolia and the Aegean. For 
instance, in respect to pottery, the assemblage con-
sists predominantly of ceramics with a reddish-buff 
clay colour that are either slipped or self-slipped or 
red-slipped (Fig. 4).43 A second group is comprised 
of western Anatolian grey wares (Fig. 4, bottom right). 
Furthermore, there is a small number of so-called 
gold- and silver-wash wares. These three groups all 
show close relations to pottery from inland western 
Anatolia. Finally, about 5–10% of the total ceramic 
assemblage consists of a combination of imported 
Mycenaean pottery and locally produced ceramics 
that are inspired by this pottery (Fig. 5). The locally 
produced pottery shows the same clay characteristics 
as other local reddish-buff coloured ceramics and has 
a cream-coloured slip. Besides ceramics, Aegean-style 
loom weights and spools as well as a Mycenaean figu-
rine that may have been produced locally attest further 
to links with the Aegean. No cemeteries have yet been 
identified. 

The ceramics and other finds suggest that 
Limantepe entertained links to both inland Anatolia 
and the Aegean. At the same time, however, it is sig-
nificant that, unlike the preceding EBA and MBA 
phases as well as the succeeding EIA phase, LBA re-
mains appear to have been confined to the Limantepe 
mount. Moreover, unlike nearby Panaztepe, imports 
are largely confined to mostly small quantities of im-
ported Mycenaean pottery. Both aspects suggest that 
the site formed merely a secondary settlement within 
the Gulf of Izmir and that its community relied pre-
dominantly on local and regional networks and the 
exchange of relatively low-level goods. Crucial to our 
understanding of this situation is that currents in the 
eastern Aegean generally flow in a northwards di-
rection.44 They are met by predominantly northern 
and moderately strong winds, especially during the 
summer months.45 Under normal conditions, expe-
rienced sailors could use the winds and sea-surface 
circulation to their advantage in travelling north and 
south through the strait between Chios and Çeşme. 
However, changing weather conditions and the effects 
of the displacement of air currents upon encountering 
topographic obstacles may often cause a tricky passage. 
In this respect, the protected harbour at Limantepe and 
its close proximity to the isthmus route to Teos formed 

43 For a discussion of the ceramics, see Mangaloğlu-Votruba 
2015.

44 Papageorgiou 2009, 209, fig. 3; Agourides 1997, 5–6, figs. 2–3.
45 Tartaron 2013, 93.
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an attractive alternative target port for sailors coming 
from a northern direction.46 Particularly during the 
final stages of the 2nd and beginning of the 1st mil-
lennium BCE this maritime connection is of great im-
portance to Limantepe.47 In relation to the exchanges 
between western Anatolia and the Aegean during the 
LBA, however, Limantepe arguably occupied a some-
what off-set position.

This does, of course, not mean that either 
Limantepe or Smyrna-Bayraklı were marginal sites. 
Although Panaztepe draws the attention thanks to its 
rich cemeteries, it is the interplay between the harbour 
communities that made the region instrumental both 
in integrating overland and maritime networks and ty-
ing together local, regional and supra-regional modes 
of movement and high- and low-level exchanges. This 
entanglement provides us with a glimpse into the in-
herent complexity of the Aegean web, although more 
research will be necessary to illuminate the local and 
regional exchanges.48 At the same time, this observa-
tion also has two important implications regarding 
our understanding of communities occupying the east 
Aegean shores. First, because of its function as a me-
diator between various networks and modes of move-
ment, the Gulf of Izmir was undoubtedly frequented 
by people from a variety of origins who exchanged 
their own goods in the form of (semi-) finished ob-
jects (including pottery, textiles, wine, perfumed 
oils) and raw materials (for instance glass49), skills, 
information and connections for (access to) a variety 
of commodities ranging from basic foodstuffs to pre-
cious raw and (semi-) worked materials. Against this 
background, the harbour settlements must have been 
places where cosmopolitan crowds sharing a vast 
knowledge of ideas and experiences met and lived. 
This continuous exchange of goods, knowledge, ideas 
and experiences arguably was instrumental in the 
emergence of a particular cosmopolitan identity of the 
coastal communities, not just during the LBA but also 
during earlier and later historical periods.50 The di-
rect implication of this observation is that it is essen-
tially meaningless to characterise the western Anatolia 
communities along the fault lines created by the 
boundaries of modern nation states. In fact, it seems 
highly unlikely that those communities thought along 
such lines; rather, they would have embraced their 

46 Vaessen forthcoming.
47 Vaessen forthcoming.
48 A research project is currently being set up that aims to identify 

patterns of exchange and interaction in the east Aegean during 
the LBA and EIA.

49 Çinerdali-Karaaslan 2012.
50 Vaessen 2016.

cosmopolitan and mixed character in creating a par-
ticular identity of their own.51

A second point is that the constant interaction 
between people from different backgrounds has been 
instrumental in the emergence of wider material pat-
terns. One particular example that comes to mind 
in this respect is the appropriation of Mycenaean-style 
pottery. Although this process is traditionally consid-
ered a reflection of Mycenaean influence, if not domi-
nance over western Anatolian communities, it should 
be kept in mind that the Aegean formed a very fa-
miliar place to coastal communities. This created not 
only a shared knowledge base, but also an atmosphere 
in which Mycenaean objects and styles could be in-
corporated relatively easily into local practices.52 This 
process was further reinforced by the observation that 
both the various local wares and Mycenaean shapes 
are reminiscent of similar metal objects in terms 
of their shape and surface treatment. When we also 
factor in that Mycenaean pottery (both imported and 
locally produced) is generally found mixed in with 
other ceramics in a wide variety of contexts, suggest-
ing that they were used interchangeably, it becomes 
very tempting to argue that Mycenaean ceramics were 
incorporated because in the perception of local users 
they complemented other ceramic wares.53 The direct 
implication of this point is that ancient perceptions 
of certain forms of material culture do not necessar-
ily follow modern classification systems. Indeed, what 
is now considered typical Mycenaean or Mycenaean-
influenced pottery was not necessarily perceived at the 
time of its manufacture or use as having a particular 
cultural provenance with particular cultural values. 
But perhaps even more important is that, through 
their entanglement with the Aegean web, coastal com-
munities and micro-regions like the Gulf of Izmir were 
as crucial as other Aegean groups or regions in the 
emergence of material and cultural patterns in the 
LBA Aegean.

Conclusion

The key argument in this paper has been that the LBA 
Aegean should not be understood in terms of core and 
periphery, with the Mycenaean world and its palaces 
at its centre, but as a complex and highly dynamic web 
in which key sites or small world regions through-
out the Aegean functioned as mediating points be-
tween different paths and types of movement, thereby 

51 Vaessen 2016, 48–49; in relation to Miletos, see also Mac 
Sweeney 2013, 53–61.

52 Mokrišová 2016.
53 Vaessen 2016.
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allowing for the ongoing flow of people, ideas and 
goods on a local, regional, and supra-regional level. It 
should be emphasised that we have only skimmed the 
surface and that the perspective set out here represents 
only some brought lines of thought. However, one 
of the promising consequences of the proposed per-
spective is that it not only makes it possible to break 
down the geographical divide that has long separated 
coastal western Anatolia from the rest of the Aegean, 
but also that regions that are traditionally considered 
as merely peripheral zones, such as western Anatolia, 
come to be of crucial importance in understanding the 
Aegean region. To develop this argument in slightly 
more detail, we have briefly considered the Gulf 
of Izmir. It has been argued that this region played 
a crucial role in the integration of various networks 
and modes of exchanges and movement and as such 
was home to cosmopolitan crowds. This cosmopol-
itan and mixed character not only formed an instru-
mental element in the formation of the communal 
identities in the region, but also enabled an intensive 
sharing of knowledge, ideas and experiences, which 
in turn helped to stimulate the emergence of local, 
regional and supra-regional patterns in material cul-
ture and cultural practices throughout the Aegean and 
Mediterranean. When seen against this background, 
it is crucial not to treat western Anatolia and other 
seemingly liminal regions as merely peripheral zones, 
but as regions that are of crucial importance to our un-
derstanding of mobility and interaction in the Aegean 
and the wider Mediterranean.
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Fig. 1 Map of western Anatolia with main LBA sites and estimated coastline (map produced by M. Massa).

Fig. 2 Map of western Anatolia with main LBA sites plotted against Persian/Hellenistic and Roman road systems (map pro-
duced by M. Massa).
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Fig. 4 Red buff  and grey ware pottery from Limantepe (photo: Rik Vaessen, courtesy of the Klazomenai Expedition Archive).

Fig. 5 Mycenaean pottery from Limantepe (photo: Rik Vaessen, courtesy of the Klazomenai Expedition Archive).
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HUMAN LIFE HIDDEN IN THE SYMBOL OF A FLOWER  
BETWEEN THE MINOAN WORLD AND EGYPT

Abstract: Flowers and plants were popular motifs depicted in Minoan art. Floral symbolism is an ele-
ment of the Minoan identity. Frescoes and other artefacts are the space where these motifs were visible. 
One of the popular flowers in Aegean art is the crocus. The iconographic evidence of this flower is of-
ten present in a sacral context. Flowers could be gifts to a priestess or goddess, used as ornamentation 
on altars, motifs on offering tables, pendants, etc. Flowers also played an important role in Egyptian 
beliefs. The lotus was perceived as the plant of regeneration because it emerges from water. Two kinds 
of lotuses, blue and white, symbolized death and rebirth. In the Book of the Dead the following spell is 
found: ‘I am this pure lotus that went forth from the sunshine’. This spell indicates that a flower could 
be interpreted as a symbol of the human life cycle. This paper will analyse some of the floral icono-
graphic evidence in Minoan art. 

Key words: crocus sativus, Minoan, Egypt, lotus, human life, beliefs.

Introduction

Flowers and plants are among the most popular mo-
tifs depicted in Minoan art, these motifs are visible 
in frescoes, ceramics, votive objects and other materi-
als. Floral symbolism is, in the opinion of scholars, an 
element of Minoan identity.1

The most popular flower depicted in Aegean art 
is the crocus. The spice saffron was the product of the 
flower and had a sacral value to which an economic 
value was also added in the Mycenaean period.2 The 
properties of crocuses and saffron, e.g. medicinal pow-
ers, antalgic functions, dying properties, and possible 
food use has been the subject of many discussions 
(Fig.1).3 The saffron was a remedy for many diseases 
but also a cure to prolong life; the spice made from saf-
fron was used in dishes and drinks. It was also a dye 
for textiles and a component of perfumes.4 The icono-
graphic evidence of the crocus flower is often present 
in sacral contexts. Flowers could be gifts to a priestess 
or goddess, used to ornament altars, as motifs on offer-
ing tables, pendants, etc. It can be said that the crocus 

was an integral part of the culture and identity of the 
Minoan people, especially of women. 

Minoan World

For a long time, discussions about the crocus in 
the Minoan world were related to the interpretation 
of frescoes.5 The earliest representation of the crocus 
motif is dated to MM IA–IB on an early Kamares cup 
from the Town Drain at Knossos.6 Another example 
is a hole-mouthed vessel from the Kamares Cave.7 
In the examples above, the crocus flowers are shown 
in a very naturalistic manner, with the three stigmata. 
The crocus flower is also presented in a naturalistic 
manner by LM IA as a motif on ceramic and frescoes.8 
From a conical rhyton found in Palaikastro it follows 
that in LM IB, the crocus flower motif reached its ar-
tistic peak. By LM III this motif became less popular 
as a decorative motif, even if the crocus ideogram was 
still present in Linear B script.9
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Frescoes with the crocus motif can be divided into 
four categories: 1) with human figures (Knossos, Ayia 
Triada, Akrotiri), 2) with animals (Knossos, Akrotiri 
and one more at Ayia Triada), 3) as a bodily decora-
tion (Akrotiri), 4) no identifiable contexts (Knossos, 
Tylissos, Akrotiri, Pylos, Tiryns).10 

Saffron was the product of the crocus flower, es-
pecially the sterile domesticated variety Crocus sativus 
L., and it was expensive.11 This could be because the 
production of a kilogram of this spice needed the work 
of 400 people.12 However this was a very lucrative oc-
cupation because saffron had a pervasive importance 
in Minoan industry, medicine and religion.13 The yel-
low colour of the spice was associated with power and 
property but also with the divine – Greek heroes and 
heroines, gods and goddesses were often described as 
beings in saffron-coloured clothes.14

The discoveries at Akrotiri shed some light on the 
production of saffron.15 In the upper part of the Xeste 
3 building, the fresco called ‘the Saffron Gatherers’ was 
found (Fig. 2). It depicts two girls picking crocus flow-
ers amongst a rocky landscape.16 Saffron-gathering 
is seen as an event, not as an isolated activity.17 The 
depicted scene has a ritual character – some crocus 
flowers which are kept in baskets are reserved for the 
goddess.18 In the opinion of Arthur Evans, the saffron  
was an attribute of the Great Goddess because this  
divinity was at the head of the saffron industry on  
Crete.19 The ritual character of the fresco was noticed 
also by Spyridon Marinatos and Christos Doumas.20

Nanno Marinatos gave an interesting interpre-
tation of the ‘Saffron Gatherers’ fresco in the context 
of this article’s topic. The fresco shows the Spring 
Festival with the rebirth of nature but also the blood 
sacrifice.21 The scenes of the fresco depict the rites 
of passage in which young girls mature. The saffron 
spice is a medicine for menstrual cramps.22 In the 
opinion of Anne Chapin, the girl depicted on the fre- 
sco is a teenager.23 Ellen Davis thinks the fresco shows  

10 Day 2011a, 348–349.
11 Day 2011a, 339. 
12 Day 2011b, 382. 
13 Dewan 2015, 45. 
14 See e.g. the description of Eos in Hom. Il. 8.1, Od. 5.1; 23.244–

246 or the description of Dionysus in Ar. Ra. 45–46. The same 
situation is present in Latin texts, e.g. Ovid. Met. 10.1–2. 

15 Day 2011a, 338. 
16 Dewan 2015, 46. 
17 Tzachili 2005, 113. 
18 Tzachili 2005, 114. 
19 Evans 1921, 265. 
20 Marinatos 1976, 34; Doumas 1983, 76. 
21 Marinatos 1984, 208–209. 
22 Marinatos 1984, 65, 80–81. 
23 Chapin 2008, 48–53. 

blood as an allusion to the virginity lost when a girl 
becomes a woman.24

Egypt

The floral motif was popular also in Egypt, espe-
cially as far as papyrus and lotus are concerned, 
which Egyptians thought had regenerative quali-
ties.25 Among them, the lotus was very important for 
Egyptian iconography. Although it is very rare (and 
often substituted by the crocus), the lotus is also visible 
in Minoan iconography.26 This flower was very impor-
tant in ancient Egyptian beliefs. The lotus was per-
ceived as the plant of regeneration because it emerges 
from water. Two kinds of lotuses, blue and white, sym-
bolized death and rebirth. In the Book of the Dead, the 
following spell is found: “I am this pure lotus which 
went forth from the sunshine’.27 This spell shows us 
that a flower could be interpreted as a symbol of the 
human life cycle. From the lotus bud emerges a child 
who is the young god Re (Fig. 3).28 Sometimes from 
a blue lotus rises the head of a specific person, such 
as an object from the tomb of Tutankhamun which is 
interpreted as showing the rising signifying the pharo-
ah’s resurrection. The spell ‘for being transformed into 
a Lotus’ from the Book of the Dead shows how impor-
tant life after death was for the Egyptian people. The 
lotus hiding in water at night symbolized death; the 
lotus emerging from the water signified being born 
again. 

The lotus has been present in the Egyptian be-
liefs since the Old Kingdom, when this flower ap-
peared in relation to Horus in the Pyramid Texts and 
the Coffin Texts.29 In these old texts, the lotus is often 
a symbol of rebirth,30 as the symbol is portrayed in, 
for example, the tomb of Nefer and Kaha at Saqqara. 
The same situation can be observed in other tombs at 
Saqqara, such as that of Hetepka and also in the tomb 
of Mererouka. Another example in the context of re-
birth is present in the tomb of Iymera at Giza.31 After 
the Amarnan period, the lotus flower also became 
a symbol of the god Re. Not only rebirth but also life 
is visible in the floral motif, the head of a young god 
emerges from the lotus.32 

24 Davis 1986, 399–406.
25 Marinatos 2013, 120. 
26 Nugent 2012, 589. 
27 Faulkner et al. 1998, 28. 
28 Marinatos 2013, 120. 
29 Ryhiner 1986, 16. 
30 Mostafa 1994, 244. 
31 Helel-Giret 1997, 257–258.
32 Brunner-Traut 1980, 1092; Ryhiner 1986, 15.
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The lotus flower, just like the crocus flower, can 
be used as food or medicine.33 All parts of the lotus 
(Nelumbo nucifera) are edible. Protein-rich bread 
was made from it,34 the embryo of the seeds is used 
in Chinese and Indian medicine.35 The link between 
this flower and perfumes is also visible but not the 
same as in the Minoan world; see the god Nefertum 
who is a deity of perfumes and the sacred lotus that 
represented Tutankhamun. 

Between the Minoan World and Egypt

In the opinion of scholars the floral motif, especially 
with the lily and ivy, was brought to Minoan culture 
from Egypt.36 It is striking, therefore, that the lotus, 
so well-known in Egypt, is very rarely depicted in the 
Aegean and only few examples exist. In the Aegean 
world, at Phylakopi located at the northern coast of the 
island of Milos, archaeologists have discovered four 
objects decorated with floral motifs. Scholars agree 
that they show the flower of the lotus or another flower 
similar to it.37 The stone blossom bowls are said to have 
derived from the lotus. Two ceramic pedestal bowls 
with the lotus motif are from Phylakopi. The decora-
tion has large petals around the central receptacle; the 
bowl has a rosette with petals reaching outwards from 
a dotted circle decorating the central dome.38

Conclusions

The main problem with flowers in the Minoan world 
and Egypt is that although papyrus, lotus, crocus and 
even lily are very different flowers in reality, they are 
very similar in the iconography given their shape. It is 
necessary to keep this in mind while interpreting the 
floral motif. All of these flowers have the same or sim-
ilar qualities.

It is now necessary to return to the Xeste 3 at 
Akrotiri and to the fresco of the ‘Saffron Gatherers’. 
Some scholars questioned the interpretation according 
to which the flower gathered was crocus and offered 
a new interpretation.39 We have no evidence from 
the contemporary Mediterranean cultures to indicate 
that Thera produced and exported saffron.40 Another 
problem is that Crocus sativus L., from which saffron 

33 Nugent 2012, 590.
34 Gerish 1996, 33.
35 Nugent 2012, 590.
36 Kristiansen, Larsson 2005, 142.
37 Nugent 2012, 591. 
38 Nugent 2012, 592. 
39 See discussion in Cattaneo 2014.
40 Cattaneo 2014, 21. 

is made, is not the spring variant of the flower but the 
autumnal one. So the fresco cannot show the spring 
time.41 However, on the ‘Saffron Gatherers’ fresco, the 
crocus flower in the spring variant ‘could be depicted, 
but the type is difficult to be recognized by people who 
do not know botany’.42 

We can also propose a second interpretation con-
nected with the Egyptian beliefs. The scene in the 
fresco could be the depiction of a feast celebrating 
life.43 The yellow colour could symbolize the sun. The 
depicted people change their status and in a symbolic 
way they die to be born again as new human beings. 
The rite of passage can be seen in a symbolic way. 
Therefore, in my opinion, it can be said that a rep-
resentation of human life is hidden behind the flower 
symbol, even if we cannot tell if it was a crocus or 
papyrus. More than the identification, its meaning 
is important, since flowers are mainly symbols. One 
possible explanation is that the crocus iconography, 
more traditional in Crete, borrowed its meaning from 
the very similar Egyptian lotus flower: the theme 
of regeneration.

41 Cattaneo 2014, loc. cit.
42 Cattaneo 2014, 23. 
43 Cattaneo 2014, 24. 
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Fig. 1 Crocus sativus (from Koehler’s Medizinal-
Pflanzen, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Crocus_sativus#/media/File:Crocus_ 
sativus_-_K%C3%B6hler%E2%80%93s_
Medizinal-Pflanzen-194.jpg).

Fig. 2 The ‘Saffron Gatherers’ fresco of the ‘Xeste 3’, Akrotiri (https://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Akrotiri_(Santorini)#/media/File:Saffron_gatherersSantorini-3.
jpg).

Fig. 3 The lotus with a young god Re  
(http://www.egyptianmyths.
net/images/lotus.jpg).
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Fig. 1 The hill in Profitis Ilias (author’s photo).

Fig. 2 Layout of the necropolis in Mavro Spilio showing the MM tombs (after Alberti  
2001, 164. Copyright Alberti  and SMEA).

SOFIA ANTONELLO PLATE I



Fig. 3 Tombs of Mavro Spilio: (3a): Tomb V, (3d): Tomb IX, (3g): Tomba VII. Cypriot tombs: (3b): Tomb 8 at Ayos Iakovos 
Melia, (3c): Tomb 1 at Toumba tou Skourou, (3e): Tomb 313 at Lapithos, (3f) Tomb 322 at Lapithos; (3h, 3i): Tumuli 4 
and 7 at Paleoskoutella, (3l): Tomb 1851 at Enkomi (Modified from: Forsdyke 1926–7, figs. 8, 15, 19; Gjerstad et al. 
1934, figs. 43:1, 53:5, 126:1, 166:1, 166:8; Vermeule, Wolsky 1990, fig. 30; 990; Lagarge, Lagarge 1985, fig. 3).

Fig. 4 View of the Palace in Knossos from the cave at Mavro Spilio (author’s photo).

SOFIA ANTONELLOPLATE II



Fig. 1 Percentages of most frequent animals on seals during the Prepalatial period (designs  
of animals were downloaded from the CMS database online).

Fig. 2 Percentages of most frequent animals on seals during the Protopalatial period  
(designs of animals were downloaded from the CMS database online).

CHRISTOS BOUTSIDIS PLATE III



Fig. 3 Percentages of most frequent animals on seals during the Neopalatial period (designs 
of animals were downloaded from the CMS database online).

Fig. 4 Percentages of most frequent animals on seals during the Postpalatial period (designs 
of animals were downloaded from the CMS database online).

CHRISTOS BOUTSIDISPLATE IV



Fig. 5 Percentages of animals on larnakes of postpalatial use (photos of animals representations 
by the author).

Fig. 6 Percentages of animals depicted on Minoan frescoes (photos of animals representations 
by the author).

CHRISTOS BOUTSIDIS PLATE V



Fig. 2 Location of the North-East Complex in the Phaistos Palace (drawing E. Stefani, R. Oliva, with updating  
B. Salmeri, F. Tomasello, graphic elaboration M. Tanasi, modified by M. Figuera).

Fig. 1 Form ‘Finds’ (ID_7) joins the archives ‘Finds’, ‘Areas’, ‘Stratigraphy connection’, ‘Description’, ‘Date’, ‘Materials’, 
‘Inventories numbers’, ‘Dimensions’, ‘Images’, ‘Sources’, ‘Attributions’, ‘Fuzzy grades of belonging’.

MARIANNA FIGUERAPLATE VI



Fig. 3 The North-East Complex: Buildings XL/101 (drawing P. Militello, M. Figuera), XLI/102, XLII/103, XLIII/104 
(drawing E. Stefani, R. Oliva, with updating B. Salmeri, F. Tomasello, graphic elaboration M. Tanasi, modified 
by M. Figuera).

MARIANNA FIGUERA PLATE VII



Fig. 1a General map of the Aigion area with the Trapeza hill (Goole Earth 2014).

Fig. 1b General plan of the Trapeza cemetery until 2014 (G. De Angeli).

Fig. 2a Sherd no. 1; 2b Sherd no. 2 (photo: A. Licciardello).

AGATA LICCIARDELLOPLATE VIII



Fig. 3a Bell-krater from Enkomi (after Vermeule, Karagheorgis et al. 1982, 202, fig. V.27); 3b Pictorial sherd 
from Acropolis of Athens (after Sakellarakis 1992, 22, fig. 4); 3c. Krater from Evangelistria, Nafplio  
Museum; 3d. Larnax from Tanagra with mourners, Thebes Museum; 3e. Larnax from Tanagra with funer-
ary scene, Thebes Museum; 3f. Larnax from Tanagra with male procession, Thebes Museum (3 c–f photos:  
A. Licciardello).

AGATA LICCIARDELLO PLATE IX



Tab. 1 Chronological chart of Bronze Age Crete and Cyprus.

Fig. 1 Main sites in Bronze Age Crete and Cyprus.

DATES (BC) CRETE CYPRUS

3000–2000/1900 Early Minoan
Middle/Late Chalcolithic

Early Cypriot

1900/1750–1700 Middle Minoan Middle Cypriot

1750–1700/1050 Late Minoan
Late Cypriot

Early Iron Age

GIULIA MUTIPLATE X



Fig. 2 Plank-shaped figurine holding a child 
(Lapithos, T. 307B) (drawing by G. 
Muti).

Fig. 3a Unprovenanced Early Cypriot cradle-figurine (Cyprus Museum, Nicosia); b. Crawling infant figurine from the Psychro 
cave (Ashmolean Museum);  c. The ‘little worshiper’ (Khania Archaeological Museum)(drawings by G. Muti).

Fig. 4a Minoan model of food offering from Kamilari (Herakleion Archaeological 
Museum); b. Unprovenanced Cypriot model of women washing or grind-
ing (Louvre Museum) (drawings by Giulia Muti).

GIULIA MUTI PLATE XI



Fig. 5 The Vounous bowl (Cyprus Museum, Nicosia) (adapted from Steel 2013, 62 fig. 5; courtesy of L. Steel and the 
Department of Antiquities, Cyprus).

GIULIA MUTIPLATE XII



Fig. 1 A modern warp-weighted loom (drawing byMaria Jagodzińska) and a detail showing heddles and a heddle 
bar during the work (photo by Katarzyna Żebrowska).

Fig. 2 Bronze Age depictions of the warp-weighted loom: a) rock carvings from the Great Rock in Naquane, Camonica 
Valley in Italy, after Barber 1991, Fig. 3.11; b) face (a) of a cuboid seal from A. Triada (CMS II.1 64a, drawing by Maria 
Jagodzińska); c) Linear A sign AB 54, after Del Freo, Nosch, Rougmenot 2010, Fig 17.11. Drawings are not to scale.

a)

b)

c)

AGATA ULANOWSKA PLATE XIII



a)

Fig. 3 Loom weights in Greek vase painting: a) detail from a Chiusi skyphos, after Furtwängler 1932, Fig. 142; b) detail 
from a lekythos in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, after Barber 1991, Fig. 3.13; c) detail from a Boeotian-style 
skyphos in the Ashmolean Museum of Art and Archaeology, after Hoffmann 19742, Fig. 126.

b) c)

b)

a)

Fig. 4 Combinations of the ‘Loom weights’ motif: a) with a bar and a series of lines engraved perpendicular/diagonal to the 
bar (CMS III 204c;  VII 216c; VIII 13a); b) with additional bar(s) and a series of lines engraved perpendicular/diago-
nal to the bar (CMS III 195c; II.2 151b; III 213a; II.2 125b; II.2 275b; III 194b); modified by the author after  
the CMS iDAI.images Arachne. Drawings are not to scale.
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Fig. 5 Duplication of the ‘Loom weights’ motif (CMS II.2 241b; VI 50c; VI 66c, VII 206b; VI 60a; XI 298), modified by the author 
after the CMS iDAI.images Arachne. Drawings are not to scale.

Fig. 6 The ‘Loom weights’ motif with a human figure (CMS II.2 214a; II.2 224a; II.2 302b; II.2 306c; VI 36a; VI 51c; VI 70c; III 
173c), modified by the author after the CMS iDAI.images Arachne. Drawings are not to scale.

AGATA ULANOWSKA PLATE XV








